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Where’s the Power ?
1

by Samuel H. Moffett

Bom in Pyongyang, in what is now North

Korea, Samuel Hugh Moffett is an alum-

nus of Wheaton College, Princeton The-

ological Seminary, and Yale University. He
served as a missionary to China, 1945- 1951,

and to Korea, 1955-1981. He is presently

the Henry Winters Luce Professor of Ec-

umenics and Mission at Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary. This address was deliv-

ered at the Presbyterian Congress on

Renewal, held in Dallas, Texas, in January

i 985 -

Text: You shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and

you shall be my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria

and to the end of the earth. (Acts 1:8; 2:1-8, 12-21)

My text is from the first chapter

of the Book of Acts. Jesus is

saying goodbye to his disciples be-

fore he is taken up from them into

heaven. And he says to them (in vs.

8), “You shall receive power when
the Holy Spirit has come upon you;

and you shall be my witnesses in

Jerusalem and in all Judea and Sa-

maria and to the end of the earth.”

That is the greatest of all the great

promises of God. “You shall receive

power. . .
.” Now I know, strictly

speaking one of God’s promises is

not greater than any other of God’s

promises. But to me this is the great-

est because it is what I need most.

You see, I’m a Presbyterian. I have

order and decency up to here. But

where’s the power?
And this is the greatest of the five

forms in which the Great Commis-
sion comes to us. “You shall be my
witnesses ... to the ends of the earth.”

There is a form of this commission-
ing in each of the four gospels, Mat-
thew, Mark, Luke, and John. But
this one in the book of Acts is the

1 Used by permission of Word Books,

Publisher, Waco, Texas.

greatest. Now I know again that

strictly speaking no one form of God’s

commissioning is greater than any

other. But to me this is the greatest

because it is the one I need most.

You see, I’m a Presbyterian. I have

sentimental, upper-middle-class vir-

tues up to here. But where’s the

power? Where’s the power to propel

us out of our comfortable, encap-

sulated churches and across the

world? Our members are leaving;

our missions declining. Where’s the

power? If power is what God prom-
ises, isn’t that just what we all need

most?

So let’s begin with the PROMISE

“You shall receive power. . .
.” I’m

not so sure that the disciples really

believed that promise. They were too

much like us. They were about as

unrenewed, and powerless, and un-

focused, and puzzled a little group

as most of us American Christians.

And like us Presbyterians they were

losing members. A few days before

they had been twelve. Now there

were only eleven in the inner circle.

That’s even worse than Presbyte-
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rians. About forty thousand a year,

isn’t it that we’re losing? One out of

every eighty or so. The disciples lost

one out of twelve!

So, disturbed and anxious, they

turned to Jesus. But the first question

they asked was the wrong question.

All they wanted to know was, “When
does the revolution begin?" “When
will you bring in the Kingdom?”
And they were still thinking in po-

litical terms, which is all right in its

place, but this was neither the place

nor the time for that question and

Jesus turned them away. “That is

not for you to know,” he said. But

because he loved them, he gave them
a promise, a promise centered in a

different kind of kingdom. “You will

receive power . . . when the Holy
Spirit comes, and you will be my
witnesses ... to the ends of the earth.”

Then he left them.

He left them with many questions

unanswered. He left them still un-

renewed, still puzzled, still power-

less. But isn’t that how renewal al-

ways begins, not with power for the

ambitious and powerful, but with a

promise of power for those who have

never had power, or have lost it?

That is how it began in Korea

about a hundred years ago. The Ko-
rean church is now celebrating a

hundred years of Protestant Chris-

tianity. But in some ways those first

Korean Christians weren’t much to

celebrate. One of the best of them
was a converted saloon keeper, only

half-converted, or only partly re-

newed. Another was a twenty-seven-

year-old student of the Chinese clas-

sics who fancied himself a philoso-

pher and whose greatest religious

experience had been a dream of the

moon rising in his stomach. Still an-

other was wrestling with the awful

secret that he had taken a second

wife before he was converted, and
could not bear to leave her. They
were like the disciples. They weren’t

much to boast about.

But the gospel is good news. It is

grace for the sinful, not for those

who think they have no sin. It is

healing for the sick, release for the

captives, sight for the blind, peace

for the troubled, justice for the down-
trodden, renewal for empty hearts.

And as at Jerusalem, it is power for

the powerless.

Whether or not at that moment
when Jesus was just about to leave

them the disappointed little group
of disciples believed the promise or

not, they did the right thing. They
trudged back down the hill into the

city and “with the women, with one
accord devoted themselves to prayer.”

Gave themselves to prayer?

Weren’t there more important things

to engage the attention of serious men
and women that day. There were
rumors of a conspiracy against the

life of the emperor Tiberias in

Rome—a good time for a revolu-

tion—and of a threatened famine

spreading in North Africa, and news
that the German barbarians were
raiding again across the Rhine. Most
people still think that those are the

kinds of issues that matter. And they

do matter. But all the disciples did

was go home and pray!

Prayer, says this secular world, is

the Christian's escape from reality.

It’s a “cop-out.” That is what my
wife was told at a Presbyterian meet-

ing not long after we came back from
Korea to America. She was speaking

about the vitality and enthusiasm of

the Korean Christians in prayer and
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singing and personal witness, and one

woman asked her, “What did you

do for the people imprisoned by the

government over there?” It was a

good question. It needed to be asked,

and it was not asked unkindly. But

when Eileen paused and answered,

“Well, there wasn’t too much we
could do. We thought many had been

imprisoned unjustly, and we visited

them when we could. And we prayed

for them regularly.” That was when
someone whispered audibly, “Cop-

out!”

Well, there are times when I, too,

have been more tempted to revolu-

tion than to prayer. And apparently

it was revolution the disciples were

thinking about when they asked Je-

sus, “Lord will you at this time re-

store the kingdom to Israel?” But,

remembering how Jesus had an-

swered them, instead of revolution

they prayed. If you will forgive a

personal word, when I was arrested

in China during the revolution, and

wondered what was going to happen

to me, the knowledge that Christians

were praying for me encouraged and
sustained me far more than any hope

I might have had that another rev-

olution would come, a counter-

revolution, and make everything all

right.

Here is the paradox. Revolutions

make the headlines. Prayer doesn’t.

But the world has forgotten about

the plot against Tiberias that set

tongues wagging in Jerusalem while

the disciples prayed. It has forgotten

the border raids across the Rhine.

But it has never forgotten that cred-

ulous, leaderless, outcast little band
that trudged down the hill into Je-

rusalem—and took the time to pray.

There was a time in Korea back

about eighty years ago that mission-

aries and Korean Christians were so

discouraged about the prospects for

the future of the church there that

they began to wonder if their twenty

years of pioneering since 1884 had

been all in vain. The country was

losing its independence to the Jap-

anese. The missionaries were tired.

The Korean Christians, like the

Laodiceans, seemed to have “lost the

love they had at first.” Then it was

that a Canadian medical doctor called

them not to give up but to pray. And
the little prayer meetings and Bible

studies he started were the begin-

nings of the great Korean Revival of

1904-08. What happened?

What happened was POWER
This is my second point. What

happens is that God keeps his prom-
ises. God promised power to the

powerless disciples on the hill out-

side Jerusalem. They went back into

the city and prayed, and the power
came. Suddenly, at Pentecost, “a

sound came from heaven like the

rush of a mighty wind, and fire. . .
.”

The Spirit came, and life flamed again

within them, as in coals dropped from

a fireplace, apparently dead but

breaking open in a shower of sparks.

The Spirit brought flame back into

the blue, bleak hearts of the disciples.

It lifted a dispirited little group of

ordinary men and women and sent

them out to begin to change the

world—to Jerusalem, Judea, Sa-

maria, and to the ends of the earth.

But I must confess that the record

of that first Pentecost—all wind and
fire and many tongues—is a discon-

certing passage to read today in a

group of Presbyterians like this. It

smacks too much of hot gospellers
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and holy rollers and quakers and

shakers and enthusiasts. It doesn’t

describe all that is best and most

beautiful in Christian worship, does

it? And yet the more I read of the

history of the church, the more I am
impressed with the fact that some of

the most creative and effective pe-

riods in the church have been pre-

cisely those periods when the gospel

was “hot" and not when it was most

respectable.

If I were to pick my favorite spot

in medieval Romanism I would
choose the days of that gentle mad-
man St. Francis of Assisi. And some
of the greatest moments of Protes-

tantism were in the times of Puritan

enthusiasts and “great awakeners”

like Jonathan Edwards. Too hot for

Yale; I’m glad Presbyterian Prince-

ton took him in. Quakers really

quaked once, in the days of their

intense beginnings; and when Meth-

odism burned its way into the his-

tory of England and America, strong

men and women roared and shook

under the power of preachers like

Wesley and Whitefield and Peter

Cartwright. Long-haired dandies

would come to Cartwright’s camp-
meetings. “They came to scoff,” he

wrote, “but they stayed to pray,” and
suddenly seized by the power their

backs would bend almost to the

breaking, then, the tension suddenly

released by the peace of the Spirit,

they would straighten up with such

force that their long hair cracked like

whips. Strange, bizarre, and to me,

a little frightening.

But as someone has said, “The
church of Christ has had more power

when the world thought it was drunk,

as at Pentecost, than when the world

thought it was dead.” And before

we condemn the outer extravagances

of those meetings it might be well

to ask two questions. First, is all that

excitement necessary for a renewal?

And second, when it does occur what

is the inward, quickening power that

produces it?

The answer to the first question

is No. Not all revivals are fiery, and
renewal can be as quiet as an inner

thought. Almost always revival and
renewal begin with prayer, and the

best prayers are usually quiet. The
revival of 1857 in New York, for

example, was just a prayer meeting.

No fire. No shouting. As J. Edwin
Orr described it, Jeremiah Lanphier,

a city missionary in lower Manhat-
tan “passed out handbills inviting

anyone interested to join him from

12 to 1 on Wednesdays for a prayer

meeting. [They could] come for an

hour or just five minutes. The first

day six people came, the next day

forty. Then [they made] it a daily

instead of weekly meeting and within

six months ten thousand business men
were gathering [every day] for prayer

in New York City. Within two years

a million converts had joined Amer-
ican churches” (Orr 1965: 104, cited

by Hazel Watson, p. 126). Just a

prayer meeting, but what a prayer

meeting!

The Great Revival in Korea was
another matter. There was nothing

low-key about that. It began with

quiet prayer meetings, yes, but when
it exploded into waves of wailing and

weeping and writhing in agonies of

confession, the missionaries were

terrified. They stopped the meeting.

They were “frightened by the pres-

ence of a Power which could work
. . . wonders,” as one of my father’s

colleagues described it (Blair, Gold
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in Korea, p. 64). But the meetings

could not be stopped, they went on

and on and gradually even the most

traditional-minded missionaries rec-

ognized that however disturbing its

manifestations might appear, the

power was not to be feared, and could

not be resisted. It came from God.

The fire was not the power. It was

only an outward sign of the power.

Shouting and weeping are not the

power. Sometimes the Bible uses

quieter words to describe the mighty

power of God. Elijah is on the mount
and the Lord passes by. “And a great

and strong wind” shook the mount
and broke the rocks, “but God was
not in the wind; and after the wind
an earthquake, but God was not in

the earthquake; ... a fire, but God
was not in the fire; and after the fire,

a still small voice, and when he heard

it, Elijah hid his face in his mantle”

for the still small voice was the voice

of God (I Kings 19:1 i-iqf.). There
is no one way to describe the power.

Sometimes it shakes and shouts.

Sometimes the quiet words describe

it best, words like cleansing and joy

and love.

It is a cleansing power. Pentecost

is rightly described as a filling of the

Spirit, but before the filling there

was an emptying. Peter knew. On a

dark night not long before, he had
felt the pain of the emptying. He
heard a cock crow twice, and struck

by the enormity of his sin, he “broke

down and wept,” says Mark. No
cleansing; no power. So when the

crowd, cut to the quick by his

preaching, cried, “What shall we do?”

Peter said, “Repent.” Power without

repentance is the wrong kind of

power. “Repent,” said Peter, “and be

baptized ... in the name of Jesus for
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the forgiveness of your sins; and you

shall receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit” (Acts 2:37-38).

That is how it happened in Korea,

too. Here is how a Korean minister

who was there described it: “It was
a great sign and wonder. ... I saw
some struggling to get up, then fall-

ing back in agony. Others again

bounded to their feet to rid their

souls of some long-covered sin. It

seemed unwise that such confessions

be made. . . . But there was no help

for it. We were under an awful and
mysterious power, helpless—mis-

sionaries as well as Koreans” (J. S.

Gale, Korea in Transition
, p. 2o6fi).

Those were Presbyterians he was
describing. That is surprising, per-

haps, but no less surprising than a

fact which is closely related to it, the

fact that now only eighty years later,

by some accounts there are more
Presbyterians in Korea than in the

United States. First the repentance,

then the cleansing, then the power.

The power of the Spirit is also the

power of a great joy. One of the

historians of the early days of Chris-

tianity has written, “Unless [you] can

understand the constant mood of

victorious, jubilant happiness . .
.
[you]

simply will not understand primitive

[New Testament] Christianity”

(Weiss). The crowds watching the

disciples at Pentecost thought they

were drunk. They were not. They
were not intoxicated with wine; they

were God-intoxicated. The Spirit had
come to dwell with them, and it is

no light thing to be the dwelling place

of the living God. They were over-

come; they were “surprised by joy.”

The power of the Spirit is also the

power of a great love. First, God’s
love: “In this is love,” wrote John,
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“not that we loved God but that God
loved us.” It is not a love we man-
ufacture; it is given by the Spirit to

all who will receive it. “The fruit of

the Spirit is love.” Even the enemies

of those early Christians noticed this.

“Oh how they love one another,”

they said. It was not a separating

stroke of lightning, but a warm,
uniting love. In Korea, after the Great

Revival, the Koreans said to the mis-

sionaries, “Some of you go back to

John Calvin, and some to John Wes-
ley, but we can go back no further

than 1907 (and the Revival] when
we first really knew the Lord Jesus

Christ” (J. Fowler-Willing, p. 21).

But there was more to the love

than Christians loving each other. It

was a love that broke out beyond the

bounds of the church, particularly to

the poor and the sick and the op-

pressed. The greatest single tribute

paid to those early Christians was a

remark attributed to one of their most

implacable enemies, Julian, the apos-

tate emperor. He is said to have com-
plained, as if the Christians were

taking unfair advantage of him,

“These Christians feed not only their

own poor, but ours as well.”

So there was cleansing, and joy

and love in the power that came at

Pentecost. The power was not the

wind and not the fire. The power is

the Spirit who, with the Father and
the Son, is the One God who creates,

sustains, and energizes all that ever

was or is and will be. The Spirit is

the promised Power, and is always

there. But an important practical

question remains: What is the power

for?

The Power is for WITNESS

That is my third point. What hap-

pened when the power came that

first day of Pentecost in Jerusalem.2

Peter went out to preach. Pentecost

was more than an experience of re-

newal. It was more than a season of

rejoicing. It was a call to mission.

Tradition tells us that every one
of the inner circle of the eleven dis-

ciples at Pentecost became a mis-

sionary. John went to Asia Minor,

James to the Arabs, Andrew to the

Goths, Peter to Rome, and so on.

Even doubting Thomas, somewhat
reluctantly as usual, went to far-off

India according to the tradition.

That’s why they were called apos-

tles, which means missionaries, “ones

who were sent out.” Had not the

Lord said, “You shall receive power
. . . and you shall be my witnesses

... to the end of the earth.” Power
is for witness, and witness is for the

whole world.

What happened when the power
came in Korea back in 1907? They
organized a presbytery. I suppose,

that sounds like an anticlimax. If so,

think again. It was no accident that

along with the power of the great

Korean revival came the organiza-

tion of the first presbytery of a Ko-
rean Presbyterian Church. The two
are not in tension. They belong to-

gether. Listen to John R. Mott, who
was not only a great evangelist but

a great churchman and organizer and

ecumenical leader. “Pray as if there

were no such thing as organization,"

he once said, “and organize as if there

were no such thing as prayer."

The Koreans did both in that great

revival year of 1907. They prayed

and they organized. They prayed,

and the power came. They organ-

ized—organized the first self-gov-

erning, autonomous Korean pres-

bytery—and the presbytery sent out

its first missionary, a Korean.
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Let me tell you that story in a little

more detail. It was at that first pres-

bytery meeting that the first seven

graduates of the little theological

seminary which had been founded a

few years earlier were ordained. They
were awed and a little daunted by

thoughts of what this would mean
in terms of the spiritual responsibil-

ities this would bring to each of them.

Then another thought occurred to

them. Just as they were about to come
into the meeting, one of them said,

“We will be the first Korean min-

isters of the Korean church. But a

real church has more than ministers.

It has missionaries.” And they looked

hard at a burly young man who had

come a little late into their class at

the seminary. “You stoned the first

missionary you ever saw, didn’t you,”

they said. And he hung his head. It

was true. “Then you are going to be

our first missionary,” they said, and
walked in to be ordained. And the

moderator of the presbytery, my fa-

ther, who happened to be the mis-

sionary that man had stoned sixteen

years before, ordained the man who
had stoned him, and the church sent

him off as their own first missionary,

to a strange island off the southern

coast where he in turn was stoned

when he first stood up to preach the

gospel.

Power is for witness, and if we
are skeptical about associating Pres-

byterian ecclesiastical structures with

spiritual power and missionary wit-

ness, we are either underestimating

or underemploying one of the Spir-

it’s gifts to us as Presbyterians, the

gift of organization.

But where is the power? I love

the Church and I believe in it. I love

our own Presbyterian segment of the

Body of Christ most of all. But where
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is the power? At Pentecost, the power

in a little group of about 120 men
and women swept three thousand

people into the fellowship in one day.

In the American church, according

to statistics I saw some years ago, it

takes fifty-four Christians working

a whole year to bring just one new
member into the church. And among
Presbyterians we lose more than we
win. Has the power gone? Since

coming back from Korea I have found

more life in this old church than some
give it credit for, but I must admit

that our statistical record is utterly

appalling. Now I do not worship sta-

tistics of church growth. I know they

are often wrong. I know that there

are tares as well as wheat in rapid

growth. And I know that numerical

growth can come from other factors

than spiritual power in the church.

Nevertheless, compare the Presby-

terian record in America with Ko-
rea. In 1974 there were 1,500,000

Presbyterians in Korea. Ten years

later, in 1984, there were between
four and five million. Doesn’t it say

something about the distribution of

spiritual power in the two churches,

here and there, that while Korean
Presbyterians were tripling their

membership, American United

Presbyterians, as some of us were

then, were losing about a third of

ours, and cutting back on the num-
ber of our overseas missionaries at

the same time.

Has the power gone? Forty years

ago I was so discouraged about the

Presbyterian church that I wrote im-

pulsively to my father, “I don’t think

I’ll go to Princeton. I’m not sure I

want to be a Presbyterian.” My wise

father wrote back. He said, “Sam,
you’ll find a lot of good Christians

outside the Presbyterian church and
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a lot of good missionaries, but before

you make your decision, why don’t

you look around and see if you can’t

find some places where the Holy
Spirit is working through the Pres-

byterians. And if the Holy Spirit can

work through the Presbyterian

church, perhaps you can.”

There is still power in our church.

There is power because our Lord has

promised it power and the Spirit still

works in the church. There comes a

time to stop criticizing the church,

and to try praying for it. Not for

numbers, for more Presbyterians, but

for the power Jesus promised which
is power for witness, power for mis-

sion. And when the power comes
don’t keep it for Presbyterians. Take
it out across the world in mission.

Two-thirds of this world does not

have enough to eat. It goes to bed

hungry every night. Mission is feed-

ing. Most of the world suffers and
lies in pain. Mission is healing. More
than half of the adult world is blind.

It doesn’t know how to read. Mis-

sion is opening the eyes, and teach-

ing to read. Most of the world is

oppressed by unjust powers. Mission

is liberation. So go forth and heal

and feed and liberate. We can and
must join in the struggle against all

the world’s ills—hunger, sickness,

suffering, slavery—but that will not

complete the mission. The greatest

need will still be unmet. When the

power comes, we must also go forth

and preach the good news. Two-
thirds of the world is still without

effectual knowledge of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ.

The power is already here. The
trouble is with us. We do not call

for the power; we don’t get it. And
then we complain that we don’t have

it. We are more naive even than the

Arab chieftains Lawrence of Arabia

brought with him to the Paris Peace

Conference. Perhaps you have read

the story. These men of the desert

were amazed at many things, but

nothing astonished them half so much
as the running water in their hotel

rooms. They knew the scarcity of

water and its value, yet here it was
to be had by the turning of a tap,

free and seemingly exhaustless. When
they prepared to leave Paris, Law-
rence found them trying to detach

the faucets so that out in their dry

deserts they might always have water.

He tried to explain that behind the

flowing taps were huge reservoirs,

and that without this supply the fau-

cets were useless. But the Arabs in-

sisted. They were sure that the magic

instruments would give them water

forever.

Are we not even more credulous

in our Christian lives? They ex-

pected water from unattached fau-

cets. We look for water to run from

a closed tap. In the Holy Spirit are

deep reservoirs of power, wells of

water springing up into everlasting

life. But the Holy Spirit cannot How
through a closed tap, he cannot work
through an unyielded life.

So open up the taps. But watch

out. The promise is for any who will

believe and receive. And when by

faith and by grace we turn the taps

and the power Hows, watch out! The
Spirit works when, where, and how
He pleases. When the power comes,

it is not you but the Spirit who con-

trols the temperature. You may pray

for the fire, and the Spirit may choose

to send a cool, refreshing rain and a

still small voice. Or you may think

you will be more comfortable with
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the still, small voice, and sometimes,

as in Korea, there comes the fire and

the earthquake.

But don’t ask me again, Where’s

the power? It is already here. It is

the same Spirit, the same promise,

and the same power that has always

been here. For Jesus is still saying to

his disciples:

“You shall receive power . . .

when the Spirit comes . . . and you
shall be my witnesses.”

Witnesses to the ends of this dry and
thirsty, this sick and hungry, this op-

pressed, frightened, lost world. You
shall be witnesses that the Savior has

come, and will come again, and that

the Spirit is already here.
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I

I
n 1957 Ernst Wolf, one of the

leading Church historians in Ger-

many fifty years ago and editor of

Evangelische Theologie
,
published a

book entitled Barmen: Kirche

Zwischen Versuchung und Gnade—
the Church between temptation and

grace. I would like to examine the

nature of the temptation which faced

the Evangelical Church in 1934 and

the grace it received from God the

Father and our Lord Jesus Christ. I

would like to see what light that his-

tory has to shed upon the temptation

which faces the Church in Europe

and North America today and the

promise of grace Barmen offers us.

With hindsight we may be as-

tounded that National Socialism

could ever have been a serious temp-

tation to the Church. We are amazed
that the German people could ever

have followed Hitler. With hind-

sight Hitler has become a byword
for infamy, one of the greatest mon-
sters of all time—a man responsible

1 This lecture will appear in the author’s

forthcoming book, Peace By Grace Alone (El-

gin, IL: The Brethren Press).

for the holocaust in which six mil-

lion Jew's wrere murdered and for a

World War in which 20 million en-

listed people w'ere killed or missing

in action, as were at least a million

civilians, and in which millions more
were wounded and still millions more
were refugees. (Incidentally, Amer-
icans should not forget that w'hereas

the United States lost 433,000 dead

or missing, Russia’s dead is put at

15,000,000.)

I beg you to remember that the

Synod of Barmen met in May of 1934.

At that time the wolf had not yet

shown his fangs. The outright per-

secution of Christians came later and
partly as a result of Barmen. (Roman
Catholics suffered more than Prot-

estants but for different reasons.) Not
till September of 1935 were Jews

branded as second-class citizens. In

November of that year they were

discharged from all public offices.

The pogroms began in November
1938. Mass liquidation of Jews began

w'ith the attack on Poland, Septem-
ber 1, 1939. Thereupon followed

genocidal warfare not only against
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Israel, but also against Holland, Bel-

gium, France, and Britain with the

indiscriminate bombing of Rotter-

dam, Coventry, London, and other

cities. That was seven years after

Barmen! At first the allied nations

were horrified at Hitler’s ruthless-

ness. Then they retaliated in kind,

devastating German cities and lay-

ing Dresden to waste in the last five

days of the war. The United States,

emulating Hitler’s policy of waging
war, dropped atomic bombs on Hi-

roshima and Nagasaki. Since then

the threat and use of nuclear weap-
ons have come to be accepted as a

normal method of waging war.

But in 1934 Hitler presented him-
self as a paragon of virtue. Scripture

teaches us that when the devil, who
is a liar and a murderer from the

beginning, seeks to deceive and se-

duce people he comes as an angel of

light and wearing sheep’s clothing.

He comes as a Messiah who gives

his life to serve the nation. Not that

I would equate or identify Hitler with

the devil. That would be to take him
too seriously. Let us just say that he

became a servant of the evil one to

tempt the people.

First of all, he represented himself

as a religious man. In his public

speeches he frequently invoked the

name of the Almighty and Provi-

dence. Although he does not seem
to have been an active church-goer,

he was frequently photographed with

religious leaders and Ludwig Muel-

ler, an army chaplain, was his inti-

mate friend, whom Hitler later put

in charge of Church affairs. Indeed,

a religious mystique colored the whole

National Socialist Movement. To be

sure, much of this religiosity was pa-
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gan and harked back to primitive

German gods. But then it was beau-

tifully combined with Christianity.

Moreover, Hitler posed as the de-

fender of Christianity against god-

less Bolshevism. And since there was

in Germany a very strong Com-
munist Party, Church leaders were

inclined to think that Hitler could

save the nation and the churches from

atheism. Article 24 of the Program
of the National Socialist German
Worker’s Party declared: “We de-

mand liberty for all religious confes-

sions in the State, insofar as they do

not in any way endanger its existence

or do not offend the moral sentiment

and the customs of the Germanic
race. The party as such represents

the standpoint of ‘positive Christi-

anity’ without binding itself confes-

sionally to a particular faith.” Of
course. Church leaders might have

been suspicious of the phrase “in-

sofar as they do not in any way en-

danger its existence or do not offend

the moral sentiment and the customs

of the Germanic race.” But then how
could Church leaders be expected to

think that Christianity is a danger

to the existence of the State or an

offense to the moral sentiment of a

people whether German or Ameri-
can?

Thus in his speech before the first

meeting of the Reichstag on March

23, 1933, Hitler declared:

The national Government sees

in the two Christian Confessions

the most important factors for the

preservation of our nationality. It

will respect the agreements that

have been drawn up between them
and the provincial states. Their
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rights are not to be infringed. It

expects, however, and hopes that

conversely the work upon the na-

tional and moral renewal of our

nation, which the Government has

assumed as its task, will receive

the same appreciation. All other

denominations will be treated with

the same impartial justice.

The national Government will

provide and guarantee to the

Christian Confessions the influ-

ence due them in the schools and
education. It is concerned for gen-

uine harmony between Church
and State. The struggle against

materialism and for the establish-

ment of a true community in the

nation serves just as much the in-

terests of the German nation as it

does those of our Christian faith.

The Reich Government, seeing

in Christianity the unshakable

foundation of the moral and eth-

ical life of our people, attaches ut-

most importance to the cultiva-

tion and shaping of the friendliest

relations with the Holy See.

The rights of the churches will

not be curtailed; their position in

relation to the State will not be

changed.

As early as July 20, 1933—nearly

a year before the Barmen Declara-

tion was drawn up—the Vatican and

the German Reich signed a Concor-

dat which on the one hand prohib-

ited the clergy from membership in

political parties and from working
on their behalf (this was aimed against

the Catholic Center Party) and on

the other hand guaranteed the rights

and privileges of the Church. Thus
by the unqualified recognition of the

new regime by the Holy See, no one

could charge that National Socialism

wras un-Christian and opposed to the

Church.

Not only was Hitler a religious

and pro-Christian man, he was an

intensely moral and ascetic man. A
vegetarian, he did not smoke, drink,

or carry on with women. Even his

much later affair with Eva Braun
was not that of a faithless married

man, and she at least was devoted

to him to the end. Moreover, Hitler

exemplified and inculcated the Vic-

torian virtues of thrift, industry,

honesty, courage, love of family and
country. He honored motherhood
and was constantly pictured as a lover

of little children and flowers. He
posed as a patron of the arts—a lover

of painting, classical music, and ar-

chitecture. He eschewed decadent

music, literature, and art.

Before Hitler came to power there

were six million unemployed, with

violence in the streets and constant

clashes between rival political par-

ties. So one of his campaign speeches

sounds like one by Spiro Agnew:
“The streets of our country are in

turmoil. The universities are filled

with students rebelling and rioting.

Communists are seeking to destroy

our country. Russia is threatening us

with her might and the Republic is

in danger. Yes, danger from within

and from without. We need law and
order. Yes, without law and order

our nation cannot survive. Elect us

and we shall restore law and order.”

Hitler kept his promise. He re-

stored law and order. He ended un-

employment. He built the Volks-

wagen and the Autobahn. It is true

that three months after he acquired

power he destroyed the Labor Unions

in one night by occupying their of-
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fices, seizing their files and office

equipment. But he gave to the work-

ers far more than the unions had

done: guaranteed jobs and wages, and

expense-paid vacations in foreign

countries under a program known
as Kraft durch Freude. No wonder
the blue-collar workers lionized

Hitler.

Even in foreign affairs Hitler ap-

peared as the champion of world

peace. In his public utterances he re-

iterated that the peace of the world

is the primary concern of National

Socialism. He repudiated imperial-

ism in any form and any interference

in the internal affairs of any nation.

He declared that all nations should

enjoy equal legal status in the com-
munity of nations, and that inter-

national disputes, including revision

of the Treaty of Versailles, should

be settled by peaceful negotiations.

Thus Hitler and his Party were
an enormous temptation to the Ger-

man people and to the Church. Who
would not support a man who was
manifestly religious, a champion of

the cause of the Church against its

enemies, a man of impeccable per-

sonal morality, a patriot selflessly and
tirelessly devoted to the economic
well-being and happiness of his peo-

ple, a man who gave them a new
vision, new hope, new dignity?

I would now like to stress that

Hitler came to power by perfectly

legal means. It was in no sense a

violent revolution. Thanks to the

election of July 1932, which made
his Party the strongest in the Reich,

President Hindenburg named Hit-

ler, Chancellor, January 30, 1933, and
called upon him to head a coalition

government composed of National

Socialists and members of the con-

servative and nationalistic right. This

gave him a majority over the Com-
munist Party and the Social Dem-
ocrats.

But how, you ask, did Hitler suc-

ceed in acquiring totalitarian pow-
ers, controlling all areas of public

life? Quite naturally! On the night

of February 27, 1933, a feeble-minded

Dutch Communist by the name of

van der Lubbe, who wanted to pro-

test against Nazism, set fire to the

Reichstag. The Nazis described it as

a Communist conspiracy, threaten-

ing the security of the nation, and
immediately arrested Communist
party leaders and members of the

Reichstag, and issued a Decree of the

Reich President for the safety of the

Nation and the State by which Hit-

ler was given dictatorial powers. The
police could arrest anyone without a

hearing, keep him in prison indefi-

nitely without a trial, and private

dwellings could be searched, prop-

erty seized, organizations and par-

ties dissolved—all on the pretext of

an emergency situation. Hitler cap-

italized on the bugaboo of the Com-
munist menace to gain complete dic-

tatorial powers. Having gained those

powers he was free to re-arm Ger-

many and make it the mightiest war-

machine the world had seen. And
this he could do too by convincing

the German people that a peace-lov-

ing nation could only remain free as

long as it was strong enough to de-

fend itself against an “evil empire.”

Such was the temptation that was
offered from the side of the State. I

repeat: I marvel that the Church did

not wholly succumb to the tempta-

tion and give its unconditional al-

legiance to Hitler. No one should

boast that if he or she had been in
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Germany in 1933 he or she, as Ger-

mans, would have opposed Hitler

—

not when famous Lutheran theolo-

gians like Paul Althaus were writing

that “our evangelical Churches have

welcomed the turning point of 1933
in Germany as a miracle of God.”
These theologians believed they saw
what God was doing in the world

in the renewal of the German people

and in sending Adolf Hitler to be

their leader. Althaus and many others

could do this because, in spite of their

Lutheran and Reformed orthodoxy,

they were heirs of the modern Prot-

estantism of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. As Hans As-

mussen said in his commentary on
the first article of the Barmen Dec-

laration: “We are raising a protest

against the same phenomenon that

has been slowly preparing the way
for the devastation of the Church for

more than two hundred years. For

it is only a relative difference whether

beside Holy Scripture in the Church
historical events or reason, culture,

aesthetic feelings, progress, or other

powers and figures are said to be

binding claims upon the Church.”
This was the temptation which the

Synod of Barmen resisted not only

in the first but in all six articles of

its Declaration.

Now there was one aspect of the

early Hitler which ought to have

alerted Christians in Germany and

in the rest of the world to the menace
of Hitlerism, namely, its virulent anti-

Semitism. But they were blind to it,

principally because from the time of

the early Church they had been taught

that the Church had superseded Is-

rael as God’s chosen people because

they had rejected and crucified their

Messiah. Now Barmen has been crit-

icized because it did not speak spe-

cifically about the Jews and anti-

Semitism. Bonhoeffer, Barth, Nie-

mueller, and others have regretted

that the Confessing Church did not

condemn anti-Semitism more ve-

hemently. As a matter of fact, the

Barmen Declaration did not speak

concretely about any political or so-

cial issues. It was concerned to con-

fess the theological and ethical basis

of the Church (Articles 1 and 2), the

nature of the Church (Article 3), the

order of the Church (Article 4), the

relation of Church and State (Article

5), and the Church’s Commission
(Article 6). Yet in doing so the fram-

ers of the Declaration knew full well

that they were rejecting the anti-Se-

mitic ideology of National Socialism

and the errors of the “German
Christians." Indeed, we may well ask

whether there would have been any

Barmen Theological Declaration at

all had it not been for the existence

of the Jews and the discrimination

and persecution they suffered. Was
not and is not Barmen a sign that

“salvation is from the Jews” (John

4:22) and that the Church does not

support the root (that is, the Jews)

but the Jews support the Church
(Romans 1 1:18)?

The Synod of Barmen resisted the

temptation which faced the Church
in 1934 when it said: “We believe

that we have been given a common
message to utter.” It was a gift of

grace, a human and fallible witness

to grace. Let no fiesh glory in the

Barmen Declaration. No one knew
better than the delegates to the Synod

that it was a “miracle of grace.” And
after the Declaration was unani-
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mously adopted, they joined in sing-

ing the hymn: “Now thank we all

our God.”

II

What is the temptation that faces

the Church in Europe and North

America fifty years later? I submit

that it is substantially the same. True,

much has transpired since World
World II and the holocaust. Ger-

many was divided into two parts: the

East occupied by Russia, the West
by the United States, France, and

Britain, and after thirty-nine years

no peace treaty has been drawn up.

Contrary to the allied war aims,

Germany was re-militarized and

nuclear missiles have been stationed

on its territory, missiles capable of

being launched without warning and

of reaching Moscow in six minutes.

Why? For the same reason that Hit-

ler gave, namely, that a peace-loving

nation can only remain free as long

as it is strong enough to defend itself

against an “evil empire.”

Meanwhile the State of Israel was
established in 1948—what Karl Barth

also described as “a miracle of grace,”

a sign that no power on earth could

ever get rid of the Jews either by

extermination or assimilation. But

Israel, like the Church, continues to

live between two conflicting ideol-

ogies: atheistic Communism and a

religious pseudo-Christian capital-

ism. Both live between two super-

powers armed with nuclear weapons
sufficient to destroy the earth many
times over. Israel faces Syria backed

by Soviet Russia while aided eco-

nomically and militarily by the United

States. Both nuclear superpowers have

exchanged the might of right for the

right of might and in this respect

have become demonic—like the

principalities and powers described

by the apostle in Ephesians 6 and

unlike the political “ministers” and

“servants” of God described in Ro-

mans 13.

What is the temptation that faces

the Church and also Israel? They
live in a day when love grows cold

(Matthew 24:12) and people are

“fainting with fear and foreboding

of what is coming on the world”

(Luke 21:20). In short, we live in the

fear of a nuclear holocaust. The
Church succumbs to temptation when
it speaks and acts out of a fear of

the bomb rather than out of a fear

of the Lord which is the beginning

of wisdom (Psalm 111:10).

Concretely the temptation that

faces the Church is the policy of nu-

clear deterrence. This policy is spon-

sored by the present and past admin-
istrations in Washington. Our
political leaders boast that by a su-

periority or parity of nuclear weap-
ons with the Russians peace has been

preserved for thirty-nine years and
will continue to be preserved. The
temptation of the policy of “peace

through strength” is compounded
when it is pursued in the Name of

God and promises to save the Church
from godless Communism; when the

State tries “to put God back into the

schools” with prayer; when an MX
Missile is called a “Peacekeeper” and
a nuclear submarine the Corpus

Christi
;
and finally, when a party like

the “German Christians,” the Moral

Majority, a synthesis of Christianity

and Americanism, endorses nuclear

deterrence.

Nuclear deterrence is also a temp-
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tation tor Israel. Shai Feldman, a de-

fense analyst at Tel Aviv University,

has published a book, Israeli Nuclear

Deterrence: a Strategy for the 1980s

(New York: Columbia University,

1983) in which he argues that “to

maximize the odds ot security and
peace Israel must adopt a doctrine

of explicit strategic nuclear deter-

rence.” Why not? If the United States

threatened massive retaliation against

a possible Soviet invasion of Europe,

even before Russia possessed the

bomb, and if with parity or superi-

ority of nuclear weapons the United

States continues a policy of deter-

rence against Russia and Russia

against the United States, why should

not Israel pursue the same policy?

Of course, the argument for deter-

rence is not only specious because of

its risks but inhuman and immoral
because it involves the threat of in-

discriminate murder of the innocent

and helpless.

I question whether our churches

have succeeded in resisting the

temptation of a trust in nuclear de-

terrence. In the April 2, 1984, issue

of Christianity and Crisis Roger L.

Shinn made a detailed analysis of the

statement of the Sixth Assembly of

the World Council of Churches
(Vancouver 1983) and the Pastoral

Letter of the Roman Catholic Bish-

ops (May 3, 1983). He found that

both condemn any first use of nu-

clear weapons and reject justification

of “limited nuclear war” and en-

dorse a “halt” in the manufacture

and deployment of weapons. How-
ever, the Pastoral Letter admits “a

strictly conditioned moral accept-

ance of nuclear deterrence,” but adds,

“We cannot consider it adequate as

a long-term basis for peace” (para.

186). Shinn observes that “the con-

clusion is all but inevitable: deter-

rence is conditionally tolerable, but

any conceivable use of weapons is

intolerable.” The World Council of

Churches Statement appears to be

bolder. The Amsterdam panel of the

WCC (November 23-27, 1981) con-

cluded: “We believe the time has

come when the churches must un-

equivocally declare that the produc-

tion and deployment as well as the

use of nuclear weapons are a crime

against humanity and that such ac-

tivities must be condemned on eth-

ical as well as theological grounds.”

The Assembly’s statement dropped
the phrase “on ethical as well as the-

ological grounds” and added:

“Therefore there should be a com-
plete halt in the production of nu-

clear weapons and in weapons re-

search and development in all nations,

to be expeditiously enforced through

a treaty; such a position supports the

struggle to cause one’s own nation

to commit itself never to own or use

nuclear weapons, despite the period

of nuclear vulnerability, and to en-

courage and stand in solidarity with

Christians and others who refuse to

cooperate w'ith or accept employ-

ment in any projects related to nu-

clear weapons.”

Shinn observes that this proposi-

tion is “obviously a compromise be-

tween unilateralist and multilater-

alist positions. The multilateralists

won with the emphasis on ‘all na-

tions' and on ‘a treaty.’ The unilat-

eralists won on the clause on ‘one’s

own nation.' " Shinn is skeptical of

the unilateralist position because it

is “so remote from political reality

that it would not get a single vote

in the U. S. Congress or the Soviet
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Politburo.” He is also skeptical about

enforcement through a treaty. He
concludes that we will have to live

with ambiguities.

Note the subtle temptation to

which Shinn and both the Roman
Catholic and the WCC statements

have succumbed: the appeal to what
is politically expedient and rational.

In both documents one finds evi-

dence of a fatal Both-And: grace and
nature, faith and reason. It is pre-

cisely the temptation which Barmen
resisted when it declared that Jesus

Christ is the one Word of God we
have to hear, trust, and obey and not

other events and powers, figures and
truths. The Church “calls to mind
the Kingdom of God, God’s com-
mandment and righteousness, and
thereby the responsibility both of

rulers and of the ruled.” It is not “to

appropriate the characteristics, the

tasks, and the dignity of the State.”

The temptation which we face to-

day is the optimistic belief that peace

can be achieved by our good, peace-

making works. Perhaps the temp-
tation is greater for us than for the

Confessing Church in 1934 because

we live in a democracy. We enjoy

religious liberty, freedom of speech,

freedom of assembly, freedom to hold

protest marches, freedom to vote,

freedom to influence public opinion.

What impressed me most during my
year and a half with the Confessing

Church in 1936 and 1937 was to see

a tiny minority Church in the midst
of a nation of eighty million people

armed to the teeth. It had no other

ground to stand on than the Word
of God. It had no access to the news-
papers and the radio, no political

parties or labor unions to which it

could appeal. No one could teach in

the schools and universities without

taking an oath of allegiance to Hit-

ler. While I was in Elberfeld the Pre-

digerseminar was closed down and
the seminary went underground,
holding classes secretly in the pro-

fessors’ homes. In short, the Church
was bereft of any means to influence

public opinion.

A. S. Duncan-Jones wrote a book
about The Strugglefor Religious Free-

dom in Germany. No! It was a strug-

gle for the freedom of the Word of

God, for “the glorious liberty of the

children ofGod” (Romans 8:21). How
shall I describe that freedom? It was
the freedom of Dietrich Bonhoeffer

to forsake the freedoms and privi-

leges of a chair at Union Seminary
and to return to Germany to serve,

suffer, and die for his people. When
the Apostle Paul and Martin Nie-

moeller were in prison, they said that

the Word of God was not bound (II

Timothy 2:9). Niemoeller added that

he had more freedom than his prison

guard who was free at the end of

the day to return to his family. For
if the guard had been ordered to

execute him, he would have done so.

Do you recall that the document of

Vatican II which was originally

drafted by an American, John
Courtney Murray, and was most
highly acclaimed in this country,

namely, The Declaration on Religious

Freedom , was the document most
strongly criticized by Karl Barth in

his appraisal of Vatican II in Ad Li-

mina Apostolorum. Why? Precisely

because it says “nothing about the

‘glorious liberty of the children of

God.’ ” He asked: “Could not the

Church, which is called to this free-

dom (Galatians 5:13) and stands in it

(Galatians 5:1), by speaking to and
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for itself, have given more powerful

testimony to governments and to all

mankind about 'religious freedom'

than it did in this Declaration?”

Luther once said: “Both pleasure

and pain are temptations. But the

greater temptation is pleasure.” Are
we not tempted to put a greater trust

in our democratic freedoms to achieve

peace than in the “joyful deliverance

from the godless fetters of this world

for a free, grateful service to his crea-

tures” which befalls us through Christ

(Barmen, Art. 2)?

Be that as it may, according to all

the salutations of the New Testa-

ment letters grace and peace are from

God our Father and the Lord Jesus

Christ. Peace is exclusively the work
of God the Creator, Preserver, Rec-

onciler, and Redeemer of sinful

mankind. “By grace you have been

saved through faith; and this is not

your own doing; it is the gift ofGod

—

not because of works [whether po-

litical or religious works], lest any-

one should boast” (Ephesians 2:8f.).

There is no political power, not even

the power of Pilate, except from the

God of grace and peace. Those that

exist today, such as Soviet Russia and

the United States, are appointed to

be God’s servants and ministers “for

good,” that is, peace. While we are

not saved by human political works,

neither are we saved without polit-

ical actions of one kind or another.

In sovereign grace, God uses states-

men to provide for justice, freedom,

and peace according to the measure

of human judgment and human
ability by means of the threat and

exercise of force (Barmen should have

added “as a last resort” |Art. 5]). Of
course, rulers can rebel against their

divine appointment, as Pilate did, thus

becoming unjust, enslaving, and bel-

ligerent rulers, even as Christians also

daily sin against God. But even when
rulers “have crucified the Lord of

glory” (I Corinthians 2:8), even when
sin has increased in the area of pol-

itics, grace abounded all the more
(Romans 5:20). For peace with God,
among individuals and nations, and

within ourselves, has been estab-

lished on earth by Christ in his death

at the hands of ungodly and inhu-

man powers. Therefore, we cannot

say that God is unable to use nuclear

deterrence as a means of preserving

peace. We cannot deny that God can

use the evil we do that good may
come (Romans 3:8). But that in no

way justifies our doing evil, that is,

threatening mass extermination upon

another nation or retaliating in kind,

as some people may slanderously

charge us with teaching (v. 8). “If

our wickedness serves to show the

justice (and peace) of God,” that does

not mean that “God is unjust to in-

dict wrath on us” (v. 5). On the con-

trary, our “condemnation is just" (v.

8). Moreover, “through my false-

hood,” namely, the lie that a nation

may use the means of mass exter-

mination in waging war, “God’s

truthfulness abounds to his glory.

This does not imply that we are not

still condemned as sinners (v. 7)

—

sinners whose feet are swift to shed

blood, in whose paths are ruin and
misery, and who do not know the

way of peace (vv. 15-17). As Helmut
Gollwitzer has written: “Jesus Christ

is the justification of sinners; but he

is not the justification of their sins."

The Barmen Declaration speaks

about peace only in Article 5. Never-
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theless, in Article 2 it describes how
God has established peace in all areas

of life, including politics, namely,

through the justification and sanc-

tification of sinners in Christ. This

is the ground of the justice, freedom

and peace which the State is ap-

pointed by God to provide. Such is

the witness of Barmen for the Church
which stood and stands today be-

tween temptation and grace.



“The Majesty of Truth”:

Meditation on “A Letter

to Presbyterians,”

1 954
by Daniel L. Migliore

A half-century has not eroded

the power of the Barmen Dec-
laration. This courageous witness of

a small company of Christians over

against a brutal Nazi regime and its

demonic ideology of race and nation

still evokes our respect and grati-

tude. Precisely because of its tow-

ering stature, however, Barmen may
leave us convinced that the evil con-

fronted then is far greater than we
shall ever have to fight and the faith

confessed then far stronger than we
could ever expect to have. Is there

any road from Barmen to Prince-

ton?

The answer to that question is yes.

We know there is such a road be-

cause it was traveled twenty years

after Barmen by a Princeton Semi-

nary president, theologian, and

churchman, John A. Mackay. The
spirit of Barmen, the spirit of pro-

phetic Christian faith, spoke elo-

quently through a document which

Mackay wrote, known as “A Letter

to Presbyterians.” Barmen comes
home to Christians in America in

this Letter.

Close study shows an unmistak-

able family resemblance between the

Barmen Declaration of 1934 and the

Letter to Presbyterians of 1954. They
were both composed in times of na-

tional crisis. They were both bold

Daniel L. Migliore is Arthur M. Adams
Professor of Systematic Theology at

Princeton Theological Seminary. An or-

dained Presbyterian minister, Dr. Migliore

is an alumnus of Westminster College,

Princeton Seminary, and Princeton Uni-

versity. He is a member of the editorial

council of Theology Today and is the

author oftwo boo\s, including The Power
of God (Westminster, 1983).

rejections of idolatrous and totali-

tarian claims on human life. They
were both ringing affirmations that

Christians have only one ultimate

loyalty and that is to trust and serve

the living God whose supreme self-

revelation is in Jesus Christ. They
were both authorized and endorsed

by the church rather than being an

expression of private opinion. Their

respective authors, Karl Barth and

John Mackay, were uncommonly
strong Reformed theologians and
churchmen with a passion for the

reign of God in every sphere of life.

Mackay’s “Letter to Presbyte-

rians” was the first comprehensive

public challenge of a leading Amer-
ican churchman to the smear tactics,

the character assassination, and the

hysterical and self-righteous anti-

communism of McCarthyism. In

Senator Joseph McCarthy the fascist

spirit found a voice with an Amer-
ican accent, and it called forth the

spirit of Barmen from an outraged

John Mackay. The Letter contains

three theses: first, that the Christian

church has a prophetic function to

fulfill in every society and in every

age; second, that the majesty of truth

must be preserved at all times and
at all costs; and third, that God's

sovereign rule is the controlling fac-

tor in history. Each of these theses
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deserves careful reflection, but in the

brief time we have this morning I

want to concentrate on the second

affirmation and especially on its

beautiful phrase, “the majesty of

truth.”

In Mackay’s judgment, Mc-
Carthyism savagely violated the

majesty of truth. In the name of

propaganda value, opportunism, na-

tional security, and patriotism, the

truth was being desecrated. In the

land of the free, truth was being taken

captive. And left unchallenged that

assault on truth spelled ruin for a

free society, a robust culture, and a

faithful church. Mackay was no lover

of communism, any more than was
Karl Barth. Both believed that while

communism represented in impor-

tant respects a divine judgment on

the excesses of capitalist societies,

communism was destined to have,

in Mackay’s words, its own coming
rendezvous with God and the moral

order. But what both Mackay and
Barth feared more than communism
was a fanatic and cruel anti-com-

munism which in its bloated self-

righteousness showed contempt for

anyone who deviated in the least from

the prescribed tests of patriotism and
was prepared to trample the majesty

of truth and the lives of innocent

people in favor of its self-serving aims.

The majesty of truth—this is a

phrase that is vintage Mackay. A
master of images, Mackay often spoke

of truth as a banner to be held high,

a belt to be worn in the struggle

against the falsehood that hides self-

deception, hypocrisy, greed, and in-

justice.

In the darkest days of the Second
World War, Mackay wrote an Easter

message for the New Yor!{ Times

Magazine reminding the American
people at war that we bore some re-

sponsibility for the ordeal by fire

which the world was now going

through, that honesty demanded
penitence as we prosecuted the war,

and a spirit of self-sacrifice and gen-

erosity for all victims of the war.

This would be to participate in the

power of the resurrection of Christ.

. . . The “majesty of truth.”

In the post-war period, outraged

by the failure of American foreign

policy to transcend a merely mili-

taristic response to the social unrest

and revolution in Latin America,

Mackay, an expert on Latin Amer-
ican history, culture, and religion,

declared that the time for a Barmen
Declaration in America was fast ap-

proaching. The truth that the rev-

olution in Cuba—and no doubt he

would also now add Nicaragua—
was generated more by poverty and
injustice than by communist con-

spiracy had to be recognized. . . . The
“majesty of truth.”

When a prophetic interpretation

of Christian faith represented then

by Reinhold Niebuhr and a pietistic

interpretation of Christian faith rep-

resented then by Billy Graham
seemed unable to address each other

with civility and openness, Mackay

—

who else but Mackay?—brought the

two parties together for dialogue at

Springdale. . . . The “majesty of

truth.”

When zealous but unthinking

Princeton Seminary students threw
so-called gospel bombs—packets of

Scripture verses—into the open win-

dows of dormitories at Princeton

University, Mackay, who believed

deeply that the communication of

Christian truth demanded personal
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and respectful face-to-face engage-

ment between people, told his sem-

inarians that we are called to be fools

for Christ, but not damn fools. . . .

The “majesty of truth.”

I mention all this to emphasize

that when John Mackay spoke out

in “A Letter to Presbyterians” for

the majesty of truth against the ru-

mors, innuendoes, distortions, and

fabrications which marked the tac-

tics of McCarthy’s anti-communist

crusade, he was not indulging in fac-

ile political rhetoric or debate gim-

mickry. Witness to the majesty of

truth was integral to the man and

his theology—that we are to rec-

ognize the truth of the moral am-
biguity of our own lives, both as in-

dividuals and as a nation; that we
are to acknowledge the truth that the

judge and savior of history is God
and not we ourselves or our nation;

that in the name of Christ who is

the truth we are summoned to be

ever ready for the miracle of rec-

onciliation that may transpire by

God’s grace between ourselves and

our enemies when we are willing to

engage them in open, face-to-face

conversation and negotiation. For

John Mackay, McCarthyism was de-

monic because it made a mockery of

the majesty of truth.

Shortly after the publication of the

“Letter to Presbyterians,” Mackay
received a letter from a German pas-

tor which contained these words:

“Had our church in Germany in the

first days of Adolf Hitler warned in

as clear and fundamental a way as

you have done today in America, we
would have been spared much un-

speakable suffering and guilt.”

Barmen, 1934; A Letter to Pres-

byterians, 1954. And in 1984 Karl

Barth and John Mackay would surely

admonish us: Let there be no sooth-

ing nostalgia and no romantic hag-

iography. Let the church bear pro-

phetic witness today to the majesty

of truth and to the sovereignty of the

just and gracious God over all of

history. In 1984 as in 1934 and in

1954, as John Mackay so often said:

Let the Church be tbe Church.
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Inaugural Address, December 12, 1984

The title of this address is ac-

curate and communicates the

substance of my remarks. But as a

title it was a second choice by ne-

cessity over a preferred title that

would have communicated little apart

from context or interpretation and
would have incorporated more than

I will present this afternoon. But I

will give it to you now as a way of

providing a larger context for these

remarks. The unwritten over-arch-

ing title is “The Most Important

Words: Toward the Center of Deu-
teronomic Theology.” The larger

enterprise is thereby uncovered also,

to wit an effort to locate and artic-

ulate the center, the touchstone, the

foundation of the theology of Deu-
teronomy. I do not mean the Deu-
teronomic school, or Deuterono-
mists, or the Deuteronomistic

Historian, but the Book of Deuter-

onomy. Its center may be the same
as that of these other authors, edi-

tors, or schools, but pinning them
down is a more elusive and different

task than the one in which I am
engaged.

In my judgment there are two
words that stand at the center of

Deuteronomy. (I am using “word”
here not in the usual sense of a single

vocable but in the Deuteronomic sense

of a word from the Lord. One will

recall the title of the book in the

Hebrew Bible is 'elleh hadde barim,

“these are the words.”) I do not think

it is too difficult to determine what
is the most important word from
Deuteronomy to its hearers early and

late (and one should never lose sight

of the fact that Deuteronomy is the

book of Scripture most self-con-

scious and explicit in its character as

address to different generations in

different times and circumstances).

That first and most important word
is surely the Shema \ “Hear, O Israel,

the Lord is our God, the Lord alone,

and you shall love the Lord your

God with all your heart and with all

your soul and with all your might,”

together with its prohibitive for-

mulation in the First and Second
commandments .

1 No word rings

more loudly or is repeated through-

out the book more often than that.

It served both to identify the Lord
of Israel and to give identity to the

1

I have discussed this theme in Deuter-

onomy in a lecture entitled “The Most Im-
portant Word: The Yoke of the Kingdom"
given as the 1984 Walter G. Williams lecture

at Iliff School of Theology and to be pub-
lished in The Iliff Review.
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people of Israel. It defined and called

them to their primary purpose, the

whole-hearted and total worship and

obedience of the Lord. It may not

be quite as clear, however, what is

for Deuteronomy the second most
important word for the community
that lives under the rule of the Lord,

and that is the word whose meaning
and force I seek to elaborate here.

While Deuteronomy 6:4-5 as the

Shema ', or part of it, has been a rec-

ognized part of the devotional and
liturgical tradition of Judaism from

at least the first century a.d. and

probably before that time, in the

Christian community we have re-

ceived it and know it in the context

of Jesus’ definition of the first or

greatest commandment. One notices

immediately, however, that the

Shema
‘

of Deuteronomy gives only

part of what Jesus identified as the

great commandment, the second part

of which comes not from Deuter-

onomy but from Leviticus. The
Shema' as the summary of the Torah
seems confined solely to the vertical

relationship between God and hu-

man beings, without significant con-

cern for the horizontal relation be-

tween persons. Where is the great

passion or concern for the neighbor

and for social justice that one asso-

ciates so clearly with the Old Tes-

tament? Does not that concern serve

also to identify the Lord of Israel

and Israel’s way, as well as does the

Shema'} Let me suggest a single an-

swer to those questions, but do so as

a set of propositions or claims that I

will seek to elaborate or substantiate

in this address in the context of

thinking about the theological

meaning of the Sabbath in the light

of Deuteronomy and the Scriptures

as a whole.

1) The second most important

word in Deuteronomy is the Fourth

commandment—the Sabbath com-
mandment. 2) Second, the Sabbath

commandment is the Deuteronomic

equivalent of the second part of the

Great Commandment having to do
with the relationship to other human
beings. 3) Third, along with the ex-

clusive worship of the Lord and the

prohibition of worship of idols or

other gods—one and the same
thing—the Fourth commandment is

the mark that most clearly distin-

guishes Israel from other peoples and

religious movements and gives iden-

tity to Israel. From the Deuteron-

omic perspective, to speak of the Lxird

of the Sabbath is in some sense to

make the same claim about the Lord

as is made in the identification of the

Lord as the one who brought Israel

“out of the land of Egypt, out of the

house of bondage.” 4) And fourth,

the primary impetus to social justice

in Deuteronomic theology is the

command to keep the Sabbath.

Now all of that may be something

of a large claim to make about the

Fourth commandment. The more I

study the Book of Deuteronomy,

however, the more I am convinced

it occupies a very central place and

plays a significant role in Deuter-

onomic theology. That judgment is

not based solely on frequent refer-

ences to the Fourth commandment,
or repetition. On that basis, one would

have to argue that the Sabbath com-
mandment is one of the least im-

portant words, for the most cursory-

glance at a concordance will reveal

the fact that there are no references
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to the Sabbath in Deuteronomy out-

side the Fourth commandment. The
Sabbath is prominent and pervasive

in the biblical text generally; in fact,

it is more often referred to than any

other commandment qua command-
ment (except possibly the First and
Second commandments). There are

numerous legal stipulations concern-

ing the Sabbath, and the Sabbath

comes up in a number of narrative

and prophetic texts. This larger in-

terest is an important context for

thinking about the Sabbath in Deu-
teronomy, but in Deuteronomy itself

the judgment about its centrality is

not primarily by way of its being

repeated and referred to frequently

in the rest of the book, though I will

identify ways it is echoed elsewhere

in the book. The primary clue to its

centrality is its place in the Deutero-

nomic form of the Decalogue, which
is for Deuteronomy the basic state-

ment of the divine instruction or law,

of which all the rest of the instruc-

tion is essentially elaboration.

Even a cursory comparison of the

ten commandments in Exodus and
Deuteronomy indicates that they are

almost identical except for this com-
mandment, where one finds the most
differences between the two ver-

sions. The German scholar Norbert
Lohfink has done a rather extended

literary analysis of the Decalogue in

Deuteronomy, and it is that study

that I am drawing upon to make the

point about the centrality of the Sab-

bath commandment in the Deuter-

onomic form of the Decalogue .

2

Lohfink reached the conclusion that

2 N. Lohfink, “Zur Dekalogfassung von
Dt 5,” Biblische Zeitschrift, 9 (1965), pp. 17-

32. For an English summary of Lohfink’s
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in its present form in Deuteronomy,

the Decalogue is in a sense a Sabbath

Decalogue; that is, the Sabbath is the

center and the central point of the

Decalogue as it now stands. The First

and Second commandments are first,

but the Sabbath is underscored and
emphasized by being given a central

position. How does this happen? In

three ways, very briefly.

One of the ways in which it is

central is the very fact of the more
extensive differences in the form and
language of the Sabbath command-
ment when compared with its form

in Exodus. The rest of the ten words,

except for a minor change in com-
mandment three and some minor but

not unimportant changes in the Fifth

and Tenth commandments, are vir-

tually the same. The modifications

in the Fourth commandment, how-
ever, are extensive, and one under-

stands from this that in the Deuter-

onomic form of the Decalogue, the

Sabbath commandment is being lifted

up to importance and articulated in

a somewhat different way; that is, it

is underscored by its being modified.

Lohfink has shown how those re-

sponsible for the present form of the

Deuteronomic Decalogue have given

it a quite new and different form.

Second, one sees the Fourth com-
mandment being given central place

by the way motifs from the begin-

ning of the Decalogue and the end-

ing of the Decalogue are brought

into the center of the Sabbath com-
mandment. The beginning of the

Decalogue is echoed by the way the

Fourth commandment refers to the

analysis see A.D.H. Mayes
,
Deuteronomy

,

New
Century Bible Commentary (Grand Rapids:

Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1979), pp. 164-65.
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redemption from Egypt: “You shall

remember that you were a slave in

the land of Egypt and the Lord
brought you out from there. . . In

this formulation of the Fourth com-
mandment there is an intentional al-

lusion back to the beginning, to the

foundation word of the prologue to

bring that into the discussion of the

Sabbath commandment. The lan-

guage that is used
—

“the Lord brought

you out of the land of bondage, out

of the house of Egypt”—is specifi-

cally the language of the prologue,

whereas elsewhere in Deuteronomy
when the formula “You shall re-

member that you were slaves in

Egypt" appears, a different word
(padah) is used in the second half of

the sentence for the redemption/sal-

vation terminology (Deut. 15:15,

24:18). So here the formulation of

the Fourth commandment holds the

beginning in connection with the

center. And the ending also, in a

very modest but clear way, is antic-

ipated in the Sabbath command-
ment. In Deuteronomy the ox and
the ass, who are mentioned in the

Tenth commandment, are also

brought into the Sabbath command-
ment, although that is not the case

in Exodus. So, by alluding to the

beginning and to the ending in a way
that the Exodus form of the Fourth

commandment simply does not, the

Sabbath commandment in Deuter-

onomy is lifted up in the Deuter-

onomic Decalogue structure as the

center that draws things together.

The third way in which Deuter-

onomy, unlike Exodus, makes the

Sabbath commandment the center

of the Decalogue is structurally by

creating five blocks in the Deca-

logue, of which the Fourth com-

mandment is the central block. In

other words, the Decalogue in Deu-
teronomy divides into five parts—

a

long word, a short word, a long word,

a short word, a long word. The first

part is the honoring of the Lord

—

the Prologue, the First and Second

commandments—a long block. The
second part is the short Third com-
mandment. The third and central

part is the long Sabbath command-
ment. The fourth and short part is

the commandment about the par-

ents, and the fifth long part is the

sequence of commandments about

the neighbor. (Deuteronomy has

linked all those short command-
ments into a single word by con-

necting them with conjunctions, re-

flected in the RSV in the repeated

“neither,” to say in effect that this is

one long word that has several com-
ponents to it.) So the Sabbath in this

way is not simply one on the list, but

is the pivotal longer statement at the

center. We have the honoring of the

Lord, the focus upon the Sabbath,

and the more extended word about

the neighbor as the primary blocks,

and the additional shorter com-
mandments about the name and the

parent connecting them. The organ-

ization of the Decalogue, therefore,

in two ways focuses the center of

attention on the Sabbath command-
ment.

My second claim about the Sab-

bath commandment, to wit that it is

the primary Deuteronomic repre-

sentation of the second part of the

Great Commandment, the love of

neighbor, that is to be set alongside

the Shema's call for the love of God,
is in part also derived from the Deu-
teronomic form of the Decalogue. It

is, of course, obvious and clearly rec-
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ognized that the vertical and hori-

zontal relationships embodied in the

Great Commandment are also pres-

ent in the Decalogue, in the two ta-

bles, one having to do with the re-

lationship to God and one having to

do with the individual’s relationship

to other members of the community.
But where does this so-called second

table—the relationship to other hu-

man beings—begin? Is it with the

Sixth commandment, as is often sug-

gested: You shall not kill, steal, com-
mit adultery, or covet, for these clearly

have to do with one’s neighbor. Or,

as is also suggested, does it begin

with the Fifth commandment, be-

cause the parents clearly belong to

the community? That command-
ment has to do with human rela-

tionships, even if it is still the family.

In Deuteronomy the concern for the

relation to other members of the hu-

man community clearly begins and
is explicitly underscored in the Fourth

commandment, which sets that as

one of the primary purposes of the

Sabbath, although “neighbor” per se

is not alluded to until the Ninth
commandment. 3 So this whole sec-

ond part of the Great Command-
ment, the relationship to other per-

sons, is initiated, set forth, and focused

by the Sabbath commandment in the

Deuteronomic form of the Deca-
logue.

Now let me turn from more for-

mal considerations to the Sabbath

3 The recognition that the love of neighbor

command extends beyond those who are

technically identified as “neighbor” to in-

clude all persons, especially those in situa-

tions of human need, is the point of Jesus’

answering the question of the lawyer as to

who is his neighbor with the parable of the

Good Samaritan.
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commandment itself and its theo-

logical implications, keeping in mind
Exodus as well as Deuteronomic for-

mulations and the larger context of

which they are a part. I hope in the

process to continue to elaborate the

claims I have made above about its

role in Deuteronomy.
Within the structure of the com-

mandment itself one can discern in

Exodus and Deuteronomy different

ways of understanding the meaning
and function of the Sabbath. The
Exodus form of the Fourth com-
mandment is as follows: “Remem-
ber the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.

Six days . . . work, the seventh is the

Sabbath to the Lord because the Lord
created the world in six days and
rested on the seventh. Therefore the

Lord blessed the Sabbath day and
hallowed it.” The structure is very

simple there: One is to remember
the created work of God and the rest

of God and out of that is to rest and
sanctify a day. “Remember the Sab-

bath day”—if you remember the

created work of God and the rest of

God, then that will lead you to keep

a rest and set it apart to the Lord.

The Deuteronomic structure works
in a somewhat different fashion, and
goes further—it adds and omits

things. The creation dimension is

omitted. In terms of the logic, it is

not remember what the Lord has done

and by remembering that you will

be impelled to l{eep, but it is more
the reverse: Keep the Sabbath, and
by keeping the Sabbath, two pur-

poses are accomplished. You will re-

member the redemptive work of God
on your behalf, and you will provide

rest for your slaves. So in the case of

Exodus, out of a theological memory
the community is called to obey; in
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the Deuteronomic case, the com-
munity obeys to keep alive the mem-
ory and bring about another kind of

purpose—the provision of rest for all

the members of the community.
Now, that is a simple statement

of the structure and the thrust of

these two forms of the Fourth Com-
mandment. Keeping those struc-

tures and dimensions of the Fourth

Commandment to the fore, and

placing them in the larger context

of Scripture, I want to suggest four

theological conclusions or directions

that come from the Sabbath com-
mandment.

i. First of all is the fact that the

Sabbath is a gift of God as much as

it is a command. In Deuteronomy
the command is explicit (Deut. 5:12,

15). The gift character of the Sab-

bath is implicit but clearly present

in the notes of joy and blessing that

run through those laws in Deuter-

onomy 15 and 16 that are an exten-

sion of the sabbatical principle (see

below). That gift character is also

articulated in at least one or two places

outside of Deuteronomy. For ex-

ample, the first Sabbath reference that

appears in the Old Testament is the

collection of the manna in Exodus

16, where Moses says: “Eat it today,

for today is the Sabbath of the Lord.

Six days you shall gather it, but on

the seventh day, which is the Sab-

bath, there will be none” (Exod.

16:26). Some of the people went out

to gather the manna and did not

trust the gift of the Sabbath. And
the Lord said to Moses, “How long

do you refuse to keep my com-
mandments and my laws? See, the

Lord has given you the Sabbath.

Therefore on the sixth day he gives

you bread for two days” (Exod. 16:28-

29). Here is an explicit statement in

a narrative about the Sabbath that it

is the gift of the Lord. In a larger

way that is clearly the point that the

Exodus form of the commandment
means to make by reading the Sab-

bath into creation and identifying the

Sabbath as blessed by the Lord and
hallowed. That is, the Lord’s bless-

ing of the Sabbath is the providing

of the Sabbath as a gift for human
existence. The Sabbath, at least in

part, belongs to the providential work
of God. It is a part of the continuities

of life. It is given to bless human
existence as Deuteronomy clearly

implies. Karl Barth has caught this

very well in his claiming that on this

day we are to celebrate, rejoice, and
be free to the' glory of God.4 Jesus

means the same thing when he says

that the Sabbath was made for hu-

man beings—was made for us.

Therefore, while Sabbath is some-
thing to be done by us for our good
and so comes to us as command, it

is also something to be received for

our enjoyment and benefit and so

comes to us as gift.

2. The second theological conclu-

sion to be drawn from the Fourth

commandment—an obvious though
no less important conclusion—is that

as gift, its primary character is rest
, and

in that sense the Sabbath already be-

longs to a theological understanding

of liberation. For it places in the cycle

of life a provision tor freedom from
the tyranny and oppression of un-

relenting human labors, drivenness,

and the increasing pressure of un-

4 K. Barth, Church Dogmatics , III/4, ed. by

G. W. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance (Edin-

burgh: T. & T. Clark, 1961), p. 50.
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ceasing work. There is no command
here to work. “Six days shall you

labor” is not a command: make sure

you work hard for six days; then I’ll

free you up. There is no need to

command that. The Old Testament

recognizes that human existence re-

quires this hard labor. What is im-

portant is the freedom from hard

labor. The Old Testament is not too

strong on work. It is more a nec-

essary evil that participates in and

grows out of the sinful propensities

of humankind. Work has its reward,

but only under the shadow and pro-

tection of the Sabbath.

Compare Psalms 127 and 128, and

one can see both senses about work,

i.e., that work is a necessary evil and
that it has its reward. “It is in vain

that you rise up early and go late to

rest, eating the bread of anxious toil”

(Ps. 127:3). There is a recognition

here that that kind of hard, driven

labor is to be connected with the

problems that are identified back in

Genesis 3, with the plight of hu-

mankind that has a kind ot empti-

ness to it. But this Psalm is set along-

side Psalm 128, which exhibits many
elements that lead one to associate it

with Psalm 127. There is a recog-

nition that under the providing, di-

recting way of the Lord, “blessed is

every one who fears the Lord, who
walks in his way; you shall eat the

fruit of the labor of your hands, you
shall be happy, and it shall be well

with you.” Work has its positive pos-

sibilities when understood in the

wholeness of God’s intention, and
under the sign of the Sabbath. If one
approaches work in the context in

which the Lord has ordered it, it has

a different quality and a different
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character to it than the kind of

drivenness that is described in Psalm

127. What guards that, protects that,

is the Sabbath.

There are other things that need

to be emphasized in understanding

the Sabbath as rest. One is that the

Sabbath as rest looks backward and

forward. It looks backward to the Ex-

odus. Indeed, the fundamental con-

texting of the meaning of the

Sabbath from the Deuteronomic
perspective is provided by Exodus

5 : 1 '
9 -

Afterward Moses and Aaron
went to Pharaoh and said, “Thus
says the Lord, the God of Israel:

‘Let my people go, that they may
hold a feast to me in the wilder-

ness.’
” 2But Pharaoh said, “Who

is the Lord, that I should heed his

voice and let Israel go: I do not

know the Lord, and moreover I

will not let Israel go. 3Then they

said, “The God of the Hebrews
has met with us; let us go, we
pray, a three days’ journey into

the wilderness, and sacrifice to the

Lord our God, lest he fall upon
us with pestilence or with the

sword.” 4But the king of Egypt
said to them, “Moses and Aaron,

why do you take the people away
from their work? Get to your

burdens.” 5And Pharaoh said,

“Behold, the people of the land

are now many and you make them
rest from their burdens!” 6The
same day Pharaoh commanded
the taskmasters of the people and
their foremen, 7“You shall no

longer give the people straw to

make bricks as heretofore; let them
go and gather straw for them-
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selves. *But the number of bricks

which they made heretofore you

shall lay upon them, you shall by

no means lessen it, for they are

idle; therefore they cry, ‘Let us go

and offer sacrifice to our God.’
9Let heavier work be laid upon
the men, that they may labor at

it and pay no regard to lying

words.”

Now that is the background to the

Sabbath and the sabbatical principle:

The service of God is rejected in

behalf of a secular insistence on the

exploitation of human life and hu-

man work. The desire to serve God
and sacrifice to God for three days

is rejected as giving rest to slaves.

One sees from this passage why
Deuteronomy comes out where it

does on the Sabbath. Here is the root

of the Sabbath commandment in the

experience of the Exodus, and that

story makes clear what the Sabbath

seeks to guard and protect. But this

means that if Exodus was God’s re-

demptive activity to give sabbath to

slaves, then sabbath now is human
non-activity to remember the Exo-
dus redemption. In breaking free

from your labors, you will be re-

minded of God’s breaking you free

from your labors and your bondage.

Now as rest the Sabbath also looks

forward to the promised rest of God.

That is seen clearly in Deuteronomy,
which views the goal of the people’s

present endeavors to occupy the land

as a finding of rest5
: “for you have

not as yet come to the rest (m enuhah )

5 On the Deuteronomic theology of rest

see G. von Rad, “There Remains Still a Rest

for the People of God: An Investigation of

a Biblical Conception,” The Form Critical

Problem of the Hexateuch (New York:

McGraw Hill, 1966), pp. 94-102.

and to the inheritance which the Lord

your God has given you” (Deut. 12:9).

“Therefore when the Lord your God
has given you rest (haniah) from all

your enemies round about, in the

land which the Lord your God gives

you for an inheritance to possess . .
.”

(Deut. 25:19a). The same language

is used as in the Fourth command-
ment when it gives as the purpose

of the Sabbath “.
. . that you may

provide rest (yanuah) for your man-
servant and maidservant.” That is

the blessing here—the gift of the land

as a place to rest and relax. Such

looking forward, however, is also

present in the eschatological vision

of the rest for the people of God
hinted at in the visions of the Day
of the Lord and the mountain of the

Lord, where all shall come together

in shalom (cf. Is. 66:23).
6

It is artic-

ulated expressly in the claim of He-
brews 4, “there remains yet a rest

for the people of God." Further-

more, the Sabbath looks forward to

the promised rest also in the Chris-

tian shift to celebrate the day of rest

on the first day of the week as the

day of Jesus’ resurrection, which is

an anticipatory celebration of the rest

which lies with God. 7

6 Note that for Jeremiah the keeping of

the Sabbath command will bring about the

permanent role of the Davidic line and the

enduring habitation of Jerusalem (Jer. 17:24-

26).

7 H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the Old

Testament , trans. by Margaret Kohl (Phila-

delphia: Fortress Press), pp. 141-42. A. J.

Heschel in his book The Sabbath (New York:

Farrar, Straus and Young, 1951), p. 74. tells

the following Rabbinic legend:

At the same time when God was giving

the Torah to Israel, he said to them, "My
children, if you accept the Torah, and
observe my commandments, I will give
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3. The third theme of the Sabbath

commandment grows logically out

of what has already been said. As
this discussion of the forward and
backward look indicates, the Sabbath

is the rest that is open to God , which
I judge is what is meant by the hal-

lowing, sanctifying dimension and
the Sabbath described as a Sabbath

to or for the Lord your God. Here
again one must keep in mind Exo-
dus 5:1-9 and what the Hebrews were

seeking to do when the royal estab-

lishment placed harder labors upon
them. In those verses, we encounter

precisely the opposite of what is in-

tended in the Sabbath command-
ment—the aberration of human ex-

istence against which the Fourth
commandment is set. The people

seek release for the service of God.
Against this request for time that is

sacred and holy, the forces of human
tyranny set a demand for more work.
The Sabbath is given and com-
manded not only to provide a time

for rest, but time that is open to God.

you for all eternity a thing most precious

that I have in my possession.” “And what,”

asked Israel, “is that precious thing which
thou wilt give us if we obey thy Torah?”
“The world to come—the world to come,”
said the Lord. “Show us in this world an
example of the world to come,” says Is-

rael. “The Sabbath—the Sabbath is an
example of the world to come.”

It should be noted that in the Re-
formed tradition the continuity of Sun-
day with the Sabbath of the Old Testa-

ment is clearly affirmed, and Sunday is

explicitly identified as “the Christian

Sabbath” (Westminster Confession of
Faith and Catechisms). This is generally

true of the Reformed confessions and cat-

echisms, which understand the ceremo-
nial law to be abolished in Christ but also

understand the injunctions of the Sab-
bath commandment to hold good per-

manently.

There is a quality and sacredness to

this time that moves it beyond sim-

ply the cessation of labor, which is

its fundamental intent.

Listen to Karl Barth express

something of the feel of a day that

is set apart and has rest, but not to

the Lord:

Man’s Sunday refreshment, and
therefore the fulfilling of this real

need, the victory of this incon-

testable law, cannot be worth much
if all it means is that man need

not work on Sunday. It cannot

mean anything special to him, but

can only be a rather uncomfort-

able thing to have nothing really

to do on this day, but to be left

to his own resources.

Is there anything more dis-

tressing than the sight of ob-

viously very bored male and fe-

male humanity wandering about

our streets on a Sunday afternoon

around three o’clock, all dressed

up and pushing prams? What is

the point of it? Do we not feel

(and from the look of them they

themselves above all) that we
would like to see them voluntarily

put back to some sort of useful

activity. But this evidence, and
therefore all the fierce or ironical

jeremiads which rightly deplore

what we nowadays know as the

celebration of the day of rest, are

wide of the mark to the extent

that a day of rest based on merely

humanitarian motives cannot as

such be of real benefit or fulfill

the need and right of resting from
work. For what will such a day

be used for except what it is ac-

tually used for?—various odd jobs

and activities, all kinds of neces-
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sary and unnecessary meetings and

assemblies, “sporting events” and

rapt attendance at the same—en-

hanced by prospects of a lucky

win on the tote—and finally and

above all a motorized or unmo-
torized flight to distant scenes,

ending up with an escape in al-

cohol and flirtation. How can it

be otherwise? 8

Now over against this, Barth goes

on to say,

. . . the relationship of divine serv-

ice to . . . (the) meaning of the

commandment is also immedi-

ately apparent. It is participation

in the assembling of the congre-

gation which gives this day’s rest

from work its positive meaning,

and which openly distinguishes it

from a mere inaction that can only

be man’s attempting whatever

useless activities he can.9

Here one sees why it is difficult for

Christian existence to be experienced

in a concrete and real way apart from

such hallowing of the Sabbath day.

The sanctifying of the Sabbath is the

setting aside on a regular basis of

some time that is consciously in-

tended to celebrate the glory of God
and to keep alive the memory of the

created work (so the Exodus version)

and the redemptive work (so the

Deuteronomic version) of God.

The Sabbath, therefore, was and

is one of the marks of the people of
God. As much as anything except the

First and Second commandments,
the Sabbath was the reality that

identified and distinguished Israel.

Like circumcision, it was a visible

8 Barth, pp. 60-61.

9 Ibid., pp. 62-63.

sign of the covenant, of the relation-

ship between the Lord and Israel.

Notice how Ezra speaks in the long

confessional prayer of Nehemiah 9:

“Thou didst come down upon Mount
Sinai, and speak with them for heaven

and give them right ordinances and

true laws, good statutes and com-
mandments, and thou didst make
known to them thy holy sabbath and

command them commandments and

statutes and a law by Moses thy ser-

vant” (vv. 13-14). Both the centrality

of the Sabbath, which is here gift as

well as command, in the midst of all

the other commandments, and its

distinctiveness, its separateness, are

revealed.

One notes further that in Isaiah

56:1-8 the clear indication of the fact

that the eunuch or the foreigner in

the community is fully a part of the

people and recipient of the full bless-

ing of the Lord is it such a one keeps

the Sabbath. A regular time of rest

is not in itself a sign of the people

of God, a mark of the congregation.

Sabbath is the sign, which includes

the rest at its center. There really is

a difference between those who take

a day off and those who take a day

off and sanctify it to the Lord. Or,

more accurately, there is a difference

between those two experiences.

Christian existence cannot be main-

tained as a living, vital reality with-

out Sabbath sanctification. That does

not mean that there are not those

who belong to God who do not keep

the Sabbath. One cannot say and

should not say that. My point is that

the experience of Christian existence

comes to life with great difficulty

apart from receiving the gift of the

Sabbath and living by the Sabbath

commandment. Nor does one re-
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ceive the visible mark or share the

identity of those whose God is the

Lord without participation in the

Sabbath rest and the Sunday cele-

bration.

The sanctifying of the Sabbath as

a day consecrated to God also pro-

vides an important double safeguard

for the human way in the world.

First, the sanctifying of the Sabbath

serves to guard the First and Second

commandments. The second most
important word functions at least in

part to ensure the maintenance of

the most important word. That is,

the Sabbath helps to protect us against

one of the idolatries to which many
of us, and this might be especially

true of ministers, are most prone: the

idolizing of our work by making it

the center of value and meaning. The
Sabbath relativizes human work, and
leads us to pull away from the goals

and energies and endeavors that- we
have set to remember the larger work
of God. It reminds us that our plans

and labors, our intelligence and
strength, our gifts and accomplish-

ments are not the be all and end all.

Here, of course, is a serious chal-

lenge to some contemporary atti-

tudes about work. I heard this sharply

expressed several years ago in a ser-

mon by Albert C. Winn, then pastor

of Second Presbyterian Church in

Richmond, Virginia:

We can bestow such ultimate se-

riousness and importance on our

work that it takes the place that

belongs only to God. ... A society

in which people find their sole

identity in their work is in danger
of idolatry. And a society where
persons not in the job market are

non-persons is in trouble. ... In

the society God wants us to have,

human work is to be performed,

as Karl Barth says, as a work
bounded by a continually recur-

ring interruption, the holy day.

The holy day does not invalidate

human work, but it limits and

relativizes it. It does not forbid

work, but it forbids ultimate trust

in our own work. 10

The other safeguard offered to us

in the Sabbath sanctification is a guard

against the human temptation to jus-

tification of the self through woi\

—

again a common modern and cler-

ical tendency." The Sabbath is both

concrete symbol that God’s redeem-

ing grace saves rather than any or

all work as well as a placing aside

of work to remember the larger work
of God. It is a regular time when we
stop striving and reaching to try to

justify ourselves before God and
everybody else and remember that

we have been set free and accepted

in the ultimate sense and that our

chief end now is found not in any

human work or accomplishment but

only in glorifying and enjoying God.
The Sabbath is given and com-
manded to enable that glorification

and enjoyment. As such, it is an im-

plicit but important pointer toward

the reality of justification by faith.

4. The final theological meaning
of the Sabbath that I want to un-

derscore is that one which is so fun-

damental for Deuteronomy’s form

'° A. C. Winn, “Whatever Happened to

the Fourth Commandment?” The sermon
was preached on September 5, 1976, at Sec-

ond Presbyterian Church in Richmond, Vir-

ginia.
11 This point was also made by Winn in

his sermon on the Fourth Commandment.
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of the Fourth commandment, but is

found elsewhere also: The gifts ofthe

Sabbath are for all , and the Sabbath

is set to provide the reality of free-

dom, celebration, and rest for all and
especially to ensure it for those who
might not easily find it. That is the

meaning of Deuteronomy’s focusing

the Fourth commandment and the

purpose of the Sabbath on the pro-

vision of rest for manservant and
maidservant—rest for slaves. “You
shall not do any work, ... in order

that your manservant and your

maidservant may rest as well as you.

You shall remember that you were

a slave in Egypt, and the Lord your

God brought you out. . .
.” Those

who have been slaves, and freed by

the power and grace of God, can

never treat slaves the same way as

they were treated. Once the Exodus
has been made, slavery is not yet

eliminated, but it is on its way out

if God is one who brought a people

out of the land of Egypt, out of the

house of slavery. It is further on the

way out when the Lord sets the Sab-

bath in the midst of the human com-
munity.

Here is the great impetus to social

justice in Deuteronomy. The pri-

mary purpose of the Sabbath in Deu-
teronomy is to provide a release, a

rest in the midst of the labor of life

for all
,
not just for those who have

the power, the opportunity, the re-

sources to find release and rest. No-
tice the long list in the Fourth com-
mandment, a total list, including even

the sojourner, the resident alien, and
the animals. That is articulated also

in the even older Book of the Cov-
enant: “Six days you shall do your

work, but on the seventh day you

shall rest, that your ox and your ass

may have rest, and the son of your
bondmaid and the alien be re-

freshed” (Exodus 23:12-13). The last

word, “be refreshed” (yinnapes), which

appears only two other times in the

Old Testament, means “to take or

catch your breath.” Once it is used

after David and his men have been

going along the road being cursed

and having stones thrown at them
constantly. The text says they ar-

rived weary at the Jordan, and they

caught their breath, i.e., they re-

freshed themselves (II Sam. 16:14).

The one other use of the verb is in

Exodus 31:17, where the Lord says

that the Sabbath is a sign that in six

days the Lord made heaven and earth,

and on the seventh day rested and
was refreshed. Both the experience

of being given release from slavery

and the imitation of the Creator who
stopped to catch a breath after the

work of creation serve as grounds
for creating time for refreshment and

cessation of hard labor.

Notice also who is on the list in

Exodus 23:12-13: the animals, the

child of your slave, and the sojourner

or alien. That particular list is hardly

accidental. Hans-Walter Wolff has

accurately expressed its significance:

“What this . .
.
passage states as being

the sole purpose of the day of rest is

highly suggestive: working depend-

ents are to find recreation. The mov-
ing factor is care for the hard-driven

beasts, who are mentioned first. But

what are listed next are not any ran-

dom dependents, but ‘the son of your

bond-maid (slave), and the alien.’

These are people who are particu-

larly without redress against any or-

ders given to them. Though a master

might not dare to exact work on the

sabbath from his adult woman slave.
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he was much more easily able to ex-

ert pressure on her son, or on the

foreign worker, who was all too eas-

ily viewed as being outside the sphere

of liberty set by Yahweh’s com-
mandment. This version of the sab-

bath commandment therefore picks

up borderline cases: the sabbath has

been instituted for the sake of all

those who are especially hard-driven

and especially dependent.”' 2

It is in this connection also that

we see in the Fourth commandment
the Deuteronomic expression of that

call for treating fellow human beings

in the same caring way we would
be treated that is articulated in the

Great Commandment’s “Love your

neighbor as yourself." In Deuteron-

omy that is paralleled in the for-

mulation: “You shall not do any work
. . . that your manservant or maid-

servant may rest as yourself." The
love of neighbor as oneself is- ex-

emplified in providing Sabbath rest

for all members of the community.
In Deuteronomy’s insistence on

the provision of rest and release on

a regular basis, in its special concern

for slaves and servants, and in its

insistence on an openness and equal-

ity of treatment that clearly includes

the members of the community most
open to oppressive treatment and least

able to secure their own rest and
release one can begin to see why the

Sabbath commandment in Deuter-

onomy is its major impetus for social

justice. What is set forth here in the

Sabbath commandment, however, is

not finally confined to the matter of

the seventh day of rest. The central

concern contributes to the establish-

ment of a much larger principle of

12 Wolff, p. 139.

social justice, what one might call

“the sabbatical principle.” It is ex-

pressed most explicitly and exten-

sively in Deuteronomy 15:

At the end of every seven years

you shall grant a release. And this

is the manner of the release: every

creditor shall release what one has

lent to one’s neighbor, not exact-

ing it of one’s neighbor, one’s

brother (or sister—see v. 12), be-

cause the Lord’s release has been

proclaimed (vv. 1-2).

Here in Deuteronomy the Sabbath

rest becomes sabbath release, but it

is the Deuteronomic sabbatical prin-

ciple at work.' 3 As the Fourth com-
mandment calls for a sabbat lyhwh

,

“a sabbath to the Lord” on the sev-

enth day (Deut. 5:14), so Deut. 15

calls for ?mittdh lyhwh
,
“a release to

the Lord” (Deut. 15:2) every seven

years. The force of the sabbath rest

is now carried forward to say that

the burden of debt can be stopped

(15:1-6) and even that slaves can gain

release and freedom (15:12-18). The
latter provision is grounded in the

same motivation as the Sabbath

commandment: ufza\arta ki 'ebed

hayltd be
’eres misrayim—“You shall

remember that you were a slave in

the land of Egypt” (15:15). Indeed

all the places where the laws explic-

itly call for justice and compassion

toward the weaker and powerless

members of the community are di-

13 While the structure of the Deutero-

nomic law in chs. 12-26 has been the subject

of considerable discussion and difference of

opinion (including the judgment there is no

overall order at all), one of the most ancient

and widely held views is that these laws are

ordered according to their relation to the

Decalogue. That view, which John Calvin
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rectly tied to the Sabbath command-
ment by being motivated exactly the

same way: “You shall remember that

you were a slave in (the land of)

Egypt’’ (24:18, 22). 14 Furthermore the

sabbatical principle is a major im-

petus to generous enriching of the

poor and freed slaves (Deut. 15:7-11,

I 3
-

I 4>-' 5

The sabbatical principle, there-

fore, is a building into the relentless

movement of human existence reg-

ular times for release and recouping,

for freeing from the chains and bur-

dens that bind members of the com-
munity and for ensuring the provi-

sion of good for each member of the

community, especially to provide eq-

uity and opportunity for those mem-
bers of the community who in vary-

elaborated in his Harmony of the four last

books of Moses, has been revived by Herman
Schultz in an unpublished excursus to his

1966 dissertation “Das Todesrecht im Alten

Testament” and in very careful and fre-

quently convincing fashion by Stephen

Kaufman, “The Structure of the Deuter-

onomic Law,” MAARAV, 1/2 (1978-79), pp.

105-58. Kaufman is surely correct in seeing

with regard to 14:28-16:17 an “intimate in-

ner-biblical connection between the Sabbath

and, on the one hand, the laws of seventh

year ‘sabbatical’ release and, on the other,

the pilgrimage festivals .
. (p. 131). He adds:

“These associations are clearly stated in the

Covenant Code (Exod. 23:10-14), where the

law of the Sabbath is preceded by the law

of the sabbatical ‘fallow year,’ and itself pre-

cedes the laws of the festivals. In the Holiness

Code the seventh year of release is explicitly

termed ‘Sabbath’ (Lev. 23:2-8), while the law

of the Sabbath is similarly concomitant with

the festival calendar (Lev. 23)” (p. 131).

The only other use of this clause in Deu-
teronomy is also in relation to the sabbatical

principle and care for slaves, Levite, so-

journer, orphan, and widow (Deut. 16:9-12).

15 The Hebrew of 15:14 says literally: “You
shall make a rich necklace for him from your

flock, your threshing-floor, and your wine-

press.”

ing degrees do not have it. The
sabbatical principle motivated by the

Exodus experience is surely the most
revolutionary force for the creating

and ordering of human community
that the Lord’s way with Israel set

loose, because it didn’t simply stop

with the seventh day, but began to

set all kinds of ways in which the

human situation is stopped and
changed. It is revolutionary because

it cuts against the grain, and it is

meant to do so.

Two of our most common as-

sumptions about the nature of hu-

man existence, to wit that time is

linear and not cyclical or repeatable,

and that the causal nexus of events

cannot be broken or interrupted are

shattered on the sabbatical principle

of the Old Testament. For there is

one way in which time is stopped

and repeated, one way in which Is-

rael broke out of the ongoing chain

of events and went back to the be-

ginning. That was in the Sabbath

occasions, whether the seventh day,

or the seventh year, or the fiftieth

year, when the land was returned to

its original ownership, when the land

lay fallow, when debts were cut loose,

when slaves were set free. On those

Sabbath occasions the Lord said,

“Stop, and recover! Stop and recover

freedom for slaves, stop and recover

fertility for the land, stop and re-

cover food for the poor, stop and
recover property to its original

owner.” The association of the Sab-

bath and the sabbatical principle with

God’s creative and resting activity is

a signal of its deepest meaning. The
sabbatical principle means a resto-

ration of the world and human re-

lationships to their created character

and intention. The sabbatical prin-
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ciple says “no!” to the relentless

movement of events that seems un-

changeable, “no!” to the assumption

that once your circumstances have

led you into bondage or slavery, there

is no release and the chain of cause

and effect must keep going on, “no!”

to the economic system that ties peo-

ple inexorably in debt, “no!” to the

claim that land belongs completely

and forever to those who acquire it

and “no!” to the relentless cycle of

poverty that we assume cannot be

broken. Lest one think this is a pe-

culiarly or singularly Deuteronomic
understanding of the aim of the Sab-

bath, one should look at Exodus
23:10-11:

For six years you shall sow your

land and gather in its yield; "but

the seventh year you shall let it

rest and lie fallow, that the poor

of your people can eat; and what
they leave the wild beasts may eat.

You shall do likewise with your

vineyard, and with your olive or-

chard.

And the law of the jubilee year in

Leviticus 25 rings the changes on
this principle. Every seven days, every

seven years, every fiftieth year, time

that has brought bondage, weari-

ness, debt, poverty, and landlessness

stops and there is a break and release.

Things do not just go on as they had
been going before the Lord’s release.

They start afresh and refreshened.

Nor was this merely a noble ideal

that was neither realistic nor to be

taken seriously. Jeremiah 34:13-16

gives a prophetic condemnation of

failure to carry out the law of release

as well as of a proclamation of re-

lease that was carried out only to be

followed by a reinstatement of slav-

ery:

Thus says the Lord, the God of

Israel: I made a covenant with

your fathers when I brought them
out of the land of Egypt, out of

the house of bondage, saying, ' 4“At

the end of six years each of you

must set free the fellow Hebrew
who has been sold to you and has

served you six years; you must set

him free from your service.” But

your fathers did not listen to me
or incline their ears to me. I5You
recently repented and did what
was right in my eyes by proclaim-

ing liberty, each to his neighbor,

and you made a covenant before

me in the house which is called

by my name; ,6but then you turned

around and profaned my name
when each of you took back his

male and female slaves, whom you

had set free according to their de-

sire, and you brought them into

subjection to be your slaves (Jer-

emiah 34:13-16).
16

Nor did the sabbatical principle,

especially in its Deuteronomic char-

acter and radicality die out with the

Old Testament. Jesus affirmed it ex-

plicitly in his claim: The Sabbath

was made for human beings, not hu-

man beings for the Sabbath. In their

treatment of the Synoptic pericope

16 A number of scholars would relate this

incident to a royal proclamation of release

(Hebrew d'ror, Akkadian andurarum, dura-

rum) by Zedekiah, an act which has Meso-
potamian analogies early and late. That may
well be historically correct. In the present

form of the text, however, the non-obedience

of the people and Zedekiah’s proclamation

are explicitly tied to the Deuteronomic law

of release in Deut. 14 (compare Jer. 34:14
with Deut. 15:1, 12).
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about the disciples plucking and eat-

ing grain on the Sabbath, L. Schott-

roff and W. Stegemann see its in-

tention and indeed the intention of

the other Sabbath confrontations of

Jesus in the claim that the distress

of the hungry, the poor, and the sick

takes precedence over the Sabbath,

the commandment of love of neigh-

bor takes precedence over the Sab-

bath commandment, and care for

human need over the duty of ob-

serving the Sabbath. Reflecting on

“the central role of the Sabbath for

the Israelite people,” they say, “we
become aware of the enormous re-

ligious claim being made in the

story.”' 7 I would not want to argue

with their sense of the basic word of

the text, but it is clear from the Old
Testament that while technically the

conflict may be over infringement of

Sabbath laws of that day, concern

for hungry, poor, and weak persons,

the love of neighbors, and general

care for human need are precisely

what the Sabbath is about. Jesus per-

ceives that clearly and obviously

claims that his actions and those of

the disciples rather than infringing

on the Sabbath commandment con-

form to a proper understanding of

the Sabbath.

Perhaps even more significant, the

sabbatical principle is set forth in that

programmatic declaration of the na-

ture of ministry which Jesus gave

through his reading of Isaiah in the

synagogue at Nazareth (Luke 4: i6ff.):

' 7 L. Schottroff and W. Stegemann, “The
Sabbath Was Made for Man: The Interpre-

tation of Mark 2:23-28,” God of the Lowly:

Socio -Historical Interpretations of the Bible,

ed. by W. Schottroff and W. Stegemann
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1984), pp. 118-28.

“The Spirit of the Lord is upon
me,

because he has anointed me to

preach good news to the

poor.

He has sent me to proclaim

release to the captives

and recovering of sight to the

blind,

to set at liberty those who are

oppressed,

to proclaim the acceptable year

of the Lord.”

. . . And he began to say to

them: “Today this Scripture

has been fulfilled in your

hearing.”

Two texts from Isaiah have been

brought together by a single catch-

word, the Greek word aphesis, re-

lease, liberty—the Greek translation

of the Hebrew word for the release

of the sabbath principle.' 8 This is the

key word of the Scripture Jesus reads

and becomes the defining category

for interpreting Jesus’ work in Luke.

That release of which Isaiah speaks

and which is embodied and enacted

in the Lord’s Sabbath is the intention

and goal of Jesus’ ministry. The word
aphesis

,
however, in the New Tes-

tament is also the common word for

another kind of release, forgiveness ,

18 aphesis and related forms ot aphiemi are

the Septuagint translation words for Tmittah

and related forms in Deut. 15: iff. Note that

alter its extended call for freeing those who
are bound, feeding the hungry, sheltering the

homeless, and clothing the naked, Isaiah 58

closes with the Lord's call lor Sabbath ob-

servance, a passage that is sometimes re-

garded as a later addition because it deals

with “cultic" matters when in fact its context

is quite consistent with a basic meaning of

the Sabbath.
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the release from the bonds and chains

of sin and guilt.

For us to hear this word is to be

given the sabbatical principle as a

hermeneutic, a way of understand-

ing Jesus as the one who fulfills and
carries out the purpose of God as set

forth in the Old Testament and as

interpreted by Luke and other New
Testament writings .' 9 The Old Tes-

tament presses us to understand that

which God began in Jesus not simply

as setting free from sin but all those

concrete kinds of physical, social, and

economic release and rest of which
Deuteronomy, Exodus, Leviticus,

Jeremiah, and Isaiah speak. And the

New Testament strongly confirms

this. At the same time, however, the

New Testament Gospel does not al-

low us, anymore than the Old Tes-

tament, to assume that those things

which oppress and bind the souls

and lives of people are wholly tied

to their physical situation. The Gos-
pel reminds us that the freedom God
intends through Christ is also a re-

lease from the power and burden
and bondage of sin in our lives that

frees us to love the Lord with our

whole beings.

“> Reading Luke and Acts as well as other

parts of the New Testament one finds many
illustrations of this hermeneutic. One might
cite by way of example Jesus’ freeing of the

woman with an eighteen year infirmity (Luke

13:10-17). Not only does this happen on the

Sabbath but Jesus explicitly identifies it as

appropriate action on the Sabbath alluding

to the refreshment of the ox and the ass

called for in the Fourth commandment and
saying: “Ought not this woman, a daughter
of Abraham whom Satan bound for eighteen

years, be loosedfrom this bond on the Sabbath

day ” (v. 16).

97

Here then in this text we see the

continuity of the sabbath intention

of God anticipated and fleshed out

in Jesus of Nazareth as the will and
purpose of God, to provide release

from those aspects of human exist-

ence in which people find themselves

oppressively bound and captive, to

find rest and refreshment in the midst

of human toil. That purpose began
in the ministry of Jesus, climaxed in

the cross and resurrection where the

chains of sin and death and suffering

were once for all broken and the

forgiveness of God wrought out in

the death of Jesus, and is still un-

derway in the continuing work of

Jesus through his Spirit in the church,

the body of Christ. It has already

happened: Today this Scripture has

been fulfilled in your hearing. But it

is still going on in the history of hu-

mankind.
So, therefore, if one stays with this

word long enough, one begins to hear

in it a call to service, a call to join

in that ministry Jesus defined and to

which he committed himself. To live

and work as ministers of Christ is

to proclaim and enable people to find

God’s aphesis. It is to work for a

world continually interrupted by the

Lord’s sabbath release, to carry on
Christ’s liberating work in church

and society, to help persons find the

free, obedient, and responsible life

that is the goal of God for human-
kind .

20

20 The final paragraphs are adapted from
an earlier treatment by the author of Luke
4:16-21 in Interpretation

, 29 (1975), pp. 417-

21.
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palm tina hopizei hemeran, Semeron (Hebrews 4:7)

Today we are provided a special

moment for reflection. Now we
can pause, gather together in Miller

Chapel, and consider the importance

of New Testament research, and its

place in the life of our community.
Research on the New Testament
documents and into Christian Origins

is central to any endeavor of our lit-

tle group, the Church universal, and
the biblical Academies. Biblical re-

search, especially the study of the

New Testament, has been a hall-

mark of this institution.

The study of earliest Christianity,

its texts and languages, and its ma-
trix within the religious phenomena
of first-century cultures, especially

Palestinian Judaism, has been a re-

vered dimension of the Collord Chair,

a distinction celebrated internation-

ally and interconfessionally. And now,

today, I stand humbled and honored

by traditions and responsibilities.

Certainly the Collord Chair, ele-

vated by the life and career of Bruce

Manning Metzger, is one of the most

prestigious New Testament chairs in

this country and in the world. In-

trospectively I am awestruck and
speechless. I feel the wisest course

now, today, would be to sit down
and acknowledge wisdom begins with

silence.

The wise move is preempted by

the charge to present the inaugural

lecture for the Collord Chair. With
your mandate must come both the

understanding that all human en-

deavors are weak and imperfect, and
the forgiveness that will enable me
to state boldly what should be artic-

ulated in a significant address.

What do I consider the central

task of the New Testament scholar?

It is to seek what can be known about

the life and teachings of Jesus of

Nazareth. This contention should

shake loose many shelved conclu-

sions regarding methods and sources.

Few serious students still ap-

proach the gospels as if they are bi-

ographies. But in the face of what is

perceived to be insensitive or too lib-
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eral criticism of the gospels, some
students do tend to read the New
Testament as if Jesus’ actions and
words are recorded without altera-

tion. This approach has been ex-

posed as improper by New Testa-

ment scholars for well over one

hundred years. Unfortunately, many
here today are confused by what they

perceive to be a choice between Je-

sus’ authentic actions and the

Church’s inauthentic redactions. I

shall attempt to show why these are

false alternatives.

Some scholars will assuredly wish

to ask the following question: Is it

not obvious that one conclusion of

New Testament research is that

nothing can be known assuredly

about the Jesus of history? The an-

swer seems to be “no”: not even

Bultmann and Tillich espoused that

utter pessimism. Their ideas are not

to be confused with those of Bruno
Bauer, Paul Couchoud, G. Gurev,

R. Augstein, and G. A. Wells, all of

whom denied the existence of Jesus.

Bultmann and Tillich, as radical as

they were, affirmed the existence of

Jesus and the undeniable fact of his

crucifixion in Jerusalem before 70 a.d.

Moreover, failure to grasp the his-

torical particularity of Jesus, and all

the scandals this entails, reduces a

religion to a philosophy of existence,

precisely as intended by Fritz Buri

in his critique of Bultmann.
The major impedimenta imped-

ing our search for the historical Jesus

have lightened. First, the theological

one has crumbled. It had been con-

structed out of a twofold claim: some
critics argued that faith alone is suf-

ficient for the Christian, others added
that Jesus the Christ is known solely

existentially. Now, the best minds
perceive that faith without knowl-

edge is faithless to Jesus. Only re-

sponses to him that, like the early

creeds and hymns, are impregnated

by historical data, are paradigmati-

cally different from superstition, no

matter how sophisticated it appears.

Second, it is now obvious to the

leading New Testament scholars that

pre-Easter data are preserved in the

gospels. If we are impeded in our

search by the confessional dimension

of the gospels that is because the early

Christians were not crippled by the

crucifixion but empowered by the

resurrection. Embarrassing data,

moreover, are preserved in the nar-

ratives—notably Judas’ betrayal, Pe-

ter’s denial, and Jesus’ crucifixion.

Such data shaped the Church; they

were not created to serve the needs

of the Church. The only persuasive

explanation for Simon of Cyrene’s

identification as the father of Alex-

ander and Rufus (Mark 15:21) is be-

cause of eyewitnesses and their im-

portance, perhaps presence, in Mark’s

community. We must grasp that his-

tory is accessible only via tradition,

and it is comprehensible only via

interpretation. Redaction criticism is

possible only because traditions were

extant to be edited.

Third, formerly we were lost in

a wasteland of history, which was

caused by the paucity of sources from

pre-70 Judaism. Now—since the

1 940s—we possess hundreds of doc-

uments that are pre-70 and Jewish.

Somehow in decades of confused

apologetics and well-meaning at-

tempts to refine an infallible meth-

odology we forgot two essential di-

mensions of the search for Joseph’s

son. Historical research is scientific

by method but not by conclusion; the

historian at best can provide us not

with irrelative certainty but with rel-
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ative probability. Hence any dis-

course on searching for ipsissima verba

Jesu (Jesus’ own exact words) and ab-

solute certainty about recovering them

is imprecise, imperceptive, and im-

possible.

The new research on Jesus will be

different from and more informed

than previous attempts primarily be-

cause of the increased documentary
evidence and the phenomenal ar-

chaeological discoveries; hence, it is

pertinent to organize an assessment

of where we are according to these

categories. Our discussion will focus

on the Old Testament Pseudepigra-

pha, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Nag
Hammadi Codices, Josephus, and

Archaeology. Since the field to be

covered is broad and complex, the

approach must be focused and se-

lective; and this course obviously de-

mands many personal judgments

which cannot be explained here.

Suffice it to state that only two ques-

tions will be addressed to each of

these divisions in research: Are the

data significant in our search for the

Jesus of history? If so, why and in

what important ways?

The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha

In 1913 Clarendon published the

first English edition of the Old Tes-

tament Pseudepigrapha. It was se-

lective and directed to scholars. In

1983 Doubleday published the first

of two volumes of The Old Testament

Pseudepigrapha
;
the second and final

volume will appear during the sum-
mer of 1985. The first English edi-

tion contained seventeen pseudepi-

grapha; the new one has fifty-two

documents plus thirteen writings

preserved only in ancient quotations

and added as a supplement to vol-

ume 2. The astronomical leap from
seventeen to sixty-five documents will

upset scholars who have grown con-

tent with a personal view of Early

Judaism; younger scholars alive and
excited by new challenges will thrive

on the vast new territory for explo-

ration. They will find that it is now
even more difficult to separate Jew-
ish from Christian writings; and they

will grow to perceive what it means
to state that “Christianity” for at least

forty years, from 30 to 70 a.d., was
a group within Judaism. In seeking

to understand the Pseudepigrapha

they will ultimately be forced to con-

front the issues related to Jesus and
his place in first-century Judaism.

As always with sensationally new
and exciting developments, there have

been misrepresentative statements.

It is clear that Jesus' warning to let

an answer be merely “yes, yes” or

“no, no,” according to Matthew, and
his reference to many mansions in

heaven, according to John, is paral-

leled impressively in one pseudepi-

graphon from the first century. It is

called 2 Enoch. One author (C. F.

Potter, in Did Jesus Write This Book?
[New York, 1965], p. 27), became so

excited about these parallels he

claimed that “it may well be that”

Jesus “wrote” 2 Enoch, “or part of

it.” Fortunately, no scholar has been

guilty of such false claims.

In assessing the significance of the

Pseudepigrapha for Jesus research,

one aspect is non-controversial and
indeed obvious. Many of the Pseu-

depigrapha are roughly contempo-

raneous with Jesus and are Palestin-

ian. Along with the Dead Sea Scrolls,

they are our major new source for

describing the religious phenomena
in pre-70 Judaism. Unlike the Dead
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Sea Scrolls, however, the Pseudepi-

grapha are not primarily or merely

the literary products of one small

Jewish group which had withdrawn

and isolated itself in the desert. The
early Pseudepigrapha clarify the in-

tellectual landscape for first-century,

pre-70 Jews, like Jesus. And that is

exceedingly important because cre-

ative geniuses, like Jesus, enjoy ho-

rizons that extend beyond one coun-

try. They live in an intellectual world.

Merely one example can now be

brought forward to illustrate some
significances of the Pseudepigrapha

for Jesus research. I shall emphasize

here only apocalypticism and escha-

tology.

E. Kasemann, as is well known,
concluded that the mother of all

Christian theology is “apocalyptic”

thought. The brilliant German New
Testament scholar reminisced that

the study of apocalyptic thought was
simply not a suitable topic during

his years as a student and almost all

of his long career as a professor. To-
day we can report that this vast field

is a focal point for New Testament
research. For example, here in

Princeton, Professor Johan Chris-

tiaan Beker has astutely seen that the

heart of Paul’s theology is shaped by

Jewish apocalyptic thought.

In essence, the unearthly vision of

the apocalyptists is that the righteous

can go home again. They can return

home, not into the womb a la Freud,

and not back to an esoteric world

via gnosis. They can return back to

paradise that is to be reopened for

them (cf. esp. 2En). Then and there

they shall have full and peaceful fel-

lowship with all, especially once again

with God.
The Pseudepigrapha, and the

apocalyptic literature collected within

it, is decisive for understanding Jesus

of Nazareth, but he was not one of

the apocalyptists. They were repeat-

edly exhorted to write down what

they had seen and heard. Jesus wrote

nothing. The apocalyptists were often

scribes, who worked in a beth mid-

rash, and were influenced by Wis-

dom literature and preoccupied with

encyclopedic and scientific knowl-

edge. Jesus was an itinerant teacher,

who proclaimed the nearness and

importance of God’s kingdom. The
apocalyptists were vengeful, often

calling upon God to destroy the Jews’

enemies. Jesus was more concerned

with inward dispositions and an at-

titude of compassion and outgoing

love (but see 2En 52). He even ex-

horted his followers to “love your

enemies” (Matthew 5:43). The apoc-

alyptists tended to denigrate the earth.

Jesus celebrated God’s creation, and

used the lilies of the field as examples

of God’s concern for his people

(Matthew 6:25-33). The apocalyp-

tists talked about the future age

drawing closer. Jesus—sometimes in

conflicting ways, according to the

evangelists—affirmed that only God
really knew the time of the end (Mark

13:32), but that it appeared already

to be dawning in his ministry (Mark

9:1), especially in the miracles and

proclamations (Mark 1:14-15). Most

importantly, the apocalyptists tended

to situate God far from the living

world of humanity. Jesus stressed the

nearness, indeed the presence, of a

compassionate Father, who should

be called in pedestrian, childlike ways,

Abba.

Yet the apocalypses and apocalyp-

tic literature are important for un-

derstanding Jesus. Both the apoca-
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lyptists and Jesus shared a feeling for

the oppressed (cf. iEn 102- 104 and

2En 63); and both uttered woes

against the complacent and oppres-

sive rich (iEn 94:8-9, 96:4-8, 97:8-

10; Mark 10:23-25). Both presup-

posed a profound dualism, especially

of two categorically different ages.

Both were ultimately optimistic;

God’s promises and the greatest of

all human dreams—peace and har-

mony throughout the universe

—

would be realized by God’s own ac-

tions, perhaps through an interme-

diary. Both transferred allegiance to

another world and redefined prior-

ities. For example, Jesus claimed the

first shall be last (Mark 10:3). Both

sided with the poor (Mark 10:21)

against the wealthy, exhorted right-

eous conduct (e.g., iEn 104:6; 2En

61), uttered beatitudes (viz. 2En 42,

52; Matthew 5), and demanded pu-

rity of hearts (cf. 2En 45; Mark 7:14-

23 )-

The most surprising—and to many
astounding—development in re-

search on the Pseudepigrapha is a

paradigm shift on the evaluation of

the date and character of the Para-

bles of Enoch (iEn 37-71). This book

is exceedingly important for New
Testament scholars because it de-

scribes the heavenly Son of Man, the

Messiah, the Elect One, and the

Righteous One. I am convinced these

are four terms for the same inter-

mediary of God.

J. T. Milik, who was responsible

for publishing the Aramaic Enoch
fragments found among the Dead
Sea Scrolls, emphasized that this

Enochic book, so clearly aligned with

Jesus’ reputed words, was unattested

among the Aramaic fragments. He
judged that it was a Christian com-

position from around the beginning

of the third century a.d. Practically

all New Testament scholars were
persuaded by his judgment and re-

fused to use 1 Enoch 37-71 to assess

Jesus’ life and the theology of the

earliest Christians.

Today, no specialist on the Par-

ables of Enoch agrees with Milik’s

judgment. During international

seminars in Tubingen and a year later

in Paris, experts on this book agreed

that it is certainly a Jewish docu-

ment.' All scholars, except one, are

convinced the Jewish work must
predate the destruction of Jerusalem

in 70. Hence the title Son of Man
was already developed by Palestin-

ian Jews long before 70.

Since the Son of Man is almost

always found in the New Testament

only in collections of Jesus’ words, is

it not possible that this phrase de-

rives authentically from Jesus him-
self? Are there not some of these Son
of Man sayings that may help us un-

derstand Jesus and his perception of

his mission? Is it not difficult to cat-

egorize all of the Son of Man sayings

either as circumlocutions for the first-

person pronoun singular, or as an-

other means ot referring genericallv

to humanity? What indeed was de-

noted and connoted by the title “Son

of Man" during the early decades of

the first century a.d.? And what did

Jesus mean by these words?

One additional comment should

be made in passing. As is well known,

Jude 14-15 contains a quotation from

1 Unless otherwise noted, all translations

are my own. See the proceedings in J. H.
Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepig-

rapha and the New Testament: Prolegomena

for the Study of Christian Origins (SNTS Mon-
ograph Series 54; Cambridge, 1985).
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what was considered long ago to be—
perhaps—a lost Jewish document.

Now, we know the author of Jude

quoted from i Enoch, chapter i. And
unexpectedly, the very quotation is

now discovered in Aramaic on a strip

of leather found among the Dead
Sea Scrolls.

Biblical theologians, and others,

will now be forced to reassess our

understanding of canon, since a book

in the Christian canon quotes as

prophecy a passage in a book re-

jected from the Protestant and Cath-

olic canon, although it is in the Fa-

lasha canon. Obviously, in the first

century there was considerable flu-

idity regarding the limits of canon,

scripture, and inspired words.

The Dead Sea Scrolls

The so-called Dead Sea Scrolls

were first discovered in the late 1940s

in caves just to the west of the Dead
Sea. The first photographs and
translations appeared shortly there-

after, but the largest Scroll was ob-

tained by Y. Yadin in the mid-1960s

and was not translated into English

until 1983. A voluminous body of

fragments has not yet been pub-
lished; as of the present I count more
than sixty important “sectarian”

Scrolls and portions of documents

—

less than a dozen of these are well

known.
No collection of ancient literature

has excited the imagination of our

contemporaries so fully as the Dead
Sea Scrolls. This excitement has led

to sensational claims and ideological

counterclaims. The scholarly jargon

for the exchange is the “Qumran fe-

ver.”

The claims about the importance

of the Scrolls for Jesus research have

i°3

been excessive; some critics recently

revived the old justly discarded

opinion that Jesus or John the Bap-

tist is really the founder of the Qum-
ran community, the Moreh has-Se-

de\, or Righteous Teacher. Those who
hold these views are writers mas-

querading as scholars.

The Scrolls do not support the

opinion that Jesus was an Essene or

even significantly influenced by them.

Yet, it is difficult to agree with Wil-

liam S. LaSor’s judgment, in The

Dead Sea Scrolls and The New Tes-

tament , that the Essenes and Jesus,

along with the early Christians, sim-

ply represent Jewish “sectarian”

movements “moving in different or-

bits” (p. 254).

One must distinguish between

what is in the New Testament from

what is behind it. What is in the

New Testament are the theologi-

cally edited reflections of the early

Christians; what is behind the New
Testament are the earliest historical

individuals and communities that

were created out of historical events,

namely the experience and memory
of Jesus’ life and horrifying death,

and the claim to having been con-

fronted by a resurrected Jesus. The
“in” is not a categorical antithesis to

the “within,” but they are distin-

guishable categories. The failure to

perceive this distinction has invali-

dated much New Testament re-

search over the last two hundred
years.

Jesus’ death predates the first gos-

pel by about forty years. The crucial

issue is not the comparison of doc-

uments, namely the Scrolls which
predate 70, and the gospels which
postdate it. The critical questions

concern Jesus and the Essenes and
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the more than forty years when the

Essenes and Jesus and his followers

shared the same territory, national-

ity, chronological period, and adver-

saries—namely, the Romans and
Sadducees, and intermittently the

Pharisees and the Zealots. Can there

be no relationship between the Es-

senes and the Palestinian Jesus

Movement when both emphasized

the sinfulness of all humanity and

the need for God’s grace, the escha-

tological time, the establishment of

the new covenant according to Jer-

emiah 39, the presence and power
of Satan and the demons, and the

clarion call of Isaiah 40:3? Is it not

clear that both groups emphasized
essentially the same hermeneutical

principle: all scripture and prophecy

pointed to their own time and group?

Did not both groups, mutatis mutan-

dis
,
exhort a sharing of possessions?

Has it not become palpable lately

that both groups were products, and

to a certain extent examples, of Jew-

ish apocalypticism. Can all these

similarities be dismissed legitimately

as mere coincidences? These reflec-

tions thrust before us one major

question: What were the relation-

ships between Jesus and the Essenes?

According to both Philo and Jo-

sephus four thousand Essenes lived

in Palestine. Since no more than ap-

proximately three hundred Essenes

could have lived at Qumran and

nearby, the vast majority, or around

thirty-seven hundred, dwelt else-

where. Philo and Josephus also

stressed that the Essenes lived in vil-

lages and cities, preferring to con-

gregate on the fringes. The reference

to the Essene gate in the walls of

Jerusalem by Josephus is now ap-

parently confirmed by recent ar-

chaeological discoveries and a pas-

sage in the Temple Scroll. We must
confront the growing evidence that

Essenes lived in the southwestern

sector of Jerusalem.

These perspectives are significant.

Jesus probably would have met Es-

senes during his itineraries, maybe
he talked with many of them. Per-

haps they discussed common values

and the need for full dedication to

God and his covenant.

Four similarities between Jesus and

the Essenes may be briefly sketched.

First, Jesus shared with the Essenes

a theology that was thoroughgoingly

monotheistic and paradigmatically

eschatological. The present was the

end of time. He, of course, preached

a somewhat more imminent escha-

tology, but one should talk about the

difference between the Essenes and

Jesus in such a way that Jesus’ es-

chatology was more realizing in terms

of degree, not kind.

Second, Jesus shared the Essenes’

utter dedication to God and Torah.

Perhaps he was referring to the Es-

senes, the only celibate group known
in early Judaism, w'hen he praised

the men who became eunuchs tor

God’s kingdom (cf. Matthew 19:10-

12).

Third, according to Mark, Jesus

proclaimed that divorce is forbid-

den. This apodictic statement is dif-

ficult to comprehend and so Mat-

thew relaxed it and made it casuistic

(Matthew 5:31-32, 19:9). Jesus' view

on divorce, according to Mark, until

recently was unparalleled in the his-

tory of Jewish thought.

Now, a prohibition of divorce is

found in the Temple Scroll. Ac-

cording to this document, the king

must remain married to only one
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woman: “And he [the king] must
not select in addition to her another

woman because she, herself alone,

will remain with him all the days of

her life” (nQ Temple 57:17-18;

translation mine). What is de-

manded of the king is even more
stringently required of others.

Only two Jews denied the possi-

bility of divorce: Jesus, according to

Mark, and the author of the Temple
Scroll. Since the Temple Scroll an-

tedates Jesus and appears to be the

quintessential Torah for the Essenes,

the relationships that may have ex-

isted between Jesus and the Essenes

should be raised again for fresh dis-

cussion.

Finally, only in the last two years

have we known about a medical

document preserved among the Dead
Sea Scrolls. It is appropriately called

4Q Therapeia. If my transcription,

translation, and exegesis are accu-

rate, the author possessed unusual

medical knowledge. 2 Since the Es-

senes were known as the Jewish group
most interested and gifted in med-
ical knowledge, and since Jesus cer-

tainly did perform some healing

miracles, as even the most liberal

critics are now willing to admit, we
are thrust into reflecting upon the

source of Jesus’ medical knowledge.
Was he in any way influenced by the

Essenes? These and other questions

need careful study.

Any comparisons between Jesus

and the Essenes must ultimately be

2 The text and translation will appear in

an appendix to H. C. Kee’s book on medi-
cine, miracle and magic; it is being published

by Cambridge University Press. For a study

see Charlesworth, The Discovery of a Dead
Sea Scroll (4O Therapeia) and Its Importance

in the History ofMedicine and Jesus Research
,

in press.
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grounded in a recognition of vast

differences. The Essenes were ex-

treme legalists and, for the sake of

purity, they quarantined themselves

from all others; Jesus rejected the

legalistic rules that choked the Sab-

bath, and involved himself with all

ranks of humanity.

Most importantly, he emphasized

the need to love others, an attitude

illustrated in Luke by the Parable of

the Good Samaritan, and developed

into a new commandment in the Jo-

hannine writings. It is conceivable

that Jesus may have been thinking

about and rejecting the exhortation

to hate the sons of darkness, when
he stated, “You have heard that it

was said, ‘You shall love your neigh-

bor and hate your enemy’ ” (Mat-

thew 5:43). The best, and possibly

only real Jewish parallel to the rule

to hate others is found in the Dead
Sea Scrolls. In fact, according to the

Rule of the Community at the time

of the yearly renewal, Essenes chanted

curses on all the sons of darkness,

specifically those who are not Es-

senes, including Jews who masquer-

ade as Essenes.

Without a doubt the most signif-

icant and uncontroversial impor-

tance of the Dead Sea Scrolls for

Jesus research is the light they shine

on a previously dark period. To en-

ter into the world of the Dead Sea

Scrolls is to become immersed in Je-

sus’ theological environment. The
Scrolls do more than either provide

the ideological landscape of Jesus’ life,

or disclose the Zeitgeist he knew. They
reveal also the social settings of pre-

70 Palestinian Jews.

In addition to these brief com-
ments, the Dead Sea Scrolls—along

with the Pseudepigrapha—enable us
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features of Jesus’ theology. These early

Jewish texts supply the framework
from which the theologian can eval-

uate the uniqueness of Jesus of Naz-
areth. The contours of the historical

Jesus begin to appear, and it is star-

tling to discern how true it is that

the genesis and genius of earliest

Christianity, and the one reason it

became distinguishable from Juda-

ism, is found in one life and one

person.

In summation, we can report that

Ernest Renan’s oft-quoted dictum,

that Christianity is an Essenism that

succeeded, is simplistic and distor-

tionistic. Christianity did not evolve

out of one “sect” on the fringes of a

normative Judaism. Christianity de-

veloped out of many Jewish cur-

rents; there was no one source or

trajectory. Jesus, of course, was not

an Essene; but he may have shared

more with the Essenes than the same
nation, time, and place.

The Nag Hammadi Codices

In the late 1940s, shortly before

the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls

in Jordan, an Arab peasant found in

Egypt, not far from Nag Hammadi,
thirteen Coptic codices that pre-

served ancient writings. Considera-

ble excitement surrounded this

discovery, because many of the doc-

uments were previously unknown,
and because sayings of Jesus were

preserved in the codices.

Unfortunately, many scholars

made rash and sensational claims

about the importance of the Nag
Hammadi Codices. Some even

judged that Bultmann’s historical

speculations were now receiving

proof. In The Promise of Bultmann

(Philadelphia, 1969, reprinted 1979),

Norman Perrin argued that:

Bultmann’s particular view of a

pre-Christian Gnostic redeemer

myth (the myth of a heavenly fig-

ure coming down to earth to se-

cure salvation for men and open-

ing a way for them into the

heavenly realm) as an influence

upon John has been strenuously

resisted on the grounds that we
have no evidence that such a myth
is pre-Christian. But now recent

discoveries in Egypt would seem
to prove that Bultmann has been

right all through the years on this

matter (p. no).

In my estimation, most scholars to-

day would agree with Perrin’s state-

ment “that we have no evidence that

such a myth is pre-Christian" (cf.

viz. G. Quispel, “Gnosis,” Vox Theo-

logica 39 [i 969]:27-35).

Critics may feel that it is unfair

to cite Perrin, because his opinion

may once have been valid but is ob-

viously impossible today. Yet a re-

vered scholar, James Robinson, has

just expressed a similar evaluation.

In a foreword to the recently pub-

lished English translation of

E. Haenchen’s A Commentary on the

Gospel of John (2 vols., translated

R. W. Funk; Hermenia, Philadel-

phia, 1984), Robinson disparages

W. F. Albright’s claim that the Dead
Sea Scrolls and not the Nag Ham-
madi Codices are significant for un-

derstanding the Gospel of John.

Robinson announces that “Haen-
chen’s commentary serves in a way
to mark the transition from the

Qumranian orientation characteris-

tic of much Johannine study in the

first decades after World War II to
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the Nag Hammadi orientation that

has become increasingly prominent
in recent years” (vol. i, p. x). If this

statement pictures a mass exodus of

Johannine scholars from Qumran to

Nag Hammadi, it is a mirage. The
best Johannine scholars know we are

faced not with an either/or, but with

a both/and: Both collections must be

studied; moreover, the Dead Sea

Scrolls, unlike the Nag Hammadi
Codices, are clearly Jewish and an-

terior to the group of Jews converted

to Christianity that produced the

Gospel of John.

What is the significance of the Nag
Hammadi Codices for Jesus re-

search? What document can be sin-

gled out as essential in our search

for the historical Jesus? The answer
is clear and readily available. It is

the Gospel of Thomas.
The interest in this gospel by

scholars is phenomenal. I have

counted 397 publications on it alone. 3

Its significance for gospel research is

placarded by the inclusion of trans-

lations of it in K. Aland’s Synopsis.

The Gospel of Thomas is signif-

icant in the search for the historical

Jesus because of the following fac-

tors: (1) It is a document of Jesus’

sayings reminiscent of the lost source

(Q) used independently by both Mat-
thew and Luke. (2) It contains say-

ings of Jesus that, at least in some
passages, are independent of the so-

called canonical gospels. (3) It is now
becoming well recognized that it is

improper to discard the Gospel of
Thomas as late, derivative, and
gnostic.

3 See Charlesworth, The New Testament

Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha: A Guide to

Publications with Excurses on Apocalypses

(Metuchen, New Jersey, London, 1985).
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Since the early 1960s one saying

in the Gospel of Thomas has caught

my eye, and I have found it difficult

to shake the possibility that it may
have been more accurately preserved

in the Gospel of Thomas than in the

corresponding pericope in Luke. The
passage is in Logion 101 (cf. 55):

(Jesus said), “Whoever does not

hate his fathfer] and his mother
in my way (entahe

)

will not be

able to be a dfisciplej to me. And
whoever does [not] love h[is fa-

ther] and his mother in my way

(entahe ) will not be able to be a

dfisciple t]o me. . .
.”

A significantly different, but better

known version of this saying is found

in special Luke:

If anyone comes to me and does

not bate (misei

)

his father and

mother and wile and children and

brothers and sisters, and even his

own soul (psuche ), he is not able

to be my disciple (Luke 14:26).

Matthew has even a different ver-

sion: “he who loves father or mother
more than me is not worthy of me;

and he who loves a son or daughter

more than me is not worthy of me.

And he who does not take up his

cross and follow after me, is not wor-

thy of me” (Matthew 10:37-38; Mat-

thew is closer to a doublet in Thomas,
Logion 55).

The major issue concerns the ap-

pearance of “in my way” twice in

Thomas and not once in Luke. It is

difficult to dismiss this phrase as

merely an explanatory gloss in

Thomas.
The logion in Thomas seems either

to be an early Palestinian reflection

on Jesus’ way, or a statement from
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Jesus, perhaps somewhat altered, that

is in line with his wisdom sayings.

In any case, it is obvious how sig-

nificant the Gospel of Thomas may
be in our search for the sayings of

the historical Jesus.

Here we have paused briefly to

look at one saying of Jesus and its

transmission and redaction in the first

one hundred years after his death.

Before continuing it is necessary at

least to stress that many other sec-

tions of Thomas deserve much more
careful study than customarily given

to them by New Testament scholars.

For example, the study of Jesus' par-

ables is frustrated by a myopic focus

on only Matthew and Luke. The
Parable of the Great Supper is so

thoroughly altered by Matthew and
his school that we are left wondering
about reverence for tradition and re-

liable transmission (cf. Matthew 22:1-

14; Luke 14:15-24). The parable

reappears in Thomas (Logion 64) and

is not nearly so edited there as in

Matthew. Most importantly, it is now
relatively certain that Luke’s and
Thomas’ parable about a supper or

dinner is changed by Matthew and
his school into an allegory about a

king’s wedding feast for his son.

Josephus

Josephus’ writings are well known
and have been important for New
Testament studies for over one thou-

sand years. Some early Christian

scholars before Chalcedon (451) re-

vered him excessively. Jerome (c. 342-

420) saluted him as “the Greek Livy”

(Ep. 22 ad Eustochium 35.8).

Josephus and Jesus were Palestin-

ian Jews who were intimately linked

with Galilee. Although Josepbus lived

later in the first century than Jesus,

his early career was characterized by

the struggle against, and eventually

the war with, Rome. It is difficult to

discern what transpired during the

fifteen hours prior to the crucifixion,

but it is clear that Jesus was crucified

by the Romans, probably because he

seemed to them a political insurrec-

tionist; he and his followers were
certainly seen as a threat to the pre-

carious peace that existed around 30
a.d. in Palestine.

The significance of Josephus for

Jesus research does not reside in the

man Josephus, however, it lies in his

literature. He is the historian of early

Judaism. He describes the turbulent

times in which Jesus lived.

Most significantly, he referred to

Jesus. His reference to Jesus, the Tes-

timonium Flavianum, may be trans-

lated from the Greek as follows

(clearly Christian words are in ital-

ics):

About this time there was Je-

sus, a wise man, ifindeed one ought

to call him a man. For he was one
who performed surprising4 works
(and) a teacher of people who with

pleasure received the unusual.5 He
stirred up6 both many Jews and
also many of the Greeks. He was

4 Gk. paradoxos, "strange, surprising, won-
derful." Josephus would have meant “sur-

prising,” an early Christian would have as-

sumed he meant “wonderful." The Slavonic

version mentions “astonishing and powerful

miracles.”
5 Following H. St. J. Thackeray’s emen-

dation, suggested in Josephus the Man and the

Historian (New York, 1929) pp. 144-45.

Christian scribes would have changed taethe.

“unusual, strange,” to talethe , “truth.”
6 The Greek verb, epago , has a perjorative

innuendo; however, as a strong Aorist Mid-
dle, it could have been interpreted “win over"

(to himself).
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the Christ7 And

8

when Pilate con-

demned him to the cross, since he

was accused by the first-rate men
among us, those who had been

loving (him from) the first did not

cease (to cause trouble),'9for he ap-

peared to them on the third day,

having life again, as the prophets of
God hadforetold these and countless

other marvelous 10 things about him.

And until now the tribe of Chris-

tians, so named from him, is not

(yet?) extinct.

(.Antiquities 18.63-64)

The above translation attempts to

bring out the meaning most likely

intended by the first-century Jew. We
can be assured that either a Christian

scribe added this passage in toto, or

that one or more Christian scribes

edited and expanded it.

A study of the Testimonium Fla-

vianum leads to speculations, on either

7 As some scholars have speculated, some-
thing like “according to their opinion” pre-

ceded, and was deleted from, the confession,

which obviously in its extant form in Greek,

cannot be attributed to Josephus. Another
suggestion is that the Greek legomenous

, “so-

called,” may have been before christos, but

was omitted intentionally (cf. G. C. Richards

and R. J. H. Shutt, “Critical Notes on Jose-

phus’ Antiquities,” Classical Quarterly 31

[19371:176).
8 An adversative kai is possible (“but”).

9 Not “did not forsake him.” One must
add something to explain what Jesus’ fol-

lowers did not cease to do (cf. F. F. Bruce,

“The Evidence of Josephus,” in Jesus and
Christian Origins Outside the New Testament

[Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1974) esp. pp. 39-

40); immediately prior to this passage Jose-

phus discusses a riot (he stasis), immediately

after it he discusses
“
another affliction” (he-

teron ti deinon). One must see the framework
for the Testimonium Flavianum.

10 Gk. thaumasios
,

“wonderful, admira-
ble”: hence probably not an assessment of

Jesus by Josephus.

option, that ultimately fall short of

convincing proof. It appears proba-

ble that Josephus referred to Jesus,

but certainly not in the form pre-

served in the Greek manuscripts.

Hence, many critics refuse to take a

stand on the issue of reliable Jose-

phus words in this section of xht An-
tiquities. The passage is virtually ig-

nored in research on the Jesus of

history.

For years I yearned for the dis-

covery of a text of Josephus’ Antiq-

uities that would contain variants in

the Testimonium Flavianum. Then
perhaps we could support scholarly

speculations with textual evidence.

In fact, precisely this dream has been

our good fortune.

A tenth-century Arabic version of

the Testimonium Flavianum has been

discovered in Agapius’ Kitab al-'Un-

wan. The translation of this passage

by S. Pines, who drew attention to

it (An Arabic Version of the Testi-

monium Flavianum and its Implica-

tions [Jerusalem, 1971]), is as follows:

Similarly Josephus (Yusifus ), the

Hebrew. For he says in the trea-

tises that he has written on the

governance (?) of the Jews: “At
this time there was a wise man
who was called Jesus. His conduct

was good, and (he) was known to

be virtuous. And many people

from among the Jews and the other

nations became his disciples. Pi-

late condemned him to be cruci-

fied and to die. But those who had
become his disciples did not aban-

don his discipleship. They re-

ported that he had appeared to

them three days after his cruci-

fixion, and that he was alive; ac-

cordingly he was perhaps the
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Messiah, concerning whom the

prophets have recounted won-
ders.'"

What is immediately obvious—when
one compares the Arabic recension

with the Greek one—is that the

clearly Christian passages are con-

spicuously absent in the Arabic ver-

sion.

The two recensions of the Testi-

monium Flavianum should be stud-

ied by theological students, clergy,

the laity, and seminary professors.

The Greek recension, minus the

Christian interpolations, reveals how
a first-century Jew probably cate-

gorized Jesus: He was a rebellious

person and disturber of the elusive

peace; but he was also a wise person

who performed “surprising,” per-

haps even wonderful, works. And he

was followed by many Jews and gen-

tiles. The Arabic version provides

textual justification for excising the

Christian passages and demonstrat-

ing that Josephus probably discussed

Jesus in Antiquities 1 8; but it is cer-

tainly too favorable to Jesus. The fo-

cus of both recensions then helps shift

the spotlight back on the Jesus of

history, and that fact is of phenom-
enal importance. Our gaze is pulled

away from preoccupations with ideas

to confrontations with a first-century

Galilean. We are momentarily pro-

tected from the perennial threat of

docetic dogmas and freed to reflect

on the scandalous particularity of one

person, Jesus. Neat paradigms are

" The last sentence could also be trans-

lated, “He was thought to be the Messiah,

concerning whom the prophets have re-

corded wonders” (Pines, p. 71). I favor this

rendering; it is supported by the Syriac re-

censions of the Testimonium Flavianum.

scrambled by an unnerving confron-

tation with realia. Historic dreams

become anchored in historical drama.

Archaeology

The search lor the historical Jesus

has been predominantly a German-
centered European concern: from

Reimarus to Strauss, from Strauss to

Schweitzer, from Schweitzer to

Bultmann, and from Bultmann to

Kasemann and Bornkamm. This

entire area of research has focused

upon the New Testament writings,

a study of the meaning of myth, the

literary sources inherited by the

evangelists, and the pre-gospel ori-

gin of the Jesus tradition. Except in

the publications by J. Jeremias and

M. Hengel, singularly absent has been

an awareness of the importance of

archaeology for a perception of Je-

sus’ time and the early Palestinian

Jesus Movement.
In the last three decades spectac-

ular discoveries are proving to be

significant in our search for the his-

torical Jesus. I shall draw attention

to only two that I am personally con-

vinced are unusually important for

Jesus research. At the outset, how-
ever, I must stress that it is very dif-

ficult to move from the first-century

Palestinian milieu, now being partly

revealed by archaeologists, to Jesus'

own thoughts and actions.

A most significant archaeological

discovery for Jesus research is the

recovery of the bones of a man, named
Jehohanan, who had been cruci-

fied.
12 His heels {tuber calcanei) re-

main attached to the wood portions

of the simplex , because the spike

driven through them bent when it

12 See my article in The Expository Times

84 (1973): 147-50.
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hit a knot in the olive wood cross.

His forearms—not his wrists—were
nailed to the patibulum. The man
was crucified in his thirties, in Je-

rusalem, and near the time of Jesus’

own crucifixion. Previous to this ar-

chaeological find, we possessed no
remains of one who had been cru-

cified.

The significance of this discovery

for Jesus research is obvious. We have

a grim reminder of the horrors of

crucifixion. Jehohanan’s legs had been

bent, and his torso twisted on the

cross. The resulting muscular spasms

would have caused excruciating pains.

Death could have come far more
rapidly than we had imagined. We
can now better understand a report

found only in Mark; this verse was
not copied from Mark by either Mat-
thew or Luke because they did not

understand it or—more probably

—

were disturbed by the polemical use

of it. Mark reported that Pilate could

not believe that Jesus was “already

dead” {ede tethneken, Mark 15:44).

Also, the old hypothesis that Jesus’

corpse must have been dumped into

a pit set aside for the corpses of crim-

inals and insurrectionists and not

buried is disproved. Jehohanan’s

bones had received a proper Jewish

burial.

As I stated twelve years ago in The
Expository Times (84 [ 1 973] : 1 50):

It is not a confession of faith to

affirm that Jesus died on Golgo-
tha that Friday afternoon; it is a

probability obtained by the high-

est canons of scientific historical

research.

Before the crucifixion Jesus had been

nearly beaten to death by Roman sol-

diers during approximately ten hours

of all-night scourging. Reflections on

this dark episode in history are dif-

ficult and disturbing for the Chris-

tian; but they expose the lie in the

claim—revived in 1982 by

G. Cornfeld—that Jesus only ap-

peared to die: “Jesus never died” (The

Historical Jesus, p. 187). Such a po-

sition cannot derive from sane and
critical reflection; it emanates from

polemics and was promulgated in the

second century by Celsus, the Ro-

man polemist against Christianity (cf.

Origen, Contra Celsus 2.56).

The most significant archaeolog-

ical discovery for Jesus research is

the growing proof of the site for the

crucifixion. Jesus was crucified around

a.d. 30 just outside Jerusalem’s walls,

as the author ofHebrews stated (He-

brews 13:12).

Today pilgrims are shown “The
Garden Tomb” near Gordon’s Cal-

vary; both are just north of the pres-

ent Turkish walls of the Old City.

Most lay Christians choose this se-

rene spot, clearly outside the present

walls, as the location of Jesus’ own
burial. Calvary is assumed to be

nearby.

The traditional site for Calvary is

not attractive. It is a noisy menagerie

of competing ecclesiastical authori-

ties within the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, and within the present

walls of the Old City.

When I was living in Jerusalem,

Kenyon discovered proof that the wall

now encompassing the traditional site

in places lies on a foundation that

was constructed probably in 41 by

Herod Agrippa. Hence, in 30 the

traditional site would have been out-

side the city. Also, in the late 1960s

Pere Charles Cotiasnon showed me
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in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

columns in situ from the fourth-cen-

tury church of Constantine (see now
Coiiasnon, The Church of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem

, p. 29, and
Plates XVI, XVIII, XIX); hence, the

traditional place can be traced ar-

chitecturally to the early centuries of

Christianity. And, moreover, prior

to the last century there were no

competing places for Golgotha.

In the late 1970s excavators ex-

posed part of the foundations of

Hadrian’s Roman Forum in which
the Temple of Aphrodite was con-

structed around a.d. 135. This tem-

ple had buried Golgotha, and per-

haps Jesus’ tomb. Now, major
discoveries confirm, in my opinion,

that the Church of the Holy Sep-

ulchre houses the rock on which Je-

sus was crucified.

It is now clear, thanks to exca-

vations in the late 1970s, that a rock

inside the Church of the Holy Sep-

ulchre, and traditionally called Cal-

vary, still rises approximately thir-

teen meters above bedrock. The
exposed rock, moreover, bears the

marks of ancient quarrying: It is a

rejected portion of an ancient pre-

exilic Israelite white stone (malalfi )

quarry (see the photographs in

G. Cornfeld |ed.j, The Historical Je-

sus
,
esp. see pp. 202 and 212). By the

first century b.c. this area had evolved

from a seventh- or eighth-century

rock quarry, to a refuse dump, and

finally to a burial site, since Jewish

tombs clearly predating 70 are visi-

ble. It is possible that tbe final phase

in the first century before 70 was a

garden (cf. John 19:41).

I am convinced that it is on this

exposed fist of rejected rock that Je-

sus had been crucified. It was outside

the walls and near a public road in

30; hence it fits all the Jewish (cf.

Leviticus 24:14, and Mishnah San-

hedrin 6.1) and Roman requirements

of a spot for executions. Perhaps the

early Christians living in Jerusalem

knew what archaeologists only re-

cently have discovered. It is possible

that they celebrated Jesus’ crucifix-

ion by reciting Psalm 118:22,

The stone which the builders

rejected;

this has become the head of the

corner.

In fact this tradition, recorded in 1

Peter (2:7), is also attributed by Luke
to Peter, when he spoke to the high

priest in Jerusalem: “This is the stone

which was rejected by you builders,

but which has become the head of

the corner” (Acts 4:11). The pron-

oun “this” is a double entendre for

both Calvary and Jesus.

Although we must not succumb
to the naive fascination and lure of

“the holy places,” as have unenlight-

ened pilgrims, we must not miss the

significance for New Testament re-

search of recent archaeological dis-

coveries. These have been simply

phenomenal.

The foregoing discussion reveals

that a purely theological and literary

approach to the New Testament or

Christian origins is improper and
misleading, and results in unschol-

arly conclusions and bankrupt the-

ology. An examination ofdocuments
roughly contemporaneous with Je-

sus and archaeology, of course, must
never be portrayed improperly as if

they can prove or support any faith

or theology. Authentic faith cer-

tainly needs no such shoring up.

Philologists, historians, and archae-
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ologists cannot give Christians a risen

Lord, but they can help Christians

better understand Jesus’ life, thought,

and death.

Conclusion

The search for the historical Jesus

over the last two hundred years has

been a rocky road with many dead
ends and detours. Many scholars have

served us well; and it is now obvious

the journey is both possible and nec-

essary. From D. F. Strauss we learned

about the multidimensional nature

of myth and the importance of hon-

est methodology. From M. Kahler

we apprehended that the gospels are

post-Easter confessionals; but from
P. Benoit, N. Dahl, and E. Kase-

mann we perceived that pre-Easter

tradition did come to the post-Easter

community and shaped its redaction.

From A. Schweitzer we recog-

nized that any attempt to under-

stand Jesus must allow him to belong

to the first century; we must not

throw around him the garb of mod-
ern respectability. Moving away from
Schweitzer’s exaggerated emphasis

on eschatology and confused percep-

tion of apocalyptic thought, we are

on the right tract to stress, with

E. Kasemann, G. Bornkamm,
H. Anderson, and others, that we
can know more of the historical Je-

sus than the form critics, especially

R. Bultmann, had allowed.

The search for ipsissima verba Jesu

evolved from a misperception of the

circumscribed arena of probabilities

in which the historian works. Jesus’

teaching was characterized by

parables' 3 and the proclamation of

13 See an unexamined Jewish parable in

the Apocryphon of Ezekiel; see the trans-

lation by J. R. Mueller and S. E. Robinson

]I 3

God’s rule (or the Kingdom of God).' 4

These two phenomena, and the

Lord’s Prayer itself,' 5 however, are

deeply Jewish and paralleled abun-

dantly in literature roughly contem-

poraneous with Jesus.

In this address I have focused on

the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Pseu-

depigrapha. This limitation should

not he taken to undermine my firm,

and published, conviction that rab-

binic literature preserves many of the

essentials for grasping the religious

life and the liturgy of first-century

Jews, like Jesus.

Certainly N. Perrin, and the large

group of scholars who followed him,

had the proper intent but the wrong
perception of early Judaism, and

—

most importantly—a misleading

methodology. Jesus’ authentic words
were sought within a net that re-

leased all Jesus’ sayings that were

paralleled either in Judaism or in the

Church.

A strict application of this method
produces a Jesus who was not a Jew
and who had no followers. Yet, if

two facts are unassailable today, they

in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha , edited

by Charlesworth (Garden City, New York,

1982), vol. 1, pp. 492-95.
M Jewish references to “God’s rule” are

assembled and assessed in Charlesworth, “The
Historical Jesus in Light of Writings Con-
temporaneous with Him,” in Aufstieg und
Niedergang der Romischen Welt , edited by

H. Temporini and W. Hasse (Berlin, New
York, 1982), vol. II, 25, 1, pp. 451-76.

15 See Charlesworth, “A Prolegomenon to

a New Study of the Jewish Background of

the Hymns and Prayers in the New Testa-

ment,” in Essays in Honour of Yigael Yadin

(JSJ 23.1-2; Oxford, 1982), pp. 265-85. Ob-
viously, these footnotes are intended to draw
attention to my publications in which I at-

tempt to develop a position merely stated in

the lecture.
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are Jesus’ deep Jewishness—he was

a Jew—and his paradigmatic effect

on Jews and gentiles.

Jesus did exist. He was a real per-

son who lived in Palestine, grew up
in Galilee, had some relationship with

John the Baptist—who certainly

baptized him—centered his public

ministry in Capernaum, healed the

sick, and finally moved southward
to Jerusalem, where his life ended
ignominiously on a cross outside the

western wall of Jerusalem in 30.

This inaugural lecture leads to five

exhortations and four neologisms.

Past research and present data con-

tain tacitly a demand for a renewed
dedication to Jesus research, a re-

quest for an unbiased interconfes-

sional exploration of Jesus and his

time, an appeal to be informed

methodologically, textually, and ar-

chaeologically, a call to enjoy the in-

clusiveness and preponderance of the

interrogatives within the elusive

probabilities of the historian’s sphere,

and a plea to realize that the histo-

rian and theologian share compli-

mentary professions.

Four neologisms may now be in-

troduced. One of our tasks is to com-
pare christology with Jewish con-

cepts of the Messiah, but we have no

term for the latter. “Messianism” is

not attested in most unabridged dic-

tionaries, and it is a poor parallel to

christology. I propose a term con-

structed from two Greek words,

Messias and logos: “messianology.”

Henceforth, we can contrast and

compare messianology with chris-

tology.

Since “apocalyptic” is still mis-

used as a noun, although it is an

adjective, and since “apocalypti-

cism” denotes social phenomena and

“apocalypses” signify literary works,

we need a term to replace what
“apocalyptic,” as a noun, had pro-

vided. Two Greek nouns
,
apocalypse

and logos
, may be combined to pro-

vide the umbrella term needed:

“apocalypsology.” Henceforth, we can

distinguish eschatology from apo-

calypsology.

It is imperative that we reflect on

the christologies and beliefs of those

who knew and followed Jesus, albeit

imperfectly, before Easter. Perhaps

the term “pre-cross christology” is

helpful. This term will help us better

understand and articulate the chris-

tology of Q, which apparently had

no passion narrative and contains, in

contrast to Mark, no predictions of

the suffering Son of Man. I am con-

vinced that the author (or authors)

of Q—or the traditions recorded in

it—were portraying Jesus not as the

crucified one but as Wisdom’s envoy

and God’s eschatological messenger.

Although Q postdates the crucifix-

ion, the traditions in it may antedate

3 °-
.

Finally, we need a term to de-

scribe the followers of Jesus in Pal-

estine who may have been known as

members of “the Way.” The de-

scriptive term is “the Palestinian Je-

sus Movement.” With these termini

techmci we can improve our pene-

tration into the time and place from

which Christians derive their es-

sence. Linguistic precision goes hand

in glove with perception.

My premier task as a seminary

New Testament professor is to as-

sure the proper focus, perspective,

and commitment. I must not be too

long preoccupied with the latest dis-

coveries, although they may prove to

be my best teachers, or too absorbed
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by methodology, even though meth-

ods need constant refining. The ul-

timate responsibility is to focus col-

leagues and students on the primary

sources, first the texts, then the non-

literary data, and ultimately on what
lies beind the documents in the New
Testament.

The poetic vision must be sophis-

ticated: the Christ who is wor-

shipped must be anchored in the Je-

sus who was crucified. Without the

former there is no commitment or

community; without the latter there

is mere docetism and dogmatism. I

am not suggesting that we substitute

a Jesusology for a christology; but I

am insisting that we grasp the sig-

IT 5

nificance of the earliest kerygma and

creeds, and affirm their theocentric

christology and their this-worldly

grounding in Jesus of Nazareth.

The knight of faith committed to

the source of life moves precariously

close to a martyr’s death. History is

part of the essence of Christian the-

ology; the historian and the theolo-

gian share the same endeavor. The
search for the Jesus of history does

bring us closer to the historical real-

ity of Jesus of Nazareth and does

awaken us with crescending inter-

rogatives. The search and the ques-

tions free us to perceive more clearly

the mysterium Christi.
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This article grows out of a continuing in-

terest in the mutual relations between the

seminary and the university, and it see\s

to correct a persistent misconception about

the early years of the seminary’s existence.

Princetoniana

W ith the publication of Lefferts

Loetscher’s Facing the Enlight-

enment and Pietism : Archibald Alex-

ander and the Founding of Princeton

Theological Seminary (1983), it seems

appropriate to dispel once and for all

a persistent fiction about the origins

of the seminary.' As Loetscher shows

in great detail, the seminary came
into existence in 1812 only after ex-

tensive and controversial discussions

among leading Presbyterians locally

and in the General Assembly itself.

It was a time of opening frontiers,

and Presbyterians were properly

concerned to prepare able ministers

to follow the great population mi-

grations in all directions across the

country.

1 Completed a few months before his death,

November 19, 1981, Loetscher’s manuscript

was subsequently published in the series

Contributions to the Study of Religion with

Henry W. Bowden as editor (Greenwood
Press, Westport, CT). Lefferts A. Loetscher

was a graduate of Princeton University ’25

and of Princeton Theological Seminary ’28.

He was professor of American church his-

tory at the seminary for forty years.

Up until 1812, most Presbyterian

ministers in the area were educated

at the College of New Jersey, now
Princeton University. 2 We must re-

member that the college at that time

numbered only about one hundred
students, presided over by a faculty

of three (all Presbyterian clergy),

housed in a single building (Nassau

Hall) which served as dormitory,

classroom, chapel, library, and re-

fectory. Students came to the college

at about fifteen years of age and pur-

sued a classical curriculum looking

toward the ministry, law, education,

or, what we would call today, gov-

ernment civil service. The daily

schedule of classes began at 6 a.m.,

discipline was rigorously enforced,

the rooms were cramped and poorly

heated, and there was no provision

of any kind for sports, recreation, or

entertainment. It was, as someone

3 The College of New Jersey became
Princeton University in 1896 at the celebra-

tions of the Sesquicentennial. The announce-

ment was made by President Francis Landey

Patton who later also served as the first Pres-

ident of the Seminary (1902-1913).
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later observed, a simple case of “high

thinking and low living.”

It doesn’t take much imagination

to guess that college boys (no girls,

and none in sight) under such living

conditions might often be more in-

terested in pranks and mischief-

making than in studying Greek or

Old Testament history. What this

has to do with the founding of the

seminary will become apparent as

we go along.

I

The persistent fiction about the

origin of the Seminary suggests that

the college was becoming more sec-

ular and scientific and less reli-

giously and theologically inclined.

Presbyterians, so it is alleged, de-

cided to withdraw from the increas-

ingly humanistic college to establish

their own pietistic school according

to a more restricted and conservative

curriculum. And presumably this

made for bad feeling between the

two institutions with trustees, fac-

ulty, and students squaring off in

competitive and hostile academic ri-

valry.

A fairly recent statement of this

position by a former university dean
who was also a trustee of the sem-
inary reads:

The Presbyterian General As-
sembly decided that the College

was becoming too secular in its

curriculum. . . . The College, on
its part, had come to feel that the

influence of the church was too

restrictive .

3

3 See the entry under “Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary,” by J. Douglas Brown, in

A Princeton Companion
, edited by Alexander

Leitch (Princeton University Press, 1978), p.

387.

ll 7

This is an almost verbatim ren-

dering of a similar statement carried

for several years in the seminary Cat-

alogue

A

Behind both statements, and
no doubt the source for the contin-

uing impression about academic ri-

valry, lies a book by Thomas Jeffer-

son Wertenbaker, Princeton : 1746-

1896 (Princeton University Press,

W46)-

A native Virginian and fiercely

proud of the Jeffersonian tradition

in politics and education, “the Colo-

nel,” as Wertenbaker was affection-

ately called, had written extensively

on early American history. The book

mentioned above, which has become
the standard source for early Prin-

cetoniana, was commissioned to cel-

ebrate the university’s Bicentennial,

with Wertenbaker designated as

“Bicentennial Historian, Princeton

University.”

Wertenbaker’s religious sympa-
thies lay more with Jefferson the Deist

than with Presbyterian Calvinists, but

he could praise the achievements of

the early presidents of the college,

such as Jonathan Dickinson, Aaron
Burr (Sr.), Jonathan Edwards, Sam-
uel Davies, Samuel Finley, and John

3 The pertinent part of the seminary Cat-

alogue statement: “.
. . the church began to

feel that Princeton College was becoming
overly secular (sciences were beginning to be

taught) and the College, in its turn, felt the

church influence to be restrictive. . .
.” When

I objected to this wording and suggested to

President James 1 . McCord that a more ac-

curate statement be included in the Cata-

logue, he, characteristically, invited me to

prepare one. Since 1979, the Catalogue carries

a sentence truer to the facts and in line with

Loetscher’s own view. “The early decades of

the nineteenth century ushered in a time of

tremendous geographical expansion, so that

churches and denominations were forced to

prepare an increasing number of ministers

for the new frontiers.”
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Witherspoon. All of these distin-

guished names belonged to clergy

versed in the Reformed tradition

whether in New England or Scot-

land, and some of them were also

associated with Tennent's Log Col-

lege, the school at Fagg’s Manor, and
the Great Awakening.

Less enthusiastic about the next

three college presidents, Werten-
baker blames their lack of educa-

tional creativity and their misman-
agement of student disciplinary affairs

with the result that Presbyterians

round and about came to mistrust

the college. When serious overtures

toward the founding of an inde-

pendent Presbyterian theological

school moved toward fulfillment,

Wertenbaker claims that this si-

phoned off money and funds that

would otherwise have gone to the

college.

II

Curiously for an historian of Wer-
tenbaker’s reputation, standards of

more modern academic excellence

were uncritically applied to the early

nineteenth century when schools and

colleges everywhere were just begin-

ning to cope with the burgeoning

acquisition of knowledge in every

field of inquiry. So the College of

New Jersey, under Presbyterian su-

pervision, is castigated for not con-

forming to modern norms of uni-

versity life and learning.

A college which was to keep

step with the age must broaden

its perspective, constantly recast

its courses to meet new needs, em-
brace in its sympathies all types

of society, all religious beliefs. To
hold rigidly to the ideals of a past

era meant stagnation. . . . And
stagnation was the lot of Prince-

ton for the next few decades .
5

The college may well have been

delinquent in acquiring new scien-

tific equipment, and the faculty may
have overreacted to repeated student

pranks. Jefferson’s William and Mary
College may have been more pro-

gressive about many things, as Wer-
tenbaker claims. But whatever sci-

ence there was in those days was
mostly taught by educated clergy, and
student pranks (rioting in the town
and arson in Nassau Hall) were
commonplace at other colleges. And
whatever honors the College of Wil-

liam and Mary justly deserve, that

intellectual center in Virginia did not

become particularly well known for

its advanced scientific research .

6

Loetscher’s more recent studies

suggest that while some Presbyte-

rians were dissatisfied with the way
the college was being run, mostly

5 Wertenbaker's discussion ot relations be-

tween the college and the seminary are found

in Chapters IV and V of his book, "The
Stepchild ot the Church" and “Princeton’s

Nadir." The stagnation quotation is from

page 143. The three college presidents whom
Wertenbaker blames for “Princeton’s Na-
dir" during the years 1795-1854 were: Sam-
uel Stanhope Smith, Ashbel Green, and James

Carnahan. Leitch’s volume, mentioned above,

provides, as against Wertenbaker. mostly fa-

vorable and fascinating sketches of all three.
6 Although Wertenbaker faults Ashbel

Green for his “reactionary and unenlight-

ened" presidential handling of student riots,

he also notes that such discipline problems

also plagued Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, and

even "the progressive University of Vir-

ginia." In 1823, “rowdyism" at Harvard “was

marked by explosions in the Yard, the scrap-

ing of feet in classroom and chapel, and the

drenching of tutors with buckets of ink and

water” (p. 158).
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because the students were not dis-

ciplined enough, the major concern

at the time was for an increase in

the numbers of prepared ministers.

Wertenbaker would have us believe

that the air was charged with con-

flicting voices, angry exchanges, and

the ultimate partition of the little town

of Princeton into two warring camps.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. The original rationale lor es-

tablishing a new theological school

is clearly stated in the so-called “Plan”

adopted by the General Assembly in

1 8 1 1

:

So rapid . . . has been the ex-

tension of this church, and so dis-

proportionate of late has been the

number of ministers educated to

the call which has been made for

ministerial service that some ad-

ditional and vigorous efforts to

increase the supply are loudly and
effectively demanded. 7

Ill

Whatever the mixed motives may
have been regarding the founding of

the seminary, what about the im-

plication that those in the college, on

the one hand, and those at the sem-
inary, on the other, became es-

tranged, so that after 1812 the two
institutions went their different ways?

Curious about this matter of per-

sonal relations and unsatisfied with

the conventional implication that

7 The “Charter and Plan” of the seminary

has been frequently revised according to aris-

ing legal definitions required by the State of

New Jersey. The copy from which the quo-
tation of 1 8 1 1 comes is dated April 1953.

Originally the seminary was governed by

two executive bodies, Directors and Trus-

tees. The two were merged into the Board
of Trustees in 1929.

“9

there was triction and bad feeling on

both sides, I have done a little re-

search on my own. Using the

biographical catalogues of the two
institutions and restricting investi-

gation to the first twenty-five years,

the evidence is abundantly clear that

relations between college and semi-

nary were not only polite but friendly,

and that a vigorous two-way traffic

enlivened and enriched both insti-

tutions. 8

Instead of being estranged, there

was amicable and continuing inter-

change among trustees, faculty, and

students. For their part, college per-

sonnel at all levels and in consider-

able numbers moved freely and
readily “across the street” to visit and
study on the seminary campus. This

reciprocity marked the continuing

development of both institutions for

the next twenty-five years.

In the first quarter century of the

seminary’s existence, twenty-nine

graduates of the college served as

trustees in both college and semi-

nary. This was an extraordinarily

distinguished and influential group,

including fifteen who received hon-

orary degrees, five who served as

Moderators of the General Assem-
bly, several judges and justices,

members of state and national leg-

islatures, professors of “natural phi-

losophy,” mathematics, church his-

tory, and sacred rhetoric, state

governors, and college presidents

(Princeton, Cincinnati College,

8 The biographical data for the college can

be found in the General Catalogue of Prince-

ton University: 1746-1906 (published by the

University, 1908); and for the seminary in

the Biographical Catalogue of The Princeton

Theological Seminary: 1815-1932 (published

by the Trustees, 1933).
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Dickinson, University of Georgia,

University of North Carolina).

To select just one from this com-
pany, John Woodhull graduated from

the College in 1766, served as chap-

lain in the Lancaster Militia in 1777,

received a Doctorate of Divinity from

Yale in 1798, was Moderator in 1791,

and served as trustee in both college

and seminary simultaneously for ten

years. In a recent biographical sketch

of early Princetonians, published by

the university, John Woodhull re-

ceives a three-page biography, but

no mention whatever is made of his

seminary connection.9

If we narrow in on the first five

years, we discover that there were
twenty-one who graduated from both

college and seminary. Of these, four-

teen also later received a Master’s

degree from the college, a sort of

teacher’s certificate, and of these, five

returned to the college as “Tutors,”

serving one, two, or three years as

instructors in various subjects. Three
out of the twenty-one who gradu-

ated from both college and seminary

became trustees of the college and
three trustees (or directors) of the

seminary. Two served as clerks of

the college faculty, and two became
Moderators. In addition to ministers

and teachers, there was a Secretary

of Domestic Missions, a colporteur,

a Navy Chaplain, and a missionary

to the Seneca Indians.

There were three Episcopalians

who graduated from both college and

seminary: Levin Irving Gillis who
became rector of the Ascension

Church in Washington, Charles Pe-

tit Mcllvaine who became bishop of

9 See the entry on Woodhull in Princeton

-

ians: 1748-1768, A Biographical Dictionary,

edited by James McLachlan (Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 1976).

Ohio, and John Johns who became
bishop of Virginia and president of

William and Mary College. The lat-

ter was a close personal friend of

Charles Hodge who also belongs in

this time-frame.

Still another graduate of both col-

lege and seminary at this time was

John Maclean who had a varied ca-

reer in both institutions. After sem-
inary, he returned to the college to

serve as tutor, clerk of the faculty,

and professor of mathematics and
natural philosophy. Later, he was
president of the college (1854-1868)

and vice-president of the Board of

Directors at the seminary (1884-1886).

IV

The same kind of interchange

continued at all levels during the first

twenty-five years. Important in their

own times, most of the names are

now obscure and unfamiliar. But

surely many of them deserve a grad-

uate student’s serious attention, and

one can venture that a doctoral dis-

sertation or two could be undertaken

within this biographical material with

considerable fascination.

How about John Breckinridge, for

example, whose family tree, rooted

in the Cabell-Warfield dynasty, in-

cludes Benjamin Breckenridge

Warfield? He was, among other

things, a Kentuckian horse fancier,

a chaplain of Congress, a pastor, a

member of the Maryland Board of

Education, a professor of pastoral

theology at the seminary, the sec-

retary of the Board of Foreign Mis-

sions, and a trustee at both the col-

lege and the seminary. 10

John Breckinridge graduated from the

college in 1818 and from the seminary in

1822. Benjamin Breckenridge Warfield (who
sometimes spelled his middle name with an
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Let one further example of college

and seminary collaboration conclude

this little chronicle. When Charles

Hodge initiated the quarterly review

known as The Biblical Repertory in

1825, the first few issues provided

English translations of certain Ger-

man biblical monographs. A “New
Series” was launched in 1829 after

Hodge returned from a long sab-

batical in Europe. The journal was

sponsored by an “association of

gentlemen in Princeton,” and it be-

gan to print original articles and book

reviews. The “association of gentle-

men” included the three seminary

professors at the time (Archibald

Alexander, Samuel Miller, and

Charles Hodge—the first two re-

ceived honorary degrees from the

college before the seminary was es-

tablished, and Hodge was, of course,

a graduate of the college). In addi-

tion, joining these three, were James

Carnahan who was then president

of the college and a seminary trustee,

Professor John Maclean who suc-

ceeded Carnahan as president, and
Professor Albert Baldwin Dod who
was a graduate of both college and
seminary. The journal also drew on

the services of the Reverend James
W. Alexander, then of Trenton, and
a graduate of the college, and Joseph

A. Alexander who at the time was

“i” and sometimes with an “e”—the latter

being the spelling on his tombstone in

Princeton cemetery) graduated from the col-

lege in 1871 and from the seminary in 1876.

The Cabell-Breckinridge-Warfield geneal-

ogy is unbelievably rich and variegated, in-

cluding people by the name of Sophronisba,

Issa Desha, and, of course (Bessie) Wallis

Warfield, the Duchess of Windsor. Many of
the more famous names are in the Dictionary

of American Biography, and an inventory of
over seven hundred pages of names and fam-
ilies can be consulted in Alexander Brown’s
The Cabells and Their Km (1895, revised 1939).

a professor at the college and later

became a professor at the seminary.

V
The rest of the story cannot be

told here. But we can hint at things

yet to come. Friendly communica-
tion and exchange between college

and seminary continued even when
the college became the university and

the seminary developed its depart-

mental curriculum.

That is, until “the great disrup-

tion” in 1929 when the “fundamen-
talist-modernist” debate split the

seminary and threatened its very ex-

istence. Understandably, the univer-

sity took no part in this intramural

warfare and tended to stand back

and aloof.

It was into this separatist situation

in the mid-thirties that John A.

Mackay was thrust as president of

the seminary. He restored dignity to

the academic program, enlarged the

faculty, insisted that theology be an

intellectually respectable discipline,

and re-established academic contact

with the university. Himself a recip-

ient of a university honorary doc-

torate, Dr. Mackay enjoyed friendly

high-level discussions with Harold
W. Dodds, the president of the uni-

versity and the son of a Presbyterian

minister.

Again, let one illustration of ac-

ademic reciprocity in these later days

be noted. With unbounded confi-

dence in the spoken and written word,

John Mackay also believed firmly in

the constructive contribution of the-

ological discussion. In the early 1940s,

he gathered together a discussion

group that met monthly either at

“Springdale” or at what is now
known as “Imwrie House,” the for-

mer residence of Walter Lowrie of
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Kierkegaard fame. In addition to

Mackay and Lowrie, the group
(which never adopted a name) in-

cluded Robert R. Wicks the first Dean
of the University Chapel, “finks”

Harbison of the university history

department, “Ted” Greene of the

philosophy department, George F.

Thomas the first professor of reli-

gion at the university, and, from the

seminary, Otto A. Piper, E. G.

Homrighausen, Joseph Hromadka,

and Hugh T. Kerr who, as the

youngest member, was persuaded to

accept the position of corresponding

secretary.

But impressive as this more recent

example may be, those early twenty-

five years when college and seminary

were intertwined in so many ways,

with both institutions on the grow-
ing edge of the future, seem not only

nostalgic but instructive.



David Hugh Jones

1900-1983

D avid Hugh Jones served Princeton Theological Seminary faithfully

from 1934 to 1970, the year of his retirement, as Miller Chapel organist

and choir director. He became professor of music in 1951. Prior to and

concurrent with his appointment at the seminary, he taught composition

and organ at Westminster Choir College in Princeton, New Jersey, having

been a charter member of its faculty since its founding in Dayton, Ohio,

in 1926.

Born in Jackson, Ohio, in 1900, David Jones graduated from the Guil-

mont Organ School in New York City in 1920, and studied at the American

Conservatory in Fontainebleau, France. He became a Fellow of the Amer-
ican Guild of Organists in 1924, and was awarded honorary degrees by

Washington and Jefferson, and Beaver Colleges.

He brought to his teaching career a deep love for the church and a rich

experience in parishes, having served as a church organist in Portsmouth

and Dayton, Ohio; in New York City, Rome, and Brooklyn, New York.

In 1937 he founded the seminary touring choir which, during the next

thirty-three years, sang in over two thousand churches across the country,

sometimes conducting one hundred services a year. They travelled to Cuba
in 1946. Subsequent summers included tours spanning the hemisphere from

the Maritime Provinces of Canada, to Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, and

the Caribbean Islands. In 1953, responding to an invitation from the United

States Armed Forces, the choir sang at more than one hundred military

bases in Japan and Korea.

To many alumni who sang in the touring group, David Jones will be

remembered for his cheerful endurance and tireless devotion, traveling week
after week by air, bus, train, subway, boat, and auto at a time when air-

conditioning was unheard of. David was small of stature, but mighty in

spirit. He demanded and won the respect and loyalty of his fellow travelers.

With his concern for discipline, many young seminarians were shaped into

gentlemen as well as singers who brought messages of song, and their

testimonies about God’s call to ministry, to thousands.

No one can adequately assess all that happened in the church’s life because

of the impact of this man of God whose life and dedication to the proc-

lamation of faith through music left its impact upon us all. Who can know
the effect upon the world made by this spokesman for the seminary? He
contributed to the life of the church by his composing and editing of anthems
and hymns. Over eighty have been published and are used in the world at

large, of which the best known are: “God is a Spirit,” “He that Dwelleth

in the Secret Place,” and “Psalm 23.” This man also enriched our individual

and corporate lives immensely through his books, Hymnal for Boys and
Girls and The Westminster Junior Anthem Boo\ , as well as the editing of

The Armed Forces Hymnal and The Hymnbool{ now used in our own chapel.
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After his retirement, Dr. Jones remained active in church music, serving

as organist in several churches in his beloved New Hampshire.

He is survived by his widow, Mildred Palmer Jones; three daughters,

Jane Ann Smith of East Williston, New York; Katherine Johnson of At-

lanta, Georgia; and Ellyn Jones of Victor, Kansas.

One who knew him well spoke of how clearly he remembered David’s

hands, which never seemed to be still, either when at the organ, or when
conducting the choir and sometimes even the congregation.

There are some older faculty and graduates who never sing or hear the

seminary’s theme song of faith, “When I Survey the Wondrous Cross,"

without recalling David, who not only called for it time and again in

worship, but had his touring choir sing it across the nation and abroad.

We remember with affection a man who was an authentic Christian and

a fine musician, and who, as a Christian musician, made a vast contribution

to the Church he loved, not only in his lifetime, but through the heritage

he left us all.



Edna Hatfield

i8gi-i<)8

4

M iss Edna Hatfield, who faithfully served the students and faculty of

Princeton Theological Seminary for forty-five years, died on May 3,

1984, at Meadow Lakes Retirement Community, Hightstown, NJ, where
she had lived since 1976.

Born in Baltimore in 1891, Miss Hatfield came to Princeton Seminary
in 1914 to serve as secretary to the newly-elected president. Dr. J. Ross

Stevenson. She held this position until 1930. At the same time she was
private secretary to Dr. Charles Erdman.

In 1930 she became Assistant Registrar and served in that capacity until

1937 when she became Assistant to the Dean ol Students. Miss Hatfield

was appointed Registrar in 1945 and continued in that position until her

retirement in 1959. At an alumni dinner in June of that year the trustees,

celebrating her forty-five years of outstanding service to the seminary,

presented her with a check for one thousand dollars.

Miss Hatfield is survived by two nieces, Dorothy Perkins of Towson,
Maryland, and Mrs. Webster Timanis of Riva, Maryland, and a great-

nepbew, Clifford Perkins, Jr., of Clements, Maryland.

Miss Hatfield was a lady of strong convictions and boundless energy.

Her whole life was centered in the seminary, to which she was completely

devoted. For over twenty years as Registrar she kept the students' records

with meticulous accuracy, and besides those duties was always ready to

listen to the students who came to her for counsel and advice. We who
knew her throughout the years appreciated her deep concern for our well-

being and her outstanding contribution to the life of this institution.

May her life of loyal service to the seminary inspire all of us who honor
her here today.



PUBLICATIONS BY MEMBERS OF THE
FACULTY, 1984

Diogenes Allen
Articles

“Nature as a Witness to God’s Existence and Goodness.” Faith and Philosophy (January).

“From vis viva to Primary Force.” Studia Leibmtiana XXV.
“Redeeming the Holocaust." Theology Today (October).

“Absolute Value and the Removal ot Evil.” Studies in Formative Spirituality (November).
“Suffering and Reading in Simone Weil.” Commumo (Fall).

Richard S. Armstrong
Boob

The Pastor as Evangelist. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press.

J. Christiaan Beker
Boobs

Paul’s Apocalyptic Gospel (reprint). Philadelphia: Fortress Press.

Paul the Apostle (paperback edition). Philadelphia: Fortress Press.

Sermon

“The Passion of Sobriety.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin V, no. 3.

Donald E. Capps

Boob

Pastoral Care and Hermeneutics. Philadelphia: Fortress Press.

Articles

“Erikson’s Life-Cycle Theory: Religious Dimensions.” Religious Studies Review 10:120-27.

“Pastoral Care and the Eight Deadly Vices.” Pastoral Psychology 32:8-23.

“The Bible’s Role in Pastoral Care and Counseling: Four Basic Principles.” journal of
Psychology and Christianity 3:5-15.

Boob Reviews

Review of The Struggle to Be Free, by Wayne E. Oates. Theology Today 41:131.

Review of Primary Speech: A Psychology of Prayer, by Ann and Barry Ulanov. Religious

Studies Review 10:48.

Review of Will and Spirit: A Contemplative Psychology, by Gerald G. May. journal of the

American Academy of Religion 52:627.

Craig Dykstra
Boob

Vision and Character (Korean edition). Translated by Ki Moon Lee. The Presbyterian Church

of Korea, Department of Education.

Chapter in Boob

“Faith Development Issues and Religious Nurture." In Changing Patterns of Religious Ed-

ucation, edited by Marvin J. Taylor, pp. 74-88. Nashville: Abingdon Press.
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Articles

“Mystery and Manners: The Task of Religious Education.” Religious Education 7, no. 3:61-

66 .

“Education, the Gospel, and the Marginal." The Princeton Seminary Bulletin V, no. 1:13-20.

Booh Review

Review of Religious Education Development
, by Gabriel Moran. The Living Light 20, no.

2:178-80.

Karlfried Froehlich
Articles

“Crusades.” Academic American Encyclopedia, vol. 5, pp. 366-69. Princeton: Arete.

“Inquisition.” Academic American Encyclopedia, vol. 11, pp. 183-85. Princeton: Arete.

Editor/Translator

Biblical Interpretation in the Early Church. Sources of Early Christian Thought. Philadelphia:

Fortress Press.

William D. Howden
Sermon

“Where is the Happy Ending?” Pulpit Digest 64 (September-October):297-30i.

Booh Reviews

Review of Discovering the Church, by Barbara Brown Zikmund. Princeton Seminary Bulletin

n.s. 5 (February):79-8o.

Review of The Light Within You, by John R. Claypool. Princeton Seminary Bulletin n.s. 5

(February):8i-83.

Review of Authentic Preaching, by Arndt L. Halvorson. Princeton Seminary Bulletin n.s. 5

(July): 1 78-80.

Review of Preaching Biblically, ed. Don M. Wardlaw. Princeton Seminary Bulletin n.s. 5

(J uly): 1 80-81

.

Review of Dramatic Monologue Preaching

,

by Alton H. McEachern. Homiletic 9/2 (De-

cember):^.

Hugh T. Kerr
Booh

Conversions: The Christian Experience (with J. M. Mulder). London: Hodder and Stoughton

(British Edition).

Pamphlet

A Year with the Bible. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press.

Articles

“Hymns and Theology: A Little Case Study” (with David A. Weadon). Reformed Liturgy

& Music 8 (Winter):23-27. Reprinted in The Princeton Seminary Bulletin.

“Forty Years, and So?” Theology Today 40 (January):39i-93.

“A Conversation” (with Thomas W. Gillespie). Theology Today 41 (April): 1-5.

“They Found Themselves.” Theology Today 41 (J uly): 1 4 1 -45.

“You Already Know These Things.” Theology Today 41 (October):247-49-

Sang H. Lee

Editor

Essays on Korean Heritage and Christianity. Teaneck: Association of Korean Christian Scholars

in North America.
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Thomas G. Long

Articles

"Preaching (in the South).” In Encyclopedia of Religion in the South

,

edited by Samuel S.

Hill, pp. 593-601. Macon, GA: Mercer University Press.

“Trinity Sunday.” In Word and Witness. Lake Worth, FL: Sunday Publications.

Donald Macleod
Seimons

“A Steady Fact in Unsteady Times.” Pulpit Digest LXIV, no. 465:43-48.

"Knowing Who You Are.” Pulpit Digest LXIV, no. 466:63-67.

“Christmas: Fantasy or Fact.” Pulpit Digest LXIV, no. 470:3-7.

Foreword

Foreword to Back to Basics, A Collection of Sermons, by Robert R. Kopp. Kansas City, MO:
Second Presbyterian Church.

Editor

“Pulpit Resources and Ecumenical Commentary.” Good News Supplement (Common Lec-

tionary, Year A). Lake Worth, FL: Sunday Publications, Inc.

Book, Review

Review of Giving Good Homilies, by lay Cormier. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin V, no.

3:266-67.

Daniel L. Migliore

Book Reviews

Review of Karl Barth’s Theology of Culture: The Freedom of Culture for the Praise of God,

by Richard J. Palma. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 5:169-170.

Review of The Power ofthe Powerless: The Word ofLiberationfor Today, by Jurgen Moltmann.
Theology Today 41 (July):223-26.

Patrick D. Miller
Articles

“The Inclusive Language Lectionary.” Theology Today 41:26-33.

“Meter, Parallelism, and Tropes: The Search for Poetic Style.” Journal for the Study of the

Old Testament 28:99-106.

“When Will the Killing Stop.” The Presbyterian Outlook (April 30)15-6.

“The Most Important Word: The Yoke of the Kingdom.” The IliffReview 41 (Fall): 1 7-30.

Book Reviews

Review of We Are Like Dreamers: Studies in Psalm 126, by W. Beyerlin. Catholic Biblical

Quarterly 46:108-9.

Review of Deuteronomium, by H. D. Preusa. Journal of Biblical Literature 103:272.

Review of Gibt es ein Leben vor dem Tod? Eine Auslegung von Psalm 49, by P. Casetti. Journal

of Biblical Literature 103:445-46.

Review of Justice and History in the Old Testament, by P. Adamiak. Interpretation 38:310-12.

Review of The Psalms of the Sons of Korah, by M. D. Goulder. Interpretation 38:426-30.

Samuel H. Moffett
Articles

“The Filaments of a World Mission." Missiology XII, no. 1 (January):69-74-

“In Memoriam: John Alexander Mackay, 1889-1983.” Mid-Stream XXIII, no. 1 (January):i38-

4°.
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“Mission in an East Asian Context: The Historical Background” (trans. into Chinese by

J. Yieh). The Taiwan Journal of Theology no. 6 (March):3i-42.

“The Church: Too Big to be Boxed In. Tensions Between Church and Parachurch.” Together

no. 3 (April-June):5-8.

“Christianity and Education in Korea.” New Horizons LII, no. 1 (October): 1-2.

Book Reviews

Review of Christ Outside the Gate, by Orlando Costa. Theology Today (July).

Review of From Colonialism to World Community
,
by John Coventry Smith. Presbyterian

Communique (Winter).

James Moorhead
Articles

“The Erosion of Postmillennialism in American Religious Thought, 1865-1925.” Church

History 53 (March):6i-77-

“Charles Finney and the Modernization of America.” Journal of Presbyterian History 62

(Summer):95-i 10.

“Between Progress and Apocalypse: A Reassessment of Millennialism in American Religious

Thought, 1800-1880T Journal of Presbyterian History 71 (December):524-42.

“Millennialism.” In Encyclopedia of Religion in the South, edited by Samuel S. Hill, pp. 477-

79. Macon, GA: Mercer University Press.

Book, Review

Review of God and General Longstreet: The Lost Cause and the Southern Mind
,
by Thomas

L. Connelly and Barbara L. Bellows. Church History 53 (March):! 13-14.

Ben C. Ollenburger
Book Reviews

Review of The Faith of the Old Testament: A History, by Werner H. Schmidt. The Princeton

Seminary Bulletin 5:67-68.

Review of The Elusive Presence: The Heart of Biblical Theology, by Samuel Terrien. The
Princeton Seminary Bulletin 5:160-61.

Review of Visionaries and Their Apocalypses, by Paul D. Hanson. The Princeton Seminary

Bulletin 5:161-63.

Review of Holy Scripture: Canon, Authority, Criticism, by James Barr. Theology Today 41:207-

10.

Review of What Are They Saying About Wisdom Literature? by Diane Bergant. Theology

Today 41:369-70.

Review ot A Whirlpool of Torment: Israelite Traditions of God as an Oppressive Presence, by

James L. Crenshaw. Theology Today 41:370-71.

Charles A. Ryerson
Articles

“Evangelism in an Exploding World.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 5:235-39.

Cullen I K Story
Articles

“Bible Study on Peace: Ephesians 2:11-3:21.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin V, no. 1:59-

66.

“The Christology of Ignatius of Antioch.” The Evangelical Quarterly LVI, no. 3 (July): 173-

82.
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Mark Kline Taylor

Articles

"Religion Among the Anthropologists." Papers in Comparative Studies Vol. 3. Ohio State

University Press.

"Does this Structuralist-Semantic Study Have an ‘Understanding’?” Currents In Contem-
porary Chnstology Newsletter IV, no. 1:8-12.

"Truth and a Phenomenology ofTradition." Review article o(Ecclesial Reflection, by Edward
Farley. The Journal of Religion 64 (April):22i-28.

Book, Reviews

Review of Metaphorical Theology: Models of God in Religious Language , by Sallie McFague.
Theology Today 40 (January):464-72.

Review of The Theology of Schleiermacher, by Karl Barth. Translated by Geoffrey W.
Bromiley. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin V, no. 2:170-72.

David A. Weadon
Article

"Hymns and Theology: A Little Case Study” (with Hugh T. Kerr). Reformed Liturgy and
Music 8:23-27. Reprinted in The Princeton Seminary Bulletin.

Ronald C. White, Jr.

Dictionary Articles

"Presbyterianism.” Encyclopedia Americana.

“The Social Implications of the Gospel.” Evangelical Theological Dictionary.

Editorials

"The Teaching Office in the Reformed Tradition." The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 5:% .

“A Time to Say No.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 5:185.

Book Reviews

Review' of The Social Gospel in the South: The Woman’s Home Mission Movement in the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1886-1939, by John Patrick McDowell. Church History

(June):268.

E. David Willis

Articles

“A Reformed Doctrine of the Eucharist and Ministry and Its Implications for Roman
Catholic Dialogues.” Journal of Ecumenical Studies 21:2 (Spring):295-309.

“Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry: Reception and the Bilaterals.” Journal of Ecumenical

Studies 21:1 (Winter):96-io6.

“The Reformed Churches’ Understanding of Tradition." Pacific Theological Review 17:3

(Spring):4i-56.

“Calvin’s Use of Substantia." Calvinus Ecclesiae Genevensis Custos (International Congress

on Calvin Research, Geneva), edited by Wilhelm Neuser, pp. 289-301. Frankfurt am
Main: Verlag Peter Lang.



The Parable of

Responsibility

by Paul W. Meyer

Dr. Paul W. Meyer is Helen H. P. Man-
son Professor ofNew Testament Literature

and Exegesis at Princeton Theological

Seminary. Before coming to Princeton in

1978, he taught at Vanderbilt University,

Colgate Rochester Divinity School, and Yale

Divinity School. Dr. Meyer received de-

grees from Elmhurst College and Union

Theological Seminary, and also studied in

Basel and Gottingen. This sermon was

preached in Miller Chapel on the Princeton

Seminary campus.

Text: For it will be as when a man going on a journey called his servants and

entrusted to them his property; to one he gavefive talents, to another two,

to another one, to each according to his ability. Then he went away. He
who had received the five talents went at once and traded with them;

and he made five talents more. So too, he who had the two talents made

two talents more. But he who had received the one talent, went and dug

in the ground and hid his master's money. Now after a long time the master

of those servants came and settled accounts with them. And he who had

received the five talents came forward, bringing five talents more, saying,

"Master, you delivered to me five talents; here I have made five talents

more.” His master said to him, "Well done, good and faithful servant;

you have been faithful over a little, I will set you over much; enter into

the joy of your master." And he also who had the two talents came

forward, saying, "Master, you delivered to me two talents; here / have

made two talents more.” His master said to him, "Well done, good and

faithful servant; you have been faithful over a little, I will set you over

much; enter into the joy of your master.” He also who had received the

one talent came forward saying, "Master, I \new you to be a hard man,

reaping where you did not sow, and gathering where you did not winnow;

so I was afraid, and / went and hid your talent in the ground. Here you

have what is yours.” But the master answered him, "You wicked and

slothful servant ! You Ipnew that I reap where I have not sowed, and
gather where I have not winnowed? Then you ought to have invested

my money with the bankers, and at my coming I should have received

what was my own with interest. So take the talent from him, and give

it to him who has the ten talents. For to every one who has will more

be given, and he will have abundance; but from him who has not, even

what he has will be taken away. And cast the worthless servant into the

outer darkness; there men will weep and gnash their teeth.” (Matthew

25 :I 4'3°)

I
am sure it has happened to most
of you. Not long ago, my wife

and I were driving up an access ramp
onto an Interstate. Ahead of us, an

older driver, instead of accelerating

and trying only to be safe and re-

sponsible, slowed to a near stop

—

making both his own entry into the

river of traffic and ours more haz-

ardous. Responsibility—but tinged
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with fear, it was making him a men-
ace.

A parable to prepare us for our

text, to which Eduard Schweizer gives

the apt title, “The Parable of Re-

sponsibility.”

Its exegesis is no great mystery.

To describe this responsibility before

God, the parable has instinctively and

naturally drawn from the world of

the ancient Near East the imagery

of a powerful and rich master who
entrusts his property to his slaves be-

fore departing on a journey. What
he does is remarkable: not a contract

drawn up with equals, but a free and

sovereign act of conferring respon-

sibility and opportunity to function

in his stead. That he gives each “ac-

cording to his ability” is no limita-

tion on his generosity; it shows that

he knows his servants and respects

their differences. They are still his

slaves; what they earn will still be-

long to him. Yet here is a master

who generously involves them in his

own affairs and invites their best

performance. He does not spell out

what they are to do, or do their work
for them. In the best sense, he is one

who intends to reap where he has

not himself sown and to gather where

he has not scattered. The parallelism

in the narrative between the first and

second servants shows that the de-

grees of ability and gift are imma-
terial. The faithfulness of both is re-

warded alike: with greater

responsibility, and most of all with

an invitation to share in the master’s

joy.

But of course the movement of the

parable shows that its focus is not on

this master or on these two servants,

but on the third. It is his example

that is developed and dwelt upon.

Our instinctive reaction, to identify

ourselves with the first two servants,

is pure evasion. Every detail of the

text points us to this third.

In the first place, his digging in

the ground and hiding his master's

money is neither stupid nor irre-

sponsible. In the world of the text,

this was the correct action to take to

keep silver secure from risk, the best

insurance against theft. A telling

stipulation in early rabbinic law' pro-

vides that whoever buries at once

and without delay property en-

trusted to him w'ill not be liable if it

should be stolen. Furthermore, this

servant is acutely aware that his mas-

ter will return and call for an ac-

counting. He intends to give back,

safe and undamaged, w'hat has been

entrusted to him. No, he is very re-

sponsible.

Yet he is called a “wicked” ser-

vant. Why? The text is very clear in

identifying fear as the ingredient that

subverts his sense of accountability.

Suddenly what has been turned over

to him is made to serve not his mas-

ter’s interests but his own skin. It is

fear that perceives his master’s gen-

erous offer of opportunity as harsh

treatment, his reaping where he has

not sow n as a brutal demand on others

to do the producing. He is con-

demned as ofyieros , not for his “sloth"

(RSY
T

), but for his scrupling hesita-

tion, his shrinking inactivity. In the

end, he is “worthless”; a responsible

guardian of his deposit, but as a ser-

vant of his master's interests, he is a

basket case.

The exegesis is no great mystery.

What about its application? One
cannot be long at Princeton Semi-

nary without being overwhelmed by

the strong sense of responsibility that
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informs this campus—responsibility

toward the tradition, obligation to

make the most of resources given

here that are the envy of other schools,

commitment to the church and its

mission. But anyone who reads the

New Testament knows that spirit-

ual danger lurks not in our weak-

nesses but in our strengths. And there

are troubling signs that such an im-

mense sense of responsibility breeds

at times the very fear that is able to

undo it.

As an institution the Seminary

spends a lot of money—other peo-

ple’s money—on every student ad-

mitted. It rightly feels that in its ad-

missions decisions it is responsible

for serving the well-being of the

church. Should it invest some of its

treasure in an applicant who does

not fit the Presbyterian mold? Most
of us recognize that the ability of this

school to serve the church depends

upon preserving a significant meas-

ure of confessional diversity. But I

have heard it asked seriously: “If we
make one exception, where can we
draw the line?’’ The question clearly

advertises the fear that prompts it,

fear of an accounting, a fear that

strikes at the very root of the Sem-
inary’s historic ecumenical mission

for which it is accountable. What
would happen if the faculty were to

shrink from teaching its best insights

out of fear that they might raise ob-

jection among the presbyteries?

Would we not all at a stroke become
wicked and useless servants—most
of all to the Presbyterian church?

And students? Many of you have

brought God’s gift of treasure here

with you, charged to cultivate here

what has been given in his calling,

to enlarge your skills and invigorate

and stretch your faith. The Semi-

nary exists to help you do that. But
you cannot do that without risking

change, without asking questions.

The very sense of responsibility that

brought you here threatens to flip

over into a fear of being called to

account, the fear that to change will

be deemed itself an act of faithless-

ness to God’s gift. It is a sad expe-

rience to see students choosing courses

that will not threaten them in any

way, or dropping others that they

perceive will. That is to bury your

gift in the ground.

Take that most precious gift, the

Bible. The powerful sense that we
are charged with the responsibility

of interpreting it to a world in pain

seems to breed among us a fear of

using just those critical tools that

might help us most in carrying out

that mission. It is sad to read student

papers that use only devotional com-
mentaries and shy away from the

tough questions. Fear turns the op-

portunity for critical study into a

brutal assignment. But the fear is

misplaced. Critical studies cannot

change the Bible itself, or God’s re-

lation to it. They can change only

our perceptions and our understand-

ing. But these are just what we need

to be able to risk if we are to use the

gift to serve the master’s intent and
not our own skins. Where we cannot

admit serious questions about our

understanding of Scripture, where
there is no risk, there can be no de-

light in discovery, no sharing in the

joy of the master. To use historical

scholarship only to confirm what we
already know and believe is like hav-

ing sex without the commitment and
vulnerability that alone make it gen-

uinely human—and it is just as im-
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moral. It is to keep the gift of the

Bible intact, but to return it unused,

as wicked and useless servants.

The parable ends on a harsh note,

but that is because the Matthean

Christ loves those whom he calls

enough to warn them of the dangers

of discipleship. Mere fidelity is really

in fidelity. A faith concerned only with

avoiding mistakes out of fear of being

held accountable fails the basic test

of responsible discipleship. But those

w'ho will not shy away from losing

their lives for his sake will be invited

to share in the master’s joy. Behind
that promise—and the warning

—

stands the One who did not please

himself but took upon himself the

reproaches of all our faithless fears.

Let us pray.

Heavenly Father! Forgive us our

fear, so often disguised as respect for

your gifts. Help us to accept as your

greatest gift the opportunity to give

and risk ourselves in service to this

aching world, in the name of him
who loved us and gave himself for

us, even Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
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Text: You brood of vipers ! Who told you to fleefrom the wrath to come ? Give

some evidence that you mean to reform. (Matthew 3:1-12)

I
n Flannery O’Connor’s short story

“Revelation,” Ruby Turpin was

mighty pleased with the pecking or-

der of the universe. In her world,

everyone had a place, and most peo-

ple had places below hers. There were

colored folk (as she called the Blacks),

then White trash, then home own-
ers, then home and land owners

—

like herself. In gratitude for this di-

vinely inspired line-up, Ruby prayed

often and ardently: “Thank you, Je-

sus. Thank you. Thank you. Thank
you for making things as they are.”

The “revelation” that fell upon
Ruby was sudden and severe. It hap-

pened in the waiting room of a doc-

tor’s office, and it was mediated by

a surly Wellesley undergraduate who,

gazing at Mrs. Turpin, whispered in

a voice low and clear, “Go back to

hell where you came from, you old

wart hog.” O’Connor records that

the eyes of the accuser burned for a

moment as if she saw with pleasure

that her message had struck its tar-

get.

The truth is, I think, that we have

a love/hate reaction to persons who

call things as they see them. This

may explain why we welcome the

rugged and blunt hero of Advent,

John the Baptist, with mixed feel-

ings. To make matters worse, John

not only called things as he found

them, but he preached things as he

saw them. However much we might

want to ignore this—and given the

eccentricities of his diet and dress,

the temptation is strong—John the

Baptist is identified as the first

preacher in the New Testament. That

singular distinction cannot be ig-

nored in a community that prides

itself on training ministers of the

Word. In fact and fairness, it urges

us to look at John’s agenda for

preaching to determine, among other

things, whether it ought to become
our agenda, too.

What does he preach, this

shaggy, straightforward, spellbind-

ing prophet? I count four things.

First of all, he preached a Gospel

of Repentance, no more in vogue in

his time than it is now. John fol-

lowed in the Old Testament tradi-

tion of the enlechein and boldly un-
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covered sin in the low and the high

places. He railed against the phonies

and the hypocrites and those self-

righteous persons who deceived

themselves into believing they were
without sin. John sought to set the

record straight and to introduce

reality grounding of the most fun-

damental sort.

Centuries later, on December 5,

1977 (seven years ago yesterday), the

assassinated bishop of El Salvador,

Oscar Romero, in the spirit of John
the Baptist, preached this:

What marks the genuine church

is when the word, burning like

the word of the prophets, pro-

claims God’s wonders to be be-

lieved and venerated, and de-

nounces the sins of those who
oppose God’s reign, so that they

may tear those sins out of their

hearts, out of their societies, out

of their laws—out of the struc-

tures that oppress, that imprison,

that violate rights of God and of

humanity. This is the hard service

of the word.

Like the archbishop, John preached

a gospel that people needed to hear,

not one they wanted to hear. And if

he weeded out the spiritual free-

loaders, there still seemed to be

enough who packed the countryside

to hear this galvanizing prophet and
his message of radical reform. It is

always amazing to find the pure,

unexpurgated version of the good
news so compelling. What saved and
supported John’s preaching from ar-

rogance and bitterness, of course, was

his understanding of his own need

of repentance. “I am not even fit to

carry his sandals” are not the words
of someone who lorded it over others.

To put it simply, John practiced what
he preached.

Second, John preached a Gospel

of Action.

Let me be frank about this. It was
certainly legitimate at the time of the

Reformation to argue that faith was
a gift and that good works did not

merit salvation. But only a dimwit-
ted reading of history would suggest,

in 1984, that faith and good works
are separable, or that Protestants have

a monopoly on faith and Catholics,

on good works.

When John preached his gospel

of “doing,” he combined faith and
good works as two sides of one coin.

Good and loving deeds need to flow

from sincere faith. So, John hit the

Pharisees hard with the counsel to

put their religion into practice. “Give

some evidence that you mean to re-

form." And when John came around

to describing Jesus, we get an inten-

sified impression that action is called

for. He is going to clean house, ap-

parently on the basis of who is per-

forming and who isn't. How one loves

and who one serves takes up a fair

sized chunk of Matthew’s gospel, but

let me save your fingers from doing

the walking by recalling for you that

the poor, the lepers, the prisoners,

the disenfranchised, the weak, and
those outside the power base are in-

vited to get first dibs on our atten-

tion.

Third, John preached a Gospel of

Costly Discipleship, not compro-
mised discipleship. An observation

that Henri Nouwen makes in The

Genessee Diary serves well to distin-

guish between the two. As a child.

Dr. Nouwen learned from his mother

and prayed this prayer: “All for you,

dear Jesus.” As he grew older, the

prayer was corrupted and compro-
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mised to say: “Let’s share, Jesus. Some
for you, and some for me.”

There’s not a person in this con-

gregation who needs reminding that

costly discipleship means paying a

price. And that price is always the

same: living gospel values and dying

because of them. Make no mistake

about it—Bonhoeffer who popular-

ized the phrase, and John the Baptist

who put it into practice, and Jesus

who modeled the way, tell us with

unrelenting certainty that preaching

costly discipleship is lethal and in-

jurious to your health.

Last, or perhaps this is what I’ve

been saying all along, John preached

the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The
temptation, of course, is to preach

one’s own gospel, to misdirect the

praise for God to oneself, to focus

the spotlight on oneself rather than

on the Word, to make the collection

plate and not the gospel’s slate the

arbiter of what is to be preached.

But John practiced a rare trans-

parency to Jesus from the very be-

ginning. His ego simply did not stand

in the way. He was not consumed
by the passion for center stage. In

the Gospel of John, Jesus formulates

the classic definition of transparency

when he claimed: “The person who
sees me, sees the One who sent me.”

The Baptist could have said the same
thing. One could see straight and

clean through John and without ob-

stacle or interference see the One

—

and hear the One—who sent him.

How do we explain such trans-

parency? John himself gives a clue

to the answer: “I have baptized you

in water; He will baptize you in the

Holy Spirit.” John the Baptist caught

something of the Spirit from Jesus.

Contemporary theologian Heribert

Miihlen talks of the Holy Spirit as

a “we-maker,” as the unitive aspect

of divine life that was manifest in

John in excelsis. The presence of the

Spirit renders preaching transparent

to its Source; the absence of the Spirit

keeps preaching opaque.

If John is no longer here, the Spirit

is, looking for takers to continue the

tradition of preaching Jesus’ gospel

of repentance, and action, and costly

discipleship.

Who will answer that call?

Who will cry out against those

who terrorize the vulnerable?

Who will rage against those whose

power is so extensive that their

violence goes unchecked and un-

challenged?

Who will call sin as he or she sees

it?

Who, but you?
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Text: And you God made alive, when you were dead through the trespasses

and sins in which you once walked, following the course of this world,

following the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that is now at

woif in the children of disobedience. Among these we all once lived in

the passions of our flesh, following the desires of body and mind, and so

we were by nature children of wrath, like the rest of humankind. But

God, who is rich in mercy, out ofgreat love for us; even when we were

dead through our trespasses, made us alive together with Christ {by grace

you have been saved), and raised us up, and made us sit in the heavenly

places in Christ Jesus, that in the coming ages God might show the

immeasurable riches ofgrace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus. For

by grace you have been saved through faith: and this is not your own
doing, it is the gift of God—not because of works, lest anyone should

boast. For we are God’s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good

woifs, which God prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them.

(Ephesians 2:1-10)

S
ome of you may be familiar with

the true story of Solomon North-

rup, recently dramatized on “Amer-
ican Playhouse” in a production di-

rected by the well-known photo-

grapher Gordon Parks. Northrup was

a free black man, an accomplished

musician and carpenter, married and

the father of three children, living

in Saratoga, New York, in 1841, far

from the states where slavery was

legal, when he was kidnapped and

sold into slavery in Louisiana. It was

twelve years before he managed to

regain his freedom and to be reu-

nited with his family.

This particular fragment ol black

history, a telecast during Black His-

tory Month, struck me as instructive

in a twofold way: It brought to my
attention a chapter in the often for-

gotten and frequently denied accom-
plishments of black people and their

struggle to retain a sense of their

own humanity in the face of extraor-

dinary humiliation. And it also re-

minded me that Black History Month
is in some sense a reflection upon
what might be called, by way of con-

trast, “white history.”

I have been asking myself what
this might mean for our situation

today and particularly for our iden-

tity and lives as Christians, of what-

ever color or race. And I have been

asking mysell this question in light

of the epistle to the Ephesians to

which I had been giving some at-
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tention when I learned the story of

Solomon Northrup and when I was

asked to deliver the sermon today.

In this letter, the author—who is

a Jewish Christian—announces, with

a note of surprise and amazement,

that through Christ the love of God
has been extended to the Gentiles,

without reservation and without

precondition. And furthermore, that

the body of Christ, the church, is the

concrete manifestation of the new
humanity, where the hostility be-

tween Jewish and Gentile believers

has been dissipated by the love of

Christ. The author announces with

wonder and gratitude that Gentiles

do not have to become Jews to be

near to God. Nor then do Jews of

course have to become Gentiles. The
mark of the new humanity created

by Christ is the same unconditional

love of God made known in the event

of Jesus Christ.

As we all know, the author of

Ephesians makes his point with some

of the most triumphalist language to

be found in the New Testament. He
writes in our passage that God “made
them (i.e., Jewish believers and Gen-
tile believers] alive together in Christ

. . . raised them up together, and

caused them to sit in the heavenly

places in Christ Jesus” (2:5-6; my
translation). It would of course be

quite easy to proclaim that trium-

phant message today, substituting the

terms black and white. And that is

partly the problem: it seems too easy.

But let us try to understand the

way in which this claim is made in

Ephesians and, analogously, how it

might be made today. We may note

for instance that this announcement
of being made alive and raised up
together in Christ is prefaced by a

description of the past, that is, of the

situation apart from or before

Christ—as if to say that the new
reality proclaimed in the gospel can-

not be rightly heard or understood

apart from confronting the past. And
the author gives an account of that

past with an unblinking and a ruth-

less eye. He tells his readers that their

trespasses and sins were more than

moral lapses. These trespasses and

sins signified conformation to the

course of this world, to the prince of

the power of the air (the ruler of the

atmosphere), of that spirit which is

yet energetically at work in the world.

We all belonged, he sums up, to the

order of wrath (2:2-3).

The author produces this account

of the “past” not because he wants

to provide his readers with excuses

for their trespasses and sins, not be-

cause he believes that this past does

not hover over them and threaten

the new reality established by Christ

(quite to the contrary!), and not be-

cause he wants to predicate his ex-

hortations to do “good works” (2:10)

on guilt for past wrongdoing (as if

guilt could ever be a suitable moti-

vation for good works!). Rather, he

gives this account of the “past” be-

cause he wants to throw into sharp

relief the resurrecting power of God.

The author is in effect saying that

we can not understand what this res-

urrecting power means for our iden-

tities as Christians unless we come
to grips with our past, our “once”

(2:2, 3; cf. 2: 1 if.), and understand

that past as the sphere of death, ruled

by a death-dealing power or spirit.

The author is emphasizing, under-

scoring, for his readers that their new
humanity is not their own work, their

own achievement, but rather a real-

ity established by God. The spell of

the past, which the author can look
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at unblinkingly from the perspective

of the gospel and which continues

to loom and to hover in the atmos-

phere and thus to threaten, can only

he broken by the power of God.
What I wish to suggest this morn-

ing should now be obvious: that we
cannot understand how the procla-

mation of the gospel of reconcilia-

tion and peace applies to our situa-

tion to America today unless we
confront, with an equally unblink-

ing and ruthless eye, that ruler of

our own social and cultural atmos-

phere, that spirit of white racism

which is the legacy and burden of

our common past. This past is more
than a matter of individual tres-

passes and sins. It involves a whole
structure of attitudes and percep-

tions, which have over the centuries

become solidified and institutional-

ized, a network of complicity and
collaboration, of acceptance and ac-

quiescence, often acknowledged but

just as often unacknowledged, some-
times seen but just as often unseen,

occasionally named but just as often

unnamed, defining “the way things

are.” This past hovers over us like a

cloud of polluted air, infusing our
social, political, and cultural atmos-

phere with its dehumanizing pres-

ence, an atmosphere into which one
is born, or, like me, immigrates, and
which one simply breathes in until,

in ways we often cannot recognize

or even name, it determines how we
live and breathe.

Alexis de Tocqueville, the

Frenchman who wrote a famous
study of democracy in America
shortly before Solomon Northrup was
kidnapped, made a number of astute

observations about America, and one

of them was the following: “al-

though the law may abolish slavery,

God alone can obliterate the traces

of its existence” (Democracy
in America, Vol. I |New York:

Schocken, 1961], p. 425). God alone

can obliterate the traces of slavery.

The truth of that observation was
borne out when, just about a hundred
years ago, after slavery had in fact

been legally abolished, the gains

which were made after the Civil War
were virtually undone by legal sub-

terfuge and intimidation. And a

deafening silence fell on the churches

of Christ for over half a century,

with a few exceptions, until we were
roused from our stupor and self-sat-

isfaction by the voices of people like

Martin Luther King, Jr. One sus-

pects that we may today be at a sim-

ilar turning point in the history of

this country as we were a hundred
years ago: whether the spell of our

racist past and its pernicious and
persistent effects on our present will

continue to be banished or whether
that lying spirit will attain a new
virulence, producing new rationali-

zations, new forms of oppression, new
legal barriers.

What are we to make of the

triumphalism of Ephesians in that

light? Let me suggest that its trium-

phalism does not mean that we have

arrived. Rather, the message is that

God has arrived, arrived on our scene

to declare the course of this old world

at an end. Ephesians 2:1-10 speaks

of Christians sitting in the heavenly

places to be sure. But subsequent

chapters of Ephesians tell us that the

principalities and powers, and other

spirits of wickedness, are active in

the very same regions (3:10; 6:12). This

is Ephesians’ way of telling us that

our real enemies are not other hu-
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man beings: our struggle is precisely

not against “flesh and blood,” but

against these “principalities and

powers” who threaten on all sides to

undermine, to negate, to undo, in

very concrete and tangible ways, the

new humanity created by Christ.

The author of Ephesians counsels

his readers to put on the whole ar-

mor of God (the breastplate of right-

eousness, the shield of faith, the sword

of the Spirit, etc.) as a precaution.

We may well heed this lesson. For,

like the spiritual powers mentioned
in Ephesians, the spirit of racism

which makes itself at home in our

cultural, social, and political atmos-

phere is more dangerous, more pow-
erful, more intractable than any hu-

M 1

man being can be.

For this reason alone, we need

constantly to hear again the mystery

of the gospel as proclaimed in the

letter to the Ephesians: that God’s

love is extended to all without re-

serve, exception, or precondition, that

we find our unity and true humanity

in the Christ who gave himself in

love for us all (5:2), and that God
has made us alive together

,
raised us

up together
,
made us sit together in

the heavenly places—there to con-

tend together in Christ against that

malevolent spirit of our past and thus

to withstand together, by God’s power

and protection, its sway and its ef-

fects on our common life.



Review-Article:

The Service for the

Lord’s Day 1

by Donald Macleod

This service book is evidence of

the coming to maturity liturgi-

cally of the Presbyterian Church,
U.S.A., along with its sister denom-
ination, the Cumberland Presbyte-

rian Church. A church has come of

age in its worship when it decides

to recover the best of its historical

heritage and venture to re-issue it in

the idiom of the new day. As one

who was reared in the Highland
Scottish tradition, it is a matter of

satisfaction, and indeed joy, to hear

presently some ancient echoes and to

see the re-appearance here of some
simple, yet meaningful, liturgical

emphases and practices which un-

fortunately, through the decades, the

optional use of service books among
Presbyterians had undone.

This new volume is the work of

a task force appointed by the de-

nomination’s Advisory Council of

Discipleship and Worship. It is the

first in a series of liturgical supple-

ments which will be included even-

tually in a new book of services. Al-

ready other committees are at work
on subjects such as baptism, mar-

riage, Church Year, ordination, lec-

tionary, etc. The guiding mind and

' Supplemental Liturgical Resource, No.

i. Joint Office of Worship. The Presbyterian

Church (U.S.A.) and the Cumberland Pres-

byterian Church (Philadelphia: The West-

minster Press, 1984).

Francis L. Patton Professor of Preach-

ing and Worship, Emeritus, at Princeton

Theological Seminary, Dr. Donald Mac-
leod is the author of seven booths in this

field, including Word and Sacrament,

Presbyterian Worship, Dynamics of

Worship (a trans. of Traite de Litur-

gique), and a booh, of sermons, Higher
Reaches.

hand in this responsible enterprise is

Harold M. Daniels, Director, Joint

Office of Worship of the denomi-
nations concerned. Incidentally, in

view of the recent appearance of ex-

emplary hymnbooks in the Lu-
theran and Reformed Churches (the

Episcopal book is forthcoming at

year’s end), it is hoped that an equally

competent and representative com-
mittee will be at work on a quality

Presbyterian book of praise that will

commend itself generally to satisfac-

tory congregational use. The enthu-

siastic approval given to the new
hymnbook of the Reformed Church
in America suggests that maybe it

would be in the better wisdom of

the Presbyterian Church simply to

adopt it (Rejoice in the Lord , ed. by

Erik Routley [Grand Rapids: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,

1985])-

The members of the Presbyterian

Church owe surely a debt of grati-

tude to the various liturgical com-
mittees and their advisors and edi-

tors for an assignment well done.

This is by far the best collection of

rituals and explanatory commentary
in recent decades to be presented by

such a committee of the General As-

sembly to the Church for Sunday
use. For example, the four essays on

the meaning of worship, the struc-

ture of the Presbyterian order, the
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significance of each movement, and

the rubrics for the conduct of every

action are well and clearly written,

although somewhat academic in

mood and style. The same subject

matter is covered, but from within

the living-ness of a minister and con-

gregation, in Presbyterian Worship

(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1980)

which, curiously enough, is not in-

cluded in the bibliography.

To review critically a work of this

kind is never fully possible, nor at

the same time is it easy ever to be

entirely fair. Everyone has, in the

matter of things liturgical, his or her

own likes and dislikes, openness and

bias, and as with Jesus’ congregation,

whatever is said or done, some will

remark, “It thundered,” while others

will say, “An angel spake unto them”

(John 12:29). Generally speaking,

however, and in the final analysis, a

book of this kind is either good or

bad. This one, in this reviewer’s

opinion, is more than good; it is very

good. On the other hand, this does

not prevent a reviewer from raising

a caveat here and there, which does

not indicate general dissatisfaction

but is a healthy sign that one has

examined and explored the content

carefully.

1. One welcomes with much en-

thusiasm the committee’s emphasis

upon due and equal weight being

given to Word and Sacrament as in-

tegral factors in the liturgy of the

Reformed tradition. (W. D. Maxwell
and Donald Baillie would “rejoice

to see this day.”) Yet today in the

judiciaries of the Presbyterian

Church, U.S.A., the term “Minister

of the Word and Sacrament” (into

which our forebears were invariably

inducted with appropriate gravity)

has been jettisoned and our minis-

terial candidates or licentiates are or-

dained merely as “Ministers of the

Word.” Why clamor, then, for greater

recognition of the sacraments and at

the same time give them short shrift

in naming our clergy’s vocational re-

sponsibility? In this kind of denom-
inational scramble has it become im-

possible for the liturgists and polity

experts to get together?

Some decades ago, John A.

Mackay, whose voice we miss sadly

today, warned us concerning our

maintaining a proper balance be-

tween “ardor and order.” And David

H. C. Read reminded a graduating

class at Princeton Theological Sem-
inary that “every minister is a lay-

person, but not every layperson is a

minister.” This zeal for the dimi-

nution of the ministerial office in

which the word “Sacrament” is de-

leted is simply another gesture to-

wards the prevailing contemporary

climate of mediocrity, and in this

and some other ways also our Pres-

byterian Church has not been im-

mune from it. Order is out; ardor

for the Least Common Denomina-
tor is in. Indeed, as a participant in

hundreds of Services of Ordination

over three decades, the sight pres-

ently of scores of laypersons coming
forward for the laying on of hands,

conferring upon a candidate a min-

istry they do not possess (Word and
Sacrament), has for this reviewer

made many Boy Scout Investitures

appear rather impressive by com-
parison. If lay persons in the Pres-

byterian Church, U.S.A., are pro-

hibited from celebrating the

Sacraments, by what spasm of irra-

tionality can they confer such au-

thority on others?
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2. In the silting out of priorities,

the committee takes care to urge the

proper celebration ot the Sacrament

of the Lord’s Supper. May their tribe

increase! But do they go far enough
in recommending the congregation’s

understanding of it? How many adult

participants in the Supper have a clear

notion ot “the priesthood of all be-

lievers” and its concurrent role in the

principal ideas and actions in the

service of worship? (The Spirit of
Protestantism

, by Robert MeA. Brown,

is helpful in this matter.) The com-
mittee is right in urging that Pres-

byterians be “theologically in-

formed” (p. 158) in order to worship

meaningfully. This priority, how-
ever, cuts straight across the contem-

porary ground swell of ardor in al-

lowing unconfirmed children to

partake of the Lord’s Supper. Time
proved the inherent value in the

Christian education sequence which

the Church once practiced and held

to be inviolate: Baptism adminis-

tered to infants; then at least a dec-

ade or so of nurture in the content

of the faith; then an encounter at an

age of perception and discretion with

a decision to accept discipleship; and
finally the great moment of admis-

sion to the Lord’s Table. Confir-

mation and first Communion were

memorable and decisive events (ask

any Roman Catholic!). But confir-

mation is now “out the window” and

the result is a mongrelizing of the

Lord's Supper.

In a church with which I have had

a close acquaintance, one of the most

moving ceremonies occurred when
the quarterly “Communicants’ Class,”

having been approved by the Ses-

sion, stood before their minister at

the Service of Preparation and after

the traditional questions were put to

them, the minister then addressed

each one of them individually and
taking him or her by the right hand,

said: “(Mary Jones), child of the cov-

enant, in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ and by the authority of the

Session of this congregation, I re-

ceive and welcome you to full Com-
munion at the Lord’s Table and to

all the rights and privileges of mem-
bership in the Church of Christ.”

Then the candidate knelt and the

minister, laying his hand upon the

individual’s head, offered the Aar-

onic benediction. When the candi-

date rose, the Clerk of Session pre-

sented him or her with a Bible suitably

inscribed. This whole action sym-

bolized a critical juncture in that

person’s spiritual experience which

few would ever forget.

Paul’s reference to “partaking un-

worthily” (1 Cor. 11:27) °f ^e Sup-

per was not only a moral point; it

was also procedural. Need we not

guard against any tendency towards

“basket picnic” Communions where

uninformed adults have themselves

no understanding to share with

amused and mystified siblings?

The committee states, “Partici-

pation in the Supper is a baptismal

right.” Who said so? A right is

something earned by the fulfillment

of some pre-condition. This was

clearly stated in our traditional Pres-

byterian rite (Boo/( of Common Wor-

ship , 1946): “Ye who do truly and

earnestly repent of your sins . .
.” and

“.
. . all that are truly sorry for their

sins and would be delivered from the

burden of them. . . But the new
rite reads simply and harmlessly:

“Our Savior invites those who trust

him to share the feast which he has

prepared.” In our preaching we de-

plore the fact that in our contem-
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porary culture and society “anything

goes.” Certainly sinners are welcome

at the Lord’s Table, but they must

be sinners who yearn to be made whole ,

and that takes a searching of con-

science, a chastened spirit, and a res-

olution of the inner will that only

mature minds can really appreciate

and pray through.

3. The prayers in the various rites

are highly acceptable both in content

and clarity of literary form and style.

Some emphases, however, in the

rubrics in the essays could be some-

what strengthened. The phrasing (p.

160, paragraph 3), for example, should

state “minister of the Word and Sac-

rament.” Attention should be called,

moreover, to the important and in-

dispensable place of EPICLESIS in

the Great Prayer of Thanksgiving.

Who has not worshipped on occa-

sion when the minister has left it out

altogether? Also there is a school of

liturgical thought which prefers the

recitation by the minister of the

Words of Institution at the outset,

immediately after the Invitation and/

or the Communion hymn. In the

Scottish tradition for the offerings

and elements to be brought in si-

multaneously is very meaningful and

impressive, especially if the congre-

gation rises concurrently and sings

from the Scottish Psalter, “Ye Gates,

Lift Up Your Heads on High” (Tune:

St. George’s, Edinburgh).

4. One appreciates the cataloguing

of sources (pp. 145, 146) of prayers,

texts, and choices of appropriate id-

ioms reflecting sensitivity to inclu-

sive language. This will be a more
serious concern for the committee on

the new hymnbook and they may
find useful guidelines in the article

by the late Erik Routley, entitled,

“Sexist Language: A View From a

Distance” (
Worship

,
Vol. 53, No. 1,

pp. 2-11), one of the more sensible

and balanced treatments in print on

this controversial subject. (See also

“The Use of Inclusive Language in

the Worship of the Church,” Wesley

Theological Seminary, Washington,

DC.)

5.

Some miscellaneous matters:

(a) In the construction or revi-

sion of any denominational rite, es-

pecially the main Lord’s Day act of

worship, it strengthens always the

authenticity and integrity of the text

if theological and historical frames

of reference are identified. This the

committee has done and their work
shows evidence of competent re-

search. One would wish, however,

for a clearer and more definite iden-

tification of the theological rationale

for the “shape” of the two main
movements and the psychological

progression of the Great Service (cf.

Chaps. 1 and 2 of Presbyterian Wor-

ship). It is distressing how many
Presbyterian ministers we have who
will argue—and rightly so—for more
doctrinal and expository preaching,

but who disregard this emphasis en-

tirely when they engage Sunday after

Sunday in orders of worship that

make no theological sense.

(b) In the growing practice of

having the congregation respond with

AMEN to the prayers and some other

affirmations, it is unfortunate that

since we commend Black congre-

gations for its use, as Presbyterians

we do not pronounce it properly. It

is AW-MEN when we sing it; it is

A-MEN when we say it. Let us listen

to any Black congregation and get it

right.

(c) On page 161, there is a good
statement regarding “the exchange

of the peace” and what is said is an
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ideal to be wished for and cherished.

After decades of experience both as

a worshipper and as a leader of wor-

ship, this reviewer sees little to be

gained by this noisy interlude. It may
have some advantage in a small con-

gregation, but in a large assembly, it

is “full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing.” The fault lies in the con-

gregation’s lack of an understanding

of the meaning of “the Peace” litur-

gically or otherwise. More often than

not, this reviewer is greeted with an

embarrassed and feeble bleat, “Have
a nice day!”

(d) One questions the reasoning

behind the somewhat cavalier dis-

missal here of the Children’s Ser-

mon. Many of us do not like it and
find it to be frequently a “cute” in-

trusion into an otherwise serious

communal action and would dis-

pense with it promptly if. ... But

here the flimsy argument prevails,

“The people like it”; and hence one

would discard it at his or her own
peril. Once an enterprising theolog-

ical student did a 150-page research

paper on the subject and at the end
her stupendous conclusion was, “It

depends upon the kind of church.”

(e) The rank and file of Pres-

byterian Church members are pain-

fully uninformed regarding the

meaning of so many things said and
done in the act of worship. It would
not, therefore, be untoward during

the regular services for one month
or so to take a few minutes to explain

any particular item or custom, just

as one might invite the director of

music to introduce a new hymn.
(f) In our materialistic age it may

seem old-fashioned to talk about

beauty in literary style. A committee

can achieve accuracy, but rarely will

its writing or composition reflect a

memorable style. One cannot fault

the writers of these liturgies for the

clarity of their biblical and theolog-

ical concepts, but compared with The
Boo/{ ofCommon Prayer and The King

James Version
, there is not a phrase

or sentence here of such literary

beauty that it would find itself re-

peated in the culture of letters of the

English speaking race. This is not a

matter of vocabulary; it denotes our

contemporary crisis in and poverty

of style. The Earl of Chesterfield said,

“Style is the dress of thoughts.” Many
of our current liturgies are flat. They
do not make us soar. True, our words
must be of the vernacular so that

even the average and most inter-

mittent worshipper can perceive and
understand. But Thomas Cranmer
showed us how the words of com-
mon speech can be put into a frame-

work of beauty and hence when men
and women entered the sanctuary

they discovered and were inspired

and nurtured by something the one-

dimensional outside world could not

afford. A writer to the London Lit-

erary Times remarked: “What I want
when I go to Church is something

I can get nowhere else. There should

be something in Christian worship

that is unique and for which there

is no substitute.” Could it be that

beauty is a part or aspect of it?

To conclude, one can say, how-
ever, with confidence and joyful an-

ticipation that in our Presbyterian

effort and zeal to do things “decently

and in order,” this new volume, if

taken seriously, will contribute in a

considerable measure to that end.
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Daly, Robert J., S.J., trans. Origen, Spirit

and Fire: A Thematic Anthology of His

Writings, by Hans Urs von Balthasar.

Washington, DC: The Catholic Uni-

versity of America Press, 1984. Pp. xviii

+ 416. $34.95.

Origen (born in Alexandria, Egypt, ca.

185, died after 251) was one of the greatest

minds of early Christianity and preeminent

during the third century in the disciplines

of philosophy, theology, exegesis, asceticism,

and mysticism; and the greatness of Origen

is fully reflected and apparent in this fine

book of Professor Robert J. Daly. Equally

apparent from this translation, which rep-

resents a staggering amount of research, is

Professor Daly’s love for the subject matter

and for the subject himself, namely, Origen.

Although the number of Origen’s writ-

ings have conceivably been misstated (6000

according to Epiphanius), Origen certainly

wrote more than any pagan author of an-

tiquity, and in literary productivity is com-
parable to, among the early Christians, such

towering figures as Chrysostom, Jerorrie, and

Augustine.

Due to the Origenistic controversies and

furors, only a small fraction of Origen’s writ-

ings are extant today, the greater part of

which exists not in the original Greek but

in Latin translations made by Jerome and
Rufinus. The remainder, however, is con-

tained in almost 800 titles and lies scattered

in many manuscripts. Even in antiquity Basil

and Gregory of Nazianzus felt the need to

prepare an anthology of selections from Or-
igen (Philocalia ), which is not totally dissim-

ilar from, but also points up the importance

of, the present translation by Mr. Daly.

This review would be incomplete without

a word concerning Hans Urs von Balthasar.

He was born in Lucerne, Switzerland, Au-
gust 12, 1905, of a distinguished Swiss family.

He studied philosophy in the universities of

Vienna, Berlin, and Zurich, and then studied

theology at Munich and Lyon (the seat of

patristic studies), where Henri de Lubac in-

troduced him to Origen and the church fa-

thers. Since 1940 he has lived mainly in Basel,

occupied largely in writing but devoting

himself also to the student community. Other
works of von Balthasar in English include

Die Gottesfrage des heutigen Menschen, trans-

lated by Hilda Graef as The God Question

and Modem Man (New York: Seabury Press,

1967); In der Fiille des Glaubens, translated

by Profs. Robert J. Daly and Fred Lawrence
as The von Balthasar Reader (New York:

Crossroad, 1982); and Christlicher Stand,

translated as The Christian State of Life by

Sister Mary Frances McCarthy (San Fran-

cisco: Ignatius Press, 1983).

Hans Urs von Balthasar’s book entitled

Origenes, Geist und Feuer: Em Aufbau aus

semen Schriften, ubersetzt und mit einer Ein-

fiihrung, was originally published in 1938 in

Salzburg, and a second, revised edition was
published in 1956. The present English

translation by Professor Daly, now in review,

actually constitutes a third edition. As pointed

out by Mr. Daly, the reasons why the present

translation constitutes a third edition are as

follows: In his translations, he proceeds from
the original Greek and Latin; his Foreword
furnishes data on Origen’s method of exe-

gesis, and his Epilogue provides a biblio-

graphic update and guide for further study;

and his Appendix contains texts from Ori-

gen’s recently discovered treatise Pen Pascha,

which was unavailable to von Balthasar (in-

cidentally, Daly is currently preparing a

translation of Origen’s Peri Pascha and Dia-

logue with Heraclides for the series, Ancient

Christian Writers). Also, in his translation

of 1039 Origen texts Professor Daly has noted

Origen’s copious references to scripture; in

fact, in the present translation there is an

index of scripture amounting to some 4000

passages. This reviewer is informed that the

present typesetting is clearer than in the first

and second Austrian editions, and the enu-

merations of the Origen selections appear in

the margin for the convenience of the reader.

This reviewer does not consider it amiss

to touch upon the scholarly background of

Professor Daly, who has authored this ex-

cellent translation. He holds the doctor of

theology degree summa cum laude from Ju-

lius Maximilians Universitat, Wurzburg, and
is professor and chairman of the department

of theology, Boston College. He is the author

of Christian Sacrifice: The Judeo -Christian

Background before Origen, Studies in Chris-

tian Antiquity 18 (Washington, D.C.: The
Catholic University of America Press, 1978),

and The Origins of the Christian Doctrine of
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Sacrifice (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1978),

plus numerous other scholarly books and ar-

ticles. Mr. Daly’s empirical knowledge of

German language and culture and his ex-

tensive background in Origen uniquely

qualified him to produce a faithful transla-

tion of von Balthasar’s Origen. And this book
will most definitely fill a vacuum in patristic

studies, for relatively little of Origen’s extant

writings, especially his biblical commentar-
ies, is available in modern English transla-

tions. Professor Daly has signally succeeded

in his goal, stated on p. 375 of Origen: Spirit

and Fire
,
of "making more effectively acces-

sible to the reader of modern English one of

the greatest minds ever to serve the church

of God.”
Margaret A. Schatkin

Boston College

Migliore, Daniel. L. The Power of God.

Library of Living Faith, ed. John M.

Mulder. Philadelphia: Westminster Press,

1983. Pp. 1 13. $5.95.

The six chapters of this small book offer

significant help for all concerned with the

fundamental question of the power of God.
Working from contemporary experiences

of power and powerlessness, Migliore defines

power as “the ability to do something.” He
notes that “every human being, indeed every

living creature, possesses and exercises power
to some degree. There is no life where there

is no power.” In relation to God, “in all

religions God is experienced as awesome
power, power that evokes wonder and fear.”

Thus it is crucial to come to grips with the

question of the nature of God’s power.

In Christian faith, Migliore argues that

having faith in God is “a passionate trust

rather than mere intellectual curiosity or cas-

ual assent to traditional beliefs.” Since what-

ever we recognize as ultimate in our lives is

our “god,” we may have a god even when
we do not recognize we do. As Christians

we must distinguish between faith in the true

God and all idols.

There are a number of distorted images

of divine power in modern society. Migliore

focuses on three of these. God may be imag-

ined as a supreme monarch when the power
of God is coercive power, the power of “brute

force and compulsion.” This view is often

associated with the image of God as “Fa-

ther.” So Migliore counsels:

If the church continues to employ the im-

age ol God as Father (which it should),

the image must certainly be rid of its pa-

triarchal connotations. If the church con-

tinues to employ the image ofGod as Lord
(which it should), the image must be clearly

distinguished from dictatorship and boss-

ism.

A second view sees God as a captive power,

a power under our control. This turns God
into our “business partner" in which we re-

late to God by a religion of merits. A third

distorted view is of God as pure transcend-

ence, isolating God completely from the world.

The cruciality of seeing these images as dis-

torted is clear when Migliore writes that

“where there is distortion in our understand-

ing of God, there is also distortion in our

understanding and practice of human life.

When we misconceive divine power, we are

also prone to misconceive and misuse human
power.” Thus all images of God must be

radically tested.

It is the Biblical witness that transforms

our knowledge of God. The Bible does not

function as “an encyclopedia of revealed

truths” but is more like an “epic drama.”

Migliore rejects the notion that all knowl-

edge ofGod comes “directly from God’s rev-

elation in Jesus Christ” but does say that for

Christians, “the norm and center of all

knowledge of God, whatever its source, is

the biblical story of the crucified Lord.” In

Jesus Christ the same liberating and com-
passionate love that God showed to Israel in

the Exodus is revealed. Jesus brings about a

“revolutionary change in the meaning of

power.” For now “true power is not in dom-
ination of others but in service." It is the

Trinitarian God who as transcendent Lord

sends the servant son and who is present and

active in the world today through the Holy
Spirit whom Christians know as God.

Migliore rejects the traditional attributes

of God—omnipotence, immutability, and

impassibility—as expressed in scholastic the-

ology as presenting an image of God that is

“cold and distant." What is needed, he ar-

gues is “a complete overhaul of our thinking

about power." Since Jesus Christ is "the cen-

tral clue, the key analogy to a right under-

standing of authentic divine power and fruit-

ful human power," then "the gospel story
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redefines the power of God.” The power of

God is “not mere almightiness but creative

power; not impassive but compassionate

power; not immutable but steadfast, life-giv-

ing power that liberates and transforms the

world.” This is the God we confess as Cre-

ator, Redeemer, and Transformer.

The church doctrine of the Trinity rep-

resents a revolutionary change in our un-

derstanding of the power of God. For the

Trinity indicates that “the power of God is

shared power, power that makes for a just

and inclusive community.” The Trinity shows

us that Christians experience the one God
as “a dynamic and differentiated reality”;

that “God’s triune being is communal or

social in nature”; and that “God is the power
of self-giving love.” This Triune God is also

the suffering God for, in Jesus Christ, God
the Creator and Lord of all, “experiences the

deepest abyss of human suffering, abandon-

ment, and death.” This suffering love ofGod
moves us not only to “gratitude for mercy
undeserved” but also rouses us “to resist all

forms of injustice and oppression." This suf-

fering love of God is also victorious since

Jesus Christ has been raised from the dead.

It is the risen Christ who gives us hope for

the coming Kingdom of God.
This understanding of the power of God

has practical consequences for the life of faith.

For in this faith we are liberated from all

desires to be omnipotent ourselves, and this

faith empowers us for new life in relation-

ship with others. We now are empowered
to take “the risk of love for the sake of God’s

new community.” The church is to be “the

vanguard of the Kingdom,” writes Migliore,

and “a community in which a new humanity
is being shaped.” This community practices

Christian love which is “the power of soli-

darity with the poor” and with all people

who are “neglected and disadvantaged.”

Rooted in the Triune God, the Christian has

the faith to hope in the coming of peace and
reconciliation in the coming Kingdom of God.

This is a fine book for individual or group
study (questions for discussion are ap-

pended). Migliore challenges traditional con-

cepts. But he shows strongly how our notions

of the power of God affect our personal re-

lationships as well as our social and political

commitments.

Donald K. McKim
University of Dubuque
Theological Seminary

Read, David H. C. This Grace Given.

Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub-

lishing Co., 1984. Pp. 130. $7.95 (paper).

In this latter half of the twentieth century,

David H. C. Read has been Scotland’s splen-

did gift to the American pulpit. His human
story, including early academic pursuits, pas-

toral ministry, five years as a POW in Ger-

man concentration carrps, varied experi-

ences from being a guest of royalty to the

hard privations of wartime, provide the

background and substance for an autobio-

graphical volume of unique interest and
quality. This is just half ot the story, how-
ever, for it brings us only to 1945 when the

prisoners were liberated by our American
armies; another volume will follow and it

will cover a pulpit ministry of almost three

decades in one of the most prestigious among
our Presbyterian congregations, the Madison
Avenue Church in New York City.

Autobiographies by preachers are less

plentiful than biographies, chiefly because to

write such in one’s lifetime courts the danger

of seeming egotism or of judgments that read

badly when separated from contexts that no

longer exist. Those that have received gen-

eral acclaim (e.g., H. E. Fosdick’s The Living

of These Days) did so because they kept clear

of trivia and set their careers in the shadow
of the great movements and persons of their

times, and hence their readers found mean-
ing and inspiration in reading So-and-So’s

“life and times.” This is what one finds in

this personal report from a minister whose
vocation and commitment have taken him
into almost every conceivable area of human
relationships—academic, military, mass me-
dia, retreats, panels, publications (he has

published twenty books), and pastoral serv-

ice. It is a fascinating account. This reviewer

could not put it down and regretted that

Vol. 2 is not as yet written.

The literary style here is superb. Dr. Read

shows the influence of a thorough classical

education, yet he has a sensitivity to the id-

iom and thought currents of the modern day.

He does not pile up a mass of little discon-

nected incidents, but shows us his finding

his way through the complexities and cross-

currents of mid-twentieth century life. He
analyzes and evaluates the institutions and

traditions of Scottish religious life in a well-

balanced manner and in many of his mature

reflections upon the movements and pivotal
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persons of his times, he gives a portrait and

profile of Christian ministry that makes one

rejoice. Here is autobiography where excel-

lence is in the ascendancy because sincerity

is the safeguard and service is seen as the

sure means to the highest end.

Donald Macleod
Princeton Theological Seminary

Kilpatrick, G. D. The Eucharist in Bi-

ble and Liturgy. Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1983. Pp. 115. $29.95.

This slim, well-argued, learned, and con-

centrated volume comprises the delayed

publication of the Moorhouse Lectures of

1975 which were delivered in Melbourne,

Australia. It is a stimulating treatment of the

New Testament records of the eucharist, its

historical development, and the importance

of contemporary hermeneutics for liturgical

revision, by the Dean Ireland Professor

Emeritus of the Exegesis of Holy Scripture

of Oxford University. Some of its significant

revaluations were anticipated in his Remak.

-

mg of the Liturgy of 1967.

The first lecture reconsiders the meaning
of both sacrifice and blessing in the O.T.,

N.T., and Rabbinical interpretation. The
second lecture analyzes and compares the

Marcan and Pauline accounts of the insti-

tution. Anamnesis, according to our author,

must be primarily considered to mean “proc-

lamation” and neither “recalling” as in

Gregory Dix, nor “remember and help” as

in Jeremias, but as the telling of Christ’s

death and second coming. The analysis is

based on srong linguistic considerations, in-

volving transitions from Aramaic to Greek.

The third lecture shows that the Lucan
account, although dependent on Mark, clearly

emphasizes the parallel between the eucha-

rist and the Passover meal, although it at-

tempts to eliminate references to blood in

the account because these would be offensive

to Jewish ears.

Lectures four to six discuss three primary

interpretations ot the eucharist, respectively,

as Passover (including sacrifice and holiness),

as sacred meal, and as charter story and rit-

ual.

The seventh lecture deals with contem-

porary liturgical problems in attempting to

appropriate the traditional inheritance. This

is where a certain salutory iconoclasm can

be found. Professor Kilpatrick insists that,

as in sacrifice, the whole action is consecra-

tory in moving from the profane realm to

the sacred, hence he considers the emphasis

on a moment of consecration later in the rite,

whether this takes the form of the narrative

as the formula or an epxklesis as an unnec-

essary development. Similarly, he sees that

the eucharistic prayer as a whole lost its char-

acter of praise and thanksgiving, so modern
revisers of liturgies are recommended to re-

turn to the earliest mode of “blessing God
for our creation and preservation and of

thanksgiving for the saving acts of the Lord”

(p. 87). Unbroken wafers are also inadequate

for the prophetic symbolism of the “breaking

of bread,” while reservation of the eucha-

ristic species goes against Biblical practice (p.

90). Our author finds historically too much
individualism in a corporate rite, too much
magic in a moment of consecration, and in

modern revision he regards as a “regrettable

intrusion” in the eucharistic prayer the af-

firmation “Christ has died; Christ is risen;

Christ will come again” for it seems to imply

that Christ is absent from the liturgy of the

Church. To this reviewer this seems exces-

sively critical of a response that is a summary
of faith with a past as well as an eschato-

logical resonance.

His major thesis is that the Biblical un-

derstanding of sacrifice and covenant with

its implication of divine life and powers re-

leased to the worshippers has been histori-

cally overshadowed by the dominance of the

notion of sacrament. This would be hard to

deny.

There is one oddity in the arrangement

of this book, which resembles a popular tel-

evision series (otherwise no analogy!) in that

exciting questions are posed only to be an-

swered in later chapters, and, finally, rather

abruptly concluded in the end. This means

positively, of course, that this is an intriguing

study which will require its readers to think

hard, and will demand forensic, liturgical,

and hermeneutical skills of the first order to

make a credible refutation possible.

Horton Davies

Department of Religion

Princeton University

Old, Hughes Oliphant. Worship. At-

lanta: John Knox Press, 1984. Pp. 202

(paperback).
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When the editors of Guides to the Re-

formed Tradition began their series it was

appropriate that they should assign as their

first text the subject of worship, and choose

Hughes Oliphant Old as their author. Much
of what the Reformation was about came to

expression in worship, and few know the

roots and history of this worship in the Re-

formed tradition as well as Dr. Old. The
author’s comprehensive scholarship is as deep

as it is broad. This work not only reviews

the tradition, it delves into the sources be-

hind it.

Beginning with the affirmation that we
worship God because God has commanded
that we do so, Old sets forth some basic

principals: worship is to be ordered accord-

ing to scripture; worship is in the name of

Christ by the body of Christ; worship is a

result of the work of the Holy Spirit; and,

worship is God’s saving work among us.

“Worship is the workshop where we are

transformed into God’s (sic) image” (p. 8 ).

From here the book is divided into chapters

devoted to the discussion of baptism, the

Lord’s Day, the ministry of praise, the min-

istry of the Word, the ministry of prayer,

the Lord’s supper, daily prayer, and alms.

Each of these chapters surveys its particular

aspect of Christian worship beginning with

the practices of Israel in temple and syn-

agogue, and traces it through the experience

of the church from its New Testament roots,

through the period ofDidache, Justin Martyr,

the Church Fathers, the Middle ages, the age

of reform, and into the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries.

Each of these subjects is treated excep-

tionally well. This faithful scholarship is pre-

sented in an eminently readable fashion for

student, pastor, and lay person alike. The
reader will find each chapter to be filled with

excellent detail in a short space, with a clear

statement of the issues at hand and the Re-

formed tradition’s clear emphasis upon grace

and the initiative of God in our salvation.

The chapters on baptism, the Lord’s supper,

and the ministry of praise are exceptional in

their ability to focus not only upon the his-

toric tradition, but to identify the issues and
provide signals for how worship should be

reformed today. The chapter on the ministry

of the Word is a marvelous survey of eight-

een centuries ofevangelical preaching, which
clearly establishes the historic basis for ex-

pository, catechetical, occasional, and lection-

ary preaching. This is well worth the price

of the book itself.

One hesitates to speak of deficiencies with

regard to this work, it is so full of rich and
valuable information. Rather I will speak of

four things which would have made the book
even stronger. First, the editors’ constraints

of space have allowed Dr. Old to deal with

the tradition only through the late seven-

teenth to mid-eighteenth century. Though
the final chapter attempts to address this de-

ficiency under the title of “Tradition and
Practice,” too much has occurred in the his-

tory of worship during these last two hundred
and fifty years to be dealt with in such a

way. The world looks at reality differently

than it did in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Life situations are radically dif-

ferent—a people’s liturgy must be affected

by this truth. It simply will not do to claim

that being faithful to the tradition means a

return to the solutions of another age. Old
does not mean to suggest this, but given the

way this book has been structured edito-

rially, it is certainly possible to misread that

intention into the whole. This is the book’s

single greatest weakness.

Second, this work presumes that the reader

is familiar with the Westminster Assembly
and the theological as well as political issues

which brought the Assembly into being. No
mention is made of the events which led to

the development of the Westminster Directory

for Worship, much less the subsequent effect

of this upon the worship life of English

speaking churches in the Reformed tradi-

tion. A directory for worship is one of the

unique aspects of what it means to be Re-

formed in matters of worship. The lack of

its discussion in a work of this import is a

serious loss for the reader.

Third, one is sorry that the chapter on
baptism concludes in the 1 8th century, given

the present tendency among many today who
want to follow Karl Barth’s lead on infant

baptism, without taking into consideration

the vast difference between Barth’s conti-

nental experience and the 20th century

American context. Old’s insights would have

been most helpful to a church which is often

confused on the issue of infant baptism.

Fourth, Old follows the scholarship tra-

dition of Jeremias, linking the Lord’s supper

exclusively to the Passover Seder liturgy. Much
has been done in recent liturgical scholarship

which questions Jeremias and acknowledges
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the influence of the chaborah (devotional meal)

upon the sacrament. The lack of so much as

a footnote to this effect is sorely missed. Fur-

ther, the Emmaus road event, though ac-

knowledged, is not fully explored. As a result

the reader may fail to appreciate the way
these three traditions have been integrated

into the church’s final understanding of the

meal.

In spite of these concerns, Dr. Old has

given us a much needed textbook for stu-

dents and pastors alike. It will be an espe-

cially valuable tool for those working with

worship committees and other church offi-

cers. Here is a book that every pastor, stu-

dent, and church officer within the Re-

formed tradition will want to read.

Fred R. Anderson
Pine Street Presbyterian Church
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Neumann, Frederick. The Binding

Truth: A Selective Homiletical Commen-
tary on the New Testament [Vol. I, The

Proper Self-Concern: The Gospel Accord-

ing to Matthew]. Allison Park, PA: Pick-

wick Publications, 1983. Pp. 337.

Born in Vienna in 1899, Frederick Neu-
mann was a teacher and preacher with keen

theological and philosophical interests. His

ministry included service in Haila, in Pal-

estine, and in Brooklyn as pastor of the Bush-

wick Avenue Congregational Church. Neu-
mann died in 1967, spending the last few

years of his life as visiting professor of Old
Testament, Hebrew, and Aramaic at Hart-

ford Seminary Foundation.

In the late 1970s Pickwick Publications

issued a three-volume collection of Neu-
mann's writings on Old Testament texts un-

der the title Where Do We Stand? and that

press is now expanding the ensemble with a

proposed six-volume set on New Testament

texts.

Although the volume on Matthew, the

first of the New Testament ones to be issued,

bears the general title “A Selective Homi-
letical Commentary on the New Testa-

ment,” it is actually an anthology of Neu-
mann’s sermons on Matthean texts. Preached

between 1941 and 1964, the sermons occa-

sionally show their exegetical and theological

age, but are in the main surprisingly fresh,

retaining much of their original power. At
times it even seems that Neumann is looking

ahead to our own day, anticipating the very

issues which now command our attention,

such as the proper role of the church in

national politics and the mission of peace-

making.

There are over seventy-five sermons in the

collection, including a fine series of nine

meditations on the Lord’s Prayer and a briefer

series on the parables of Matthew 13. Most
of the sermons are quite short, clear, and
straightforward. They are attractive because

of their depth and wisdom, rather than their

flash. That is not to say, though, that there

are not some sermons here which break the

usual mold. It would never occur to most of

us, for example, on the Sunday when people

are being recruited as workers in the church's

“every member canvass,” to preach on the

passage, “Do not throw your pearls before

swine”! Neumann does so, however, and quite

engagingly.

In one of the sermons, Neumann quotes

a rabbinical saying about two sages: “Rabbi

Eliezer ben Hyrcanus is a plastered cistern

which loses not a drop. . . . Rabbi Eliezer ben

Arak is a welling spring.” It is clear from

this collection of sermons that Frederick

Neumann was himself a welling spring.

Thomas G. Long
Princeton Theological Seminary

Fuller, Reginald H. Preaching the

Lectionary. The Word ofGodfor the Church

Today. Revised Edition. Collegeville,

Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1984. Pp.

640.

Dr. Reginald Fuller, professor of New
Testament successively at Union Theological

Seminary in Manhattan and Virginia The-
ological Seminary in Alexandria, is an ecu-

menical Episcopalian. He was an official rep-

resentative of his Church to the dialogues

with the Lutherans, and serves presently on
the Catholic Bishops’ Subcommittee on the

Lectionary. An earlier version of this volume
appeared as a series of articles over several

years in the Benedictine journal. Worship. It

has been completely revised.

This solid and substantial volume will en-

courage pastors to produce exegetical ser-

mons that allow God’s Word to master them.
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instead of permitting texts to become pre-

texts for the development of their private

fads and fancies. “The purpose of a Lec-

tionary,” Dr. Eugene L. Brand writes in his

foreword, “is to unfold the full sweep ofGod’s

revelation, not avoiding the hard words” and

this involves avoiding any “muting the trum-

pet of their prophecy or dulling the edge of

their judgment.”

This lectionary is based upon a three-year

cycle. Because of its wide sweep, its thorough

scholarship, its liturgical sensitivity, and its

selection of Scripture that combines critical

honesty with profound pastoral concern, it

has been well received by many North
American churches. These include the Pres-

byterian Worshipbook, (1970), the Boob °f
Common Prayer (1979) of the Episcopal

Church, The Lutheran Boob of Worship (1978),

also the United Church of Christ, the Dis-

ciples of Christ, and the Methodist Church.

It is now fairly common to find ecumenical

groups of ministers forming in a particular

locality to study the same lessons for the

following Sunday as the basis of their ser-

mons.

The principles on which Dr. Fuller bases

his work are clearly explained at the outset.

His first task was to exegete the text by ask-

ing, What did the text mean? His second

task was to expound the text, by asking,

What does it mean today? In answering the

first question, authorship is important, but

determining the original audience or sub-

sequent audience to which it was directed is

equally significant. Thus redaction criticism

is given its full value, and thus different les-

sons can be derived from the process, all of

them important in the origin and develop-

ment of the Church.

The steps suggested for adequate exegesis

and exposition of the lessons are as follows,

indicating how seriously Dr. Fuller medi-

tates on the meaning of Scripture and expects

homilists to do the same. (1) Translation,

wherever possible from the original Greek
or Hebrew, and where impracticable the

comparison of two modern translations into

English. Any significant differences between
translations should send the preacher to a

commentary. (2) Text criticism follows, re-

quiring a search in the margins for disputed

readings. (3) Then literary criticism ensues.

This will discover the genre of the passage

(e.g., parable or miracle story), the location

of any editorial changes and the presumed

reasons for them, and hunting for the date,

author, and community addressed. (4) Now
the identification of the key theological con-

cepts is needed, for which a handy concord-

ance or theological dictionary is recom-

mended. (5) The last step in exegesis is the

preparation of a paraphrase of the passage

in the preacher’s own words.

To make the important transition from

exegesis to exposition, the homilist will draw
on his parochial experience through visita-

tion and counselling, and his observation of

people and the times, and by some hard med-
itation. I cite Dr. Fuller’s statement of the

final requirements: “Then it must be decided

how the text speaks in judgment and mercy,

in wrath and grace to this situation. . . . Fi-

nally, the homilist should envisage the result

sought for from the hearers: repentance, re-

newed faith, some act of devotion, or some
concrete act of obedience” (p. xxxi).

This one-volume lectionary is an admi-

rable tool for basing the proclamation of the

Gospel on sound biblical scholarship. It is

clear, fair, convincing, and will make those

who study it seriously responsible ambassa-

dors.

Horton Davies

Department of Religion

Princeton University

Killinger, John. Fundamentals of

Preaching. Philadelphia: Fortress Press,

1985. Pp. 213. $9.95 (paper).

In broad terms, there are two basic types

of homiletics textbooks. The first, and by far

the more ambitious, attempts to articulate

some central core of preaching theory and

then allows that governing theoretical core

to generate guidelines for practice. This kind

of text comes along infrequently, and, in-

deed, many feel that H. Grady Davis’ Design

for Preaching (1958) was the last such com-
prehensive volume to appear.

The second type of textbook is the “here

is how I do it” sort. Theory is not absent

from these treatments, but it tends to be

eclectic, less precise, more autobiographical,

and finally controlled by a greater force: the

experience of the author. In these texts,

preachers, usually of the wise and gifted va-

riety, share insights from their own practice,

create “proverbs” (e.g., “an hour in the study

for each minute in the pulpit”), disclose the
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secrets of their success, quote the people who
have influenced them, and give sound advice

concerning the difficult art of preaching.

Both types of books have value, of course.

No one knows exactly how it is that begin-

ners learn to preach, but it appears to be a

complex process involving both a careful

thinking through of the issues (a task to which

the “theoretical” books contribute) and
“modeling” oneself after preachers one ad-

mires (which the “personal advice” texts sup-

port).

John Killinger’s new textbook, Funda-
mentals of Preaching, has all the marks of the

first type of text, but, when all is said and
done, it is finally more representative of the

second. Killinger tells us, in the introduction

to the book, that he wrote the first draft of

the manuscript during the last semester of

his fifteen-year-long career as a teacher of

homiletics. He then revised that draft into

the present volume alter serving several years

as a parish minister in Virginia. It would be

interesting to do a “redactional” analysis of

the two versions, but the voice which seems

to speak loudest in these pages is the pastoral

voice, the voice which is modulated by parish

experience, the voice of one who, in Killin-

ger’s own words, “knows what it is really

like to be on the firing line every Sunday.”

The result is a book which is full of good
sense about preaching, but one which does

not advance a clear and unified theoretical

understanding of preaching. The tone is pos-

itive; the advice is, by and large, sound and
useful. Killinger walks the reader through

the process ofsermon construction, acknowl-

edging here and there alternate steps in the

method, but showing his full power and en-

ergy when he discusses his own way of doing

business. He shows us his own imagination

at work as he “brainstorms” ideas for a ser-

mon; then he encourages us to do likewise.

He gives us suggestive lists of ways to begin,

end, and illustrate sermons. He discusses the

advantages of using a lectionary and follow-

ing the contours of the Christian Year, but

refuses to be married to that method when
parish needs would push the preacher in

another direction. His pastoral instinct for

variety encourages him to recommend “se-

ries” preaching, preaching through a biblical

book, and including such occasions as

“Mother’s Day,” “Labor Day,” and
“Thanksgiving” on the preaching calendar.

Killinger’s work is, then, a splendid ex-

ample of what happens when a fine and
experienced preacher “opens the books” on
his own practice. It exhibits all the virtues

of a well-crafted “personal advice” text, but

it also possesses the limitations of that genre.

To begin with, important matters of the-

ory are omitted, or simply asserted, and then

left undeveloped. For example, an entire

chapter is devoted to the claim that the Bible

is important in preaching, but there is vir-

tually no attention to the recent develop-

ments in biblical hermeneutics which are

creating such excitement in contemporary
homiletics.

Or again, Killinger claims that no sermon

should be preached which “does not have

the clear and statable aim of doing some-

thing for people.” That is either a truism,

or it is a mandate for a particular under-

standing of preaching as “therapeutic.” If it

is the former, then it need not be stated. If

it is the latter, then it is in tension with other

ways of defining preaching theologically, and

it deserves some development and debate.

Killinger approvingly quotes Bishop

Quayle’s remark that “the art of preaching

is to make a preacher and deliver that,” and

simply lets it stand in tension with his own
view, stated earlier, that “we do not stand

on our own platform when we preach, but

on the community’s.”

Moreover, Killinger’s technique of mak-
ing lists (types of introductions, varieties of

structure, kinds of illustrations, etc.) often

produces categories which are more sugges-

tive than they are precise. For instance, are

“biographical,” “historical,” “humorous,”

“personal,” and “athletic” illustrations really

discrete “types”? What is the critical defi-

nitional distinction between an “informa-

tive” introduction and one that is “shock-

ing,” or between an “insightful" introduction

and a “piquant” one? Under scrutiny, the

categories collapse because they are not really

categories at all, not expressions of a unified

theory able to generate new practice. They
are motifs, themes evident in retrospect to

the experienced reflective eye.

Finally, there are, in this book, words of

advice which beg for contexts and qualifi-

cations. For example, we are told that, in

order to develop one’s own style in preach-

ing, a beginning preacher should write out

sermon manuscripts “in full for a period of

one year or more.” Everyone? Why one year?

There are others who would argue that the
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beginning of a person’s preaching ministry,

before any pattern has become frozen, is the

best time to experiment with the written

materials of the sermon. Perhaps Killinger

is right, but is there anything, other than his

own experience, which would lend credence

to his view?

Or again, we are advised that “the best

introductions are usually brief.” That seems

like good advice, to be sure, but just before

this we were told of a sermon by John Fry

which had an introduction which lasted for

more than one-fourth of the sermon. Per-

haps this was a “bad” introduction, or maybe
it was an exception which proves the rule,

but it does raise a question about the rule.

Why are the best introductions usually brief?

Because, Killinger tells us, introductions are

“like a good master of ceremonies, they set

up the audience for the next guest, then

quickly bow out of the way.” Makes sense.

But then we are told that “good introduc-

tions are often memorable.” So much for

“quickly bowing out of the way.” The point

here is not that Killinger is dispensing poor

advice. To the contrary, most of what he

says is exceedingly helpful. The point is that

the advice seems not to be coming from any
general framework, any theoretical con-

struction, evident and accessible to the reader.

There is little definitional understanding of

“introductions,” “sermon structure,” “intro-

duction,” and so on, which would allow us

to weigh and evaluate Killinger’s advice or,

more important, to generate our own.
This, then, is a good book with the wrong

title. Killinger has not given us the “fun-

damentals” of preaching in any precise sense

of that term. He has instead given us his

own wise counsel about the practice of

preaching, and, as a fine example of this sort

of homiletical wisdom, his contribution is to

be welcomed. This book is, to use Killinger’s

own words, “like a sermon itself.” It is briskly

written, amply illustrated, nicely con-

structed, focused upon a high and worthy
theme, and finally quite revealing about the

preacher’s own conviction. As such, it de-

serves to be heard gladly.

Thomas G. Long
Princeton Theological Seminary
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